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1t•s 2010. What are you waiting for?
You don't need a web designer to get started! Building a website
is as easy as 1-2-3. Choose your business sector and color scheme,
complete your business contact information, and click... your
website is ready! No programming skills required! You can make
changes directly on your website.

1&1® MyBusiness Site Basic
Everything you need to get started:
• Content and graphics that you
can customize, or insert your
own text, images and logo.

• Website address included
(Choose from .com, .net,
.biz, .org or .info)

• Unlimited number of website
pages, web space, and traffic

• E-mail addresses included

• No software downloads or
programming knowledge
required .
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Out with the old. In with the affordable.
Did you know? By replacing you r aging servers with IBM" System x3650 M2 Express• servers powered
by the Intel" Xeon• processor 5500 series. you could d ramatically lower you r IT operating expenses.
Here's how: 1. With more computing power. you can run your applications on fewer servers. 2. Runn ing
fewer servers means reducing software licensi ng fees . 3. Enhanced systems management helps lower
operational costs. 4. New energy-efficient servers reduce power consumption and cooling costs. Doing
more with less has never been so important. And than ks to the people and Business Partners of IBM ,
it's never been easier. Learn how IBM System x• could help you see a return on investment in as li ttl e
as three months' at ibm .com/systems/3monthroi

IBM System x3650 M2 Express

Powerful.
Intelligent.

IBM System x3250 M3 Express

$3,439

$1,535

or S87/month for 36 months'

or S39/month for 36 months'

PN: 794764U
Featuring up to 2 Intel" Xeon• x5540 processors (2.53 GHz)
16 DIMM sockets 1333.MHz DDR-3 RDIMMs (128 GB max)

PN: 4252E1U
Featuring Intel" Xeon' x3450 processor (2.67 GHz), 2x2 GB Open Bay with MultiBurner
DDR-3 ECC memory, up to 1333 MHz: 1 GB, 2 GB and 4 GB UDIMMs, 16 GB
UDIMM max; 3 1 GB, 2 GB. 4 GB and 8 GB RDIMMs: 32 GB RDIMM max3

IBM System Storage'" DS3400 Express

Try the IBM Systems Consolidation
Evaluation Tool today

$9,295
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PN : 172642X
External disk storage with 4 Gbps Fibre Channel interface teclinology
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We Get By With a Little Help From Our Friends
TESTING SECURl1Y software is scary
business . The prospect of welcoming
all sorts of nas ty viruses, rootkits, and
other bad actors inside your firewall
should terrify any rational person. Yet
sometimes it simply must be done,
especially if you plan to review 13 major
security suites, as we did for this issue
(see "Maximum Security, " page 74).
Fortunately, we happen to have a
partner in crime (or, rather, in crime
prevention) . As we've done for a num
ber of years, PCWorld collaborated with
AV-Test.org-a testing facility focused
on the kind of work that even security
specialists usually run screaming
from-to develop and run our battery
of malware tests for this roundup.

To better understand what regular users expect from their
security software, we turned to the real experts: our readers.

L

Our readers, to a great extent, were
also partners in the proceedings. To get
a better sense of what regular users
want from a security suite (as well as
from a slew of other products, from
laptops to HDTVs), we surveyed hun
dreds of PCWor{d readers.
We asked survey participants whether
they had made a tech purchase in the
last three months. If they had, we asked
them to rank, in order of importance,
the specs or capabilities that most
affected their buying decision. Then
we gathered all of the survey results
into a spreadsheet, ran t he numbers,

TABLETS

Where's the Apple
iPad Review?
HERE IT IS, sometime in April, and you
are holding an issue of PCWorld with the
forward-looking dateline of May 2010. So
where's our review of the Apple iPad tab
let, which hit the streets on April 3? Not
here-at least not in print, since we put
this issue to bed in late March. Instead,
our take on Apple's wunderkind is waiting
for you online, at go.pcworld.com/ipad .
Now about that review: In some circles,
the iPad can't fail. Even before the device's
release, the Apple faithfu l and members
of the media (some overlap there, to be
sure) crowned it the next big thing.

SOME CUSTOMERS COULD hardly wait for

Apple's i-magic is strong stuff, indeed,

the April 3 introduction of Apple's !Pa d.

and loyal Apple customers often report
feeling an emotional attachment toward the company's well-designed hardware.
Personally, though , I would temper my expectations. Tablets have been around for a
while, and consumers haven't embraced them, except as tools for vertical applications.
Even so, many manufacturers (not just one in Cupertino) hope to sell tablet PCs,
whether powered by Android, Google Chrome OS, or Windows. What it comes down to

and used them to revise the weightings
that we assign to criteria in our reviews.
Most of the survey data within the
bread-and-butter hardware categories
matched our expectations. The reader
feedback on security and antivirus
products, though, surprised us a bit,
and required us to conduct a substan
tial overhaul of our reviews criteria.

What Matters Most
The executive summary? As expected, a
program's ability to detect and clean
infections was number one, but not by
a lot. Five more factors-the drag on
system performance, footprint (how
much space the software eats up), ease
of use, speed of detection, and the
number of interruptions (essentially,
how annoying the program is)-were
all bunched behind in a tight cluster.
Based on your feedback, we came to
realize that in previous years we had
given disproportionate weight to mal
ware detection and remediation. As
security software has gotten better at
stopping the bad guys , other capabili
ties seem to have taken on greater im
portance in users' eyes.
So we ripped up our old equations
and rejiggered our ratings to include
usability issues such as startup and
shutdown times, as well as resource
usage as it affects day-to-day tasks like
launching apps, copying files, and
accessing the network.
Thanks to you, the user-driven rank
ings in this issue s article should give a
better sense of which security suite
deserves to live on your PC. And that
should make the scary business of secu
rity just a bit less frightening. •

is this: Does the world need a third device. something between a phone and a laptop?
We'll see. But if tablets take off. you can bet that the iPad will have loads of company.

Steve Fox is editorial director of PCWorld.
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PCWForum
PCWorld's annual reader
survey of tech brands'
reliability and service
spanning si x product
categorie s (laptops,
desktops, HDTVs, digital
camera s, and printers) - always stirs lively
discussion, and this year's results are no
exception , as shown below. Add your own
two cents at find.pcwo rld.com/69880. ___/
Reliability and Service Survey
Thank you for a bold article ["Technol
ogy's Most (and Least) Reliable Brands,"
March). I just hated to read that Dell
has fallen so low in reliability.
1 have bought six Dell computers,
some for family members who trust my
research. The first four purchases were
no problem , but the last two-well, I
have ended up choosing a relationship
with ano ther technology company.
CW Warson, Potosi; Texas
Back ing up your low rating of HP, in
my fairly extensive experience with its
products (desktops, printers), I've
found that when (or i0 I actually man
age to speak to someone in customer
no-service, they usually can't even spell
"HP," let alone help with a problem.
If, however, I allow these reps remote
access, they are masters at creating
major malfunctions, including multiple
Blue Screens of Death.
bwols, PCWorld. co111fa111111s
I totally agree with your near-bottom
rating of Kodak digital cameras.
1gave a Kodak C180 digital camera as
a Christmas gift to some close friends.
The main problem with it was its bat
teries . In the 57 days since my friends

received the camera , the batteries have
been changed probably 25 or 30 times .
Yesterday they returned it to me in
hopes I can get my money back .
Rohm B. Bashein, Fort Wonh, Texas

1was seriously considering buying a
Dell laptop with the i7 processor. After
reading your article I have definitely
reconsidered. Thanks!
JoeSteele, Fresno, Caf(fomia
When I bought my HD1V, I researched
out the zing-zang on reliability, pic
ture, features , etc. This was a year ago,
and Samsung was the undisputed
champ, whereas now it has average rat
ings. Don' t know what's changed (1
agree Panasonic is historically a great
brand) , but my 52-inch LCD is close to
perfection, except for the speakers.
RayoLight, PCWorld. co111fa111111s

Ratings vs. R&S Survey
As a longtime subscriber to PCWodd,
I look forward to each issue-it has
enhanced my computer skills.
The incentive for this note is your
March issue's "Technology's Most (and
Least) Reliable Brands," and my recent
horrid experiences with HP tech sup
port for my printer-I probably fall in
the category of the problem never
being solved and possibly made worse.
Consequently, I do agree with your
placement of HP at the bottom of the
reliability and service list for printers.
What disturbed me was that in the
same issue you listed the HP Photo
smart Plus All-in-One printer as a Best
Buy [Top 10 Inkjet Mullifunction Primers].
It seemed almost like an oxymoron-a
"bad good buy. "
Cy Minco, Ocean Ciry, NewJcrsry
Editor's response: Reliability and service are
important, but they are just two of the factors
that printer buyers should consider. Clearly our
readers don't think much of the reliability of

Re: 'Malware Aims to Evade
Window s 7 Safeguards' [Security
Alert, March]-t he weakest link of
a compu ter system will always be
sitting in front of the monitor. Until
this link is removed , all systems
are vulnerable.
JimH443, PCWorld.com forums
HP printers in general, or HP's support of them
after the sale. Nevertheless, many HP printers
perform well in our printer reviews, which test
speed, print quality, and ease of use-hence

This article was enlightening. But I still
rely most heavily on user reviews from
across the Web. A few hours of research
is worthwhile for something you plan
on spending a few months of savings on .
ofdschoolh4ck31; PCWorld. co111faru111s
Editor's note: For our take on the advantages
and drawbacks of online reviews, see "User
Reviews: How to Use Them Wisely" on page xx.

their high ranking.

-Mark Sullioan

30 TV: Not for Everyone
Missing from your excellent article on
301V ["30 Comes Home," Forward,
March] is the fact that 30 has a signifi
cant downside not found with every
past advance in television technology:
One needs to have well-balanced
»
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PCWForum
vision in both eyes to experience it.
Many 1V viewers do not, and many of
those who don 't aren't aware of it.
For that reason, everyone contem
plating an upgrade to 30 needs to care
fully test it in a showroom before com
mitting to a purchase . For roughly 20
percent of the population, the experi
ence is go ing to be something on the
order of, "Wh n's the big d eal?"
Another problem not mentioned is
CORRECTIONS

IN RICK BROIDA'S Hassle-Free
PC (March), we should have said

that the FixWin utility runs on Win 
dows Vista and 7, but not on XP.
March"s Download This should
have indicated that OopsBackup
has a 30-day trial: it costs $37.
PCWorld regrets the errors.

the challenge faced by viewers who
have to wear eyeglasses to watch 1V.
Active-shutter 30 glasses with prescrip
t ion lenses will no doubt be available,
but at a substantial added cost.

Ronald Russell, Lodi, Califimria

A Cable TV Issue
I jumped right out of my chair when I
read your tip "Ditch the Antenna, Keep
Your Digital Channels " [in "Essential
Windows Tricks," February).
I've been writi ng letters for the past
five years trying to have the channels
provided in the basic "analog" package
1111scra111blcd in digital format. I have yet
to find any cable company willing to do
this-there is too much money to be
made in selling or renting cable boxes .
Originally the United States was to
go digital on February 17, 2009 . The
government offered $40 coupons for
digital-to-analog co nverters to people

Save

who still used over-the-air signals. It
then delayed the conversion of cable
signals for another two years; now it
has added another three years . My
guess is, authorities are rightly scared
of the backlas h that will occur when all
thos e second and third 1Vs go black
because they don 't have a cable box.
I challenge you to identify a cable sys
tem that has any permanent unscram
bled digi tal channels .
I am d isappointed that this tip did
not warn your readers that there are no
such cable channels ava ilable, and that
you had better keep the old antenna.

Bob Sweet, B11rli11gton, 0111ario
PCWorld welcomes your feedback. We re 
serve the right to edit for length and clarity.
Shore your thoughts in the Comments area
under each story on our Website, or visit our
forum s (find.pcworld.com/55165). Send
e-mail to letters@pcworld.com. •
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Mobile Digital TV:

Coming to a
Small Screen
Near You
Mobile Digital TV
feeds Loca l television
programming on the
go to srnartphones.
Laptops, and portable
media pl ayers. We
take Mobile DTV for
a test drive.
BY JOHN R. QUAIN

visio n (Mob ile DlV), a tech
no logy t hat lets you watch
1V programming while you
walk in a park or ride in a car
barreling down a highway.
I took several Mobile D1V
gizmo s for a test drive and
was impressed by the tech
nology's video quality, plus
its versat ility in integrating
with a w ide array of devices.

DESPITE ALL THE hype
about televisions ' being
turned off in droves in favor
of Hu lu and YouTube, live
1V remains easily the most
popu lar entertai nm ent me
dium (just look at the rat
ings for A111cn·ca11 Idol or

CS!). Still , in an effort to
reac h the iPhone generatio n ,
the b roa dcast industry is
pus hi ng Mobi le Digital Te le

The Mobile Dig ital
Television Era Ar rives
The Mobile D1V broadcast
ing standard comes from t he
Advanced Television Systems
Committee (ATSC). Industry
observers expect a slew of
Mobile D1V-compliant
products, from cell phones
to laptops, to emerge th is
year. In my tests , I tried

VIZIO WILL OFFER three Razor

three Mobile D1V prototype
devices: a portable DVD

LED 1-inch-thick Mobile DTV

p layer, a cell phone, and a
credit-card-size tuner for

screen) to $230 (9-inch screen).

playing Mobile D1V on de
vices such as the Ap p le iPad
and various RIM BlackBerrys

Those channels broadcast in

models priced from $150 (7-inch

a sta ndard-definitio n , wide

via Wi-Fi retransmissio n .
The Mobile Digital 1V era
actually dawned last year,
when U.S. television stations

screen format optimized for
smaller screens. As a result ,
loca l affiliates can broadcast
the same programming to
homes and to mobile devic

switched from analog to dig
ital broadcasts. 111<:: move lo
digital broadcasting freed up
wireless spectrum for 1V sta
tions, allowing them to offer
subchannels designed specif
ically for in-transit viewers .

es simultaneou sly.
Best of all, Mobile DTV
(like regular over-the-air
broadcasts) is free. By late
spring, according to the
Open Mobi le Video Coali
t ion trade group, some 30

For more on new TV technologies, see find.pcworld.com/ 69921. And
don't miss our recent charts of the best 40- to 42-inch (find.pcworld .
com/69922) and 46- to 47-inch (find .pcworld.com/69923) HDTVs.
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stations will be broadcasting
in the new format . Among
the stations in this pioneer
group are seven in the Wash
ington, D.C., area, including
the region 's NBC affiliate.
Another 700 or more U.S.
stations (out of the roughly
1600 local broadcasters
overall) plan to offer Mobile
DTV broadcasts by the end
of 2010, the OMVC says.

New Hardware Needed
Inevitably, the new standards
demand new hardware with
new tuners to pull in the
broadcasts. But Mobile DTV
tuners are so inexpensive
that they don 't significantly
raise the price of a handset.
In contrast, satellite-based
television systems-such as
MediaFlo TV, designed for
car backseats- have been
around for years, but require
professional installation of
bulky, expensive (up to sev-

era) thousand do llars ,
not counting the month
ly subscription fe e) hard
ware in an SUV or mini
van. Furthermore, the
picture atta inable on
mobile satellite systems
tends to break up in
urban environments .
Sin ce Mobile DTV tun
ers are small enough to
fit into a cell phone,
manufacturers can put
them in many different
THE TV INTERFACE on a Mobile DTV
portable devices. The
device may look something like t his.
three prototype Mobile
DTV products I tested were
content consisted of rc
an LG portable TV/DVD
broadcasted children's pro
player, an LG KB770 cell
gramming and CNBC news,
phone, and a Valups Mobile
and ION warned me that
DTV Wi-Fi Receiver (see the
the channel's transmitter
sidebar below) . In the New
was less than ideally locat
ed . Nevertheless, I was sur
York metropolitan area, the
only test channel ava ilable
prisingly entertained.
at the time of my hands-on
I could view uninterrupt
review (February) was one
ed programs on the LG
smartphone as I walked
operated by JON Media
Networks. The test station's
down the street, or on the

LG DVD player as I rode
in the backseat of a car.
The credit-card-si ze Val
ups Wi-Fi adapter tuned
in to the test channel at a
restaurant and di splayed
it on my iPod Touch well
enough to keep my daugh
ter happily diverted.
Like broadcasts from
regular television sta
tions, Mobile DTV chan
nel broadcasts have a limited range. In the case of
the New York test station
(WPXN), I could receive
a signal only with in a radius
of about 10 miles from t he
broadcast tower. When
Mobile DTV stations go live,
however, reception suppos
edly will be possi ble even at
distances of 20 to 40 miles.
111is is welcome news for
travelers who find them
selves del ayed in airport
lounges , though passengers
whiling away time on long »

TEST DRIVES

How Three Mobile DTV Prototypes Fared in Real-World Tests
LG Mobile Digital Television
With DVD Playback
As any parent can attest, DVDs aren 't
enough to keep some kids entertained. So
the addition of a Mobile DTV tuner may be
just what LG's portable player needs to
stand out from the scores of inex pensive
portable disc players on the market. And if
its features don't do the trick, its price cer
tainly will: When the glossy black clam
shell player debuts this summer, it will list
for abou t $249 - roughly double what
so me competi ng DVD-o nly players cost.
The player comes equipped with a
7-inch, widescreen (16:9) LCD, which flips
open and then can sit at an angle on a se p
arate hinged arm to achieve an ideal view
ing position. It has the standard array of
DVD playback controls on the right side,
as well as a volume wheel, two headphone

~

THIS PROTOTYPE FROM LG com bines a
digital tel evision w ith DVD playback and
a Mobil e DTV t uner for view ing on the go.

mini-jacks, an audio/video output, and DC
power co nnections on the right edge.
On the left side, neatly tucked away next
to the USB port, is a pull-out, telescoping
silver antenna for receiving Mobile DTV
broadcasts. You use a Mode button on the

left side of the scree n to switch between
discs and the TV receiver. The tuner auto
matically scans for ava ilable stations in
the vicinity and th en provides you with
an electron ic program guide that you can
consult when making a selection.
Wh en I tested it from a location that
had a clear s ight line to the Empire State
Building (where the test station's trans
mitter is loca ted), the LG receiver pulled
i.n a clean picture. I saw no pi xelation or
jumpy images, and audio was crisp. The
Mobile DTV format, in fact. works with a
resolution of 416 by 240. which is good
enough for screen sizes up to 7 inches.
Still, of the three prototypes I tested,
the LG player was usually the first device
to lose the broadcast as I moved out of
range-say, 20 feet or so inside an office
building. And thou.gh the battery lasted »
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Forward
car trips will still have to
change channels repeatedly.
Mobile DlV's main rival is
the Qualcomm-backed Flo
1V service. Flo 1V is available on several smartphones
(the $200 LG Arena, for
example) and on the $2S:l
Flo 1V Personal Television.
But the service costs $10 to
$14 per month (depending
on the device and the carrier), it delivers fewer than 20
nationwide channels, and
the channels are available
only in metropolitan areas.
That' s because Flo 1V relies
on its own network of trans-

mission towers to broadcast
programming in some of the
space that was left vacant
when television stations
switched from analog to digital. Consequently, eve n
though Flo 1V programming
is nationwide, the network
itself is not. In the hinterland, you' ll lose the signal.

Future Convergence?
Eventually, we may see
devices that support both
Mobile DlV and Flo lV.
Both LG and Samsung have
demonstrated cell phones
wit h Mobile DlV, and both

offer handsets th an can receive Flo lV. Much depends
on what cell phone carriers
like AT&T and Verizon decide to do, since they control which handse ts work
on their networks; currently,
both companies charge a
substantial fee for cellularnetwork-based video, and
free Mobile DlV co uld cut
into their revenue from that
source. Meanwhile, some
Mobile DlV broadcas ters
are looking at the possibility
of offering addit io nal for-p ay
channels that could induce
wireless carriers to add Mo-

bile DlV to their handse ts.
No matter what the cell
phone situation for Mobile
DlV looks like a year from
now, tuners are slated to
appear in many products
over the next eight months.
Dell has already announced
plans to market a netbook
with Mobile DlV; and Pana
sonic and a number of other
major consumer electronics
companies have voiced su pport for the standard.
When finis hed products
reach sto re shelves this sum
mer, we' ll let you know how
they fa re in forma l testing.

TEST DRIVES: CONTINUED

well beyond 3.5 hours playing DVDs and
CDs. it regularly ran out of power after

an d a multimedia player.
To prepare the smartphone

THE $99 VALUPS Mobile DTV
Wi-FI Receiver lets you transform

-

ju st over 2 hours of watching Mobile DTV

for Mobile DTV reception . you

your smartphone or portable

broadcasts. LG says that a receiver ch ip

pull out the device's telescop

player into a Mobile DTV device.

made to draw less power should be ready

ing antenna and press t he on-

for the player by the time you read this.

screen TV button. The phone
automatically switches to

LG KB770 Smartphone
As a proof-of-concept handset. the LG

widescreen landscape mode
and scans for nearby chan -

KB770 demonstrates that Mobile DTV

nets. Among the skyscrapers

~

~
..._

_,,"""",,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
•

LJ

may be best sui ted to cell phones. Avail

of Manhattan , it managed to maintain a

reception , and Wi-Fi) . To get Mobile DTV

able in Europe. w here cus tomers can

stable picture- certai nly better than that

channels, owners download a free Valups

already tune in to DVB-T (Digital Video

of mobile satellite systems. The picture

app to their iPhone, BlackBerry. or Android

Broadcasting -Terrestrial) stations, this

occasionally j umped in crosstown traffic.

handset. (It will work w ith an iPad, too.) I

prototype was adapted to receive Mobile

but I didn't find that too distracting. Just

tested it with an iPod Touch.

DTV, and in general it did an excellent job.

don't expect to follow the puck if you use

The smartphone itself has a 3-inch.
400 -by-240-pixel touchscreen and is out
fitted w ith two cameras: a 3-megapixel

the KB770 to watch a hockey game.
The prototype lasted for more than 2
hours of TV view ing on one charge. LG

I did sometimes have to restart the
receiver's prerelease software, but other
w ise th e unit worked w ithout a hitch. After
download ing the software, you select the

still camera and a small. 15-frames-per

hasn't announced a carrier for the phone

Wi-Fi TV network entry from the li st of

second video camera. The handset also

yet, so prices for hardware-plus-service

available Wi-Fi networks; you then see a

has the usual array of smartphone fea

contract plans remain to be determined.

tures: a microSD slot, stereo Bluetooth,

list of available stations. Picture quality
depends on the device you use.

Valups Mobile DTV
Wi -Fi Receiver

w indow. where reception was available.

If you don't want to buy a new phone or

and then watched TV on my iPod Touch

I put the Valu ps Wi-Fi receiver in a front

portable device just so you can watch Mo

back in the office- where neither the LG

bile DTV channels, the Valups receiver

portable DVD player nor the LG smart

represents a conve nient 599 alternative to

phone could putt in a television signal.

the LG devices. This wireless, credit-card

Originally introduced at the Consumer

THE LG KB770 combines standa rd smart

size unit has a single power button and

Electronics Show as the "Tivit." the Valups

phone features with Mobile DTV reception.

three lights (to indicate battery use, TV

receiver should go on sale this spring.
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Forward
Microsoft's Plans for Windows Phone 7 Series
Redmond's mobile
phone OS adds social
networking and new
productivity features
within a clean, touch 
friendly interface.
IN MARCH, Microsoft un
veiled its new mobile phone
operating system, Windows
Phone 7 Series. Unlike previ
ous Windows Mobile ver
sions, the overhauled OS fo
cuses on social networking,
the Web, and gaming. The
Phone 7 Series OS is slated
to be available on handsets
by holiday season 2010.

PHONE 7's Qu ick Launch screen

Slick User Interface

frequently used apps and sites.

uses 'live t iles' as shortcuts to

Users familiar with the Zune
HD's interface will find that
Windows Phone 7. Series's
menus and interface replicate
the Zune HD's fluid anima
tions and clean typeface.
The Quick Launch screen
uses large, co.lorful tiles as
shortcuts to frequently used
or ~avorite apps or Websites.
You can populate the screen
with tiles linking to a Face
book profile or friends, too.
These tiles are live, mean
ing that when someone up
dates content on the app or
site, the tile on your screen
will change as well.
By tapping and dragging
tiles, you can easily change
their order; or press a broken1,i.eart icon to remove one
from the screen. Swiping
right takes you to a list of all
of your apps . To move an app
to your Quick Launch dis
play, press down on the app
and select "dd to quick launch.
Within an app, a row of menu
options appears at the top of
the display. As on the Zune,
16 I PC W OR L D . COM
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you can pan through items
with a flick of your finger. To
return to the previous menu ,
simply press the arrow key
at the top of the interface.

Aggregating Hubs
The People Hub aggregates
friends from your social net
works in three screens: Re
cent, All, and What's New.
The Recent screen identifies
friends who've updated their
profiles or statuses recently;
All lists all of your friends ;
and What's New offers sta
tus updates in a single feed.

You can share your own sta
tus updates easily, too.
The Pictures Hub lets you
see the pictures posted on
your hub (All) , your newest
pictures (Recent), or the lat
est from your friends (What's
New). Your handset can pick
the most recent pictures that
you've uploaded or snapped
with it; and as on the People
Hub, What's New in Pictures
displays your friends' latest
picture uploads. Arrayed
with those capabilities, the
Pictures Hub makes sharing
photos with your social net
works extremely simple ..
The Office Hub allows you
to sync documents between
your phone and your PC. The
hub comes with OneNote
(for notetaking) , Documents,
and SharePoint (for presen
tation collaboration). Users
will also have access to an
Outlook Mail app that has
features similar to the ones
on the_desktop version.

Zune and Xbox Tie-ins
All Windows Phone 7 Series
units will have the same mu
sic and video features as the
Zune HD, and users will be
able to use Zune PC sofrware
to manage their music. Does
this mean the stand-alone
Zune HD player is dead?
For people who own an
Xbox and would like to keep

Documents

SharePoint
@
}!! Introduction

Presentations

wl Product Info

,3:, ProdUC1 Launch ~·:.m Site

~ Proposal
P.

Specifications
Budget Det.Jils -~ ....

THE OFFICE HUB includes note taking, word
processing, and presentation sections.

close tabs on their friends '
gaming prowess, Phone 7
Series phones will offer a
mobile version of Xbox Live
games , a Spotlight feed , and
the ability to see a gamer's
avatar, achievements, and
gamer profile. In addition,
users will be able to pur
chase games and apps from
the Windows Marketplace.
Phone 7 Series phones will
also ship with Bing Maps,
which can dynamically up
date street-view photos, 3D
graphics, and directions ,
and display real-time traffic
updates and reviews of local
businesses via Yelp .

Marketplace
Owners of Windows Phone
7 Series phones will be able
to get Windows Phone apps
from a new Windows Phone
Marketplace. The new store
will be the only channel for
obtaining Phone 7 Series
apps; and as with Apple, Mi
crosoft must approve all ap
plications before they can
appear in the Marketplace.
The success of Windows
Phone 7 Series may ultimate
ly depend on the applica
tions available for it. Micro
soft says that many familiar
mobile apps are on the way
for example, Associated
Press , Foursquare, Seesmic,
Shazam, and Sling Media.
Microsoft's many hardware
partners include Asus, Dell,
Garmin, HP, HTC, LG, Qual
comm, Samsung, Toshiba,
and others. The company
plans to make the Windows
Phone 7 Series OS available
to all four major U.S. carriers .
-Gi111ry Mies, wirh additional
comrib11rio11sfrom Ian Paul

The headphones that
pioneered an entire industry.
Now even better.

NEW
Bose· QuietComfort• 1s
Acoustic Noise Cancelling<!>headphones.

Quieter than ever before. Since we introduced the world's
first noise cancelling headphones over 20 years ago, we have
conducted continuous research to improve this technology.
Now, we have engineered significant advances in noise
reduction to make the oc• 15 headphones our quietest ever.
Exclusive Bose technologies electronically sense more of the
sounds around you, reducing more noise across a wider range
of frequencies. And we didn't stop there. We developed a
new ear cushion that further reduces unwanted noise and
helps create an extremely comfortable fit. It works in harmony
with the electronics to deliver a better listening experience.
Mark A. Kellner of _The Washington Times says they " reproduce
music with extreme clarity, fidelity and definition ."
Try our best headphones for yourself, risk free. When
you fly, the engine roar fades even further away. When you
listen to music at home or at work, fewer distractions get in
the way. Less noise, along with our acclaimed lifelike sound,
a fit that stays comfortable for hours and the quality you
expect from Bose. It all adds up to a combination of benefits
unmatched in the industry. Seth Porges of Popular Mechanics
states that " Compared to the competition ...the QC 15s are
vastly superior." You can relax and appreciate music,
movies or just some serenity more than ever before.
We invite you to try QC 15 headphones for your
self, risk free, for 30 days. And when you
call, ask about making 12 easy payments,
with no interest charges from Bose.*
We're so sure you'll be delighted, we'll
even pay to ship them to your door.
Welcome to an even quieter world.

Forward
Nice Sixpack: Intel's Core i7-980X Extreme
INTEL'S LATEST Extreme
Edition processor, the Core
i7-980X, brings
hyperthreading
as well as turbo
boost technol
ogy to the 32nm process . It
is also Intel's first processor
with six cores, for enhanced
system performance in suit
ably optimized applications.
The Core i7-980X will sup
plant the four-core, 45nm
Core i7-975 Extreme Edition
as Intel's strongest CPU, at
the same price ($999). But
how much better is it?
The Core i7-975 and the
Core i7-980X look identical;
both have a base clock speed
of 3.33GHz, TOP cooling
rated at 130 watts, and three
channels ofDDR3-1066

RAM. But the i7-980X 's six
cores give apps 12 threads to
work with, versus the i7-975's
8 threads . Also, whereas the
i7-975 shares an 8MB L3
cache across its cores, the
new CPU has a 12MB cache.
We tested each processor
in a PC running Windows 7
Ultimate Edition (64-bit),
with 6GB of RAM, a 1TB
hard drive, and an ATI Rade
on HD 5870 graphics card.
Though Intel aims the Core
i7-980X at gamers , the new
CPU outperformed the Core
i7-975 only marginally in our
tests . In Unreal Tournament
3 (at 1920by1200 resolution
and high settings), the Core
i7-980X cranked out 159.9
frames per second versus the
Core i7-975 's 155.4 fps. In

INTEL' S CORE 17-980X Extr eme.

Dirt 2, the Core i7-980X
managed 73 .3 fps , as against
the Core i7-975 's 71.7 fps .
Those results aren't sur
prising, since many modern
video games don' t take full
advantage of multithreading.
But if you work with multi
threaded apps such as Adobe
Photoshop, Blender, and
Sony Vegas Pro, spending

$1000 for a Core i7-980X
processor may make sense.
The clearest improvement
will be in apps that sprawl
across as many cores as pos
sible, like Maxon's Cinema
4D animation software .
Though the i7-980X may
not blow the i7-975 out of
the water now, the perfor
mance bottleneck for gam
ers lies in the paucity of
multithreaded offerings
and that situation is chang
ing. If you can afford this
$1000 chip, it may be worth
the cost of entry. As multi
core CPUs and multicore
optimized applications grow
more and more common,
you'll be able to put all six
of its cores to good use .
- Nate Ralph

Springpad: Note Taker

ible? With Xpenser, you can keep track of your expenses in real

I 've used Evernote for a wh ile to keep records of meetings and

time, using any PC or phone. You can add an expense through the

plans. But Springpad is a worthy, free competitor that brings some

free service's site, by e-mail. IM, text message, or voice call. You

cool new tricks to note taking . For instance, you can import a reci

can even keep track of your costs by sending direct messages on

pe from a cooking site. and Springpad wi ll automatically parse out

Twitter- or submit a photo of a receipt to prove that cheeseburg

th e ingredients you need. Click a link, and it

ers really can cost 520. xpenser.com

will add those ingredients to a shopping list.
Type in the name of a movie, and not only

Citrify: Snappy Photo Editing

will the service add a note with a descrip

Online photo editors have existed for years ,

tion and image, but it will give you local

but early versions were often slow to show

showtimes or add it to your Netflix queue.

the changes you made to your images. Citri

A companion iPhone app lets you enter and

fy displays the effects of your work as you

access notes on the go. You can even add a

do it, enabling you to see just how your pic

product by scanning its barcode w ith your

ture will look as you pump up the contrast

iPhone's camera . sp ringpad it.co m

or sharpness. This free service includes

Xpenser: Receipt Help

will need-in addition to adjusting bright

Even if your business trip goes off without a

ness and hue, you can eliminate red-eye ,

most of the toots amateur photographers

hitch, you'll have to deal with all those re

18

smooth over wrinkles, and more. You can

ceipts afterward. And who can remember a

CHOOSE 'OBAMIFY' IN Citrlfy's online photo

week l ater w hat the taxi ride cost or why the

editor, and your fri ends w ill l ook as though

subjects look as though they're in the iconic

bottle of single-malt scotch seemed deduct-

t hey stepped out of a campaign poster.

campaign poster. citrify.com
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even "Obamify" your images, making the

Protect.
Manage.

: ;.

Forward
HP's Slate
Claims Edge
OveriPad
HP SAYS support for Adobe
Flash gives its Slate tablet an
advantage over Apple's iPad.
Whereas iPad users look to
Apple's App Store for apps
and to iTunes for content,
Flash gives HP users access
to a wealth of Web content
and apps, and Adobe's AIR
provides a framework
for developing ad
ditional ones.
A Windows
7-based unit,
the Slate is
scheduled to
ship in mid
2010 at a price
below $500 .
Support for
Adobe technol
ogy and the use of Windows
7 distinguish the Slate from
the iPad, which incorporates
a tablet-optimized version
of the iPhone OS.
The Slate's Adobe support
is a strength, but some peo
ple dislike HP's decision to
use a general-purpose OS
(Windows 7) in the tablet.
As the iPhone did, the
iPad will attempt to provide
an Apple-controlled media
experience. In contrast, the
Slate will be more about
generalized Web browsing
(including Flash) and run
ning Windows 7 tablet apps.
Ultimately, Apple may have
trouble scaling up the iPhone
experience to meet user ex
pectations for a larger-screen
device; meanwhile, Windows
7 may not appear to be truly
optimized for a tablet.
-Dallid Coursey
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GEEKTECH
Hack Your Wii for Homebrew Apps and Games
AFTER THE EXCITEMENT over the Wii's "revo
lutionary" controller died down, a lot of adult
gamers began to notice Nintendo's missteps on
the console-such as the scarce online com
munity and the lack of mass storage, HD sup
port, and DVD playback. If not for Homebrew,
I'd have little reason to pick up a nunchuk.
Anyone looking to breathe new life into their
Wii should consider getting into the Homebrew
scene. What started with a couple of curious
hackers has blossomed into a huge community
of developers and users bringing amazing fea
tures to the aging console. Installing the
Homebrew Channel makes emula 
tion, DVD playback, and the
ability to run Linux possible.
Nintendo plays a never
ending cat-and-mouse
game with Wii hackers,
much as Apple does with
adventurous iPhone jail
breakers; but despite Nin
tendo's best efforts, the Wii
Homebrew scene has matured,
and today the necessary software
is easier than ever to install. If you are
new to the game, here's how to get it going.
Warning: Proceed at your own risk! If you read
the documentation included with the installers
and use caution, you can enjoy the fruits of Wii
Homebrew in no time; but if you do something
silly, you run a tiny risk of "bricking" your Wii.
What You Need

•AWii running the latest Wii System Menu
4.2 (Wii Homebrew is possible on older ver
sions, but the installation process is slightly
different-so for simplicity's sake, I'll assume
that you have the newest update) .
• HackMii Installer version 0.6 (find .pcworld.
com/69912) and Bannerbomb version 2 (find .
pcworld.com/69913).
· An SD Card (formatted for the FAT32 file
system) and a Wi-Fi connection.
How to Install Wli Homebrew
1. Download Bannerbomb v2 and HackMii.
2. Create a folder named 'private' on the root
level of your SD Card, if such a folder doesn't
exist there already.
3. Unzip the Bannerbomb files to the SD Card.

Use Homebrew to invigorate
your aging Wii w ith emul at ion,
OVO playback, Linux, and more.

l

4. Copy 'installer.elf-the HackMii installer
file-to the root of your SD Card, and rename
the copied version of the file 'boot.elf'.
5. Fire up your Wii and go to the SD Card
menu in the bottom left of the home/channel
screen. InS'ert your SD Card. A pop-up dialog
box should ask you 'Load boot.dol/elf?' Click
Yes. This will install the Bannerbomb exploit,
which makes Homebrew possible.
6. At this point, Bannerbomb will run
the HackMii installer to install the
Homebrew Channel. In addition, it can install DVDx (which
lets you use apps that use the
DVD drive-recommended!)
and BootMii (which protects
against bricking) . Once that
operation is done, you'll have
a new channel on your home
screen called The Homebrew
Channel, and the geeky fun can begin.

Apps to Check Out
Here are some other applications to give a try
once you have Homebrew up and running:
• The Homebrew Browser: This app lets you
browse and install homebrew apps to your SD
Card straight from your Wii; without the tool.
you have to remove the SD Card and use your
PC to copy apps onto it. lind.pcwo rld.com/69914
• Gecko OS: Besides enabling you to play Wii
discs from other geographic regions (DVDx
required), Gecko OS includes Ocarina, a home
brew cheat app reminiscent of Action Replay or
Game Genie. find.pcworld.com/69915
• MPlayer CE:This media player for the Wii
(DVDx required) handles playlists and DVD
movie playback. find.pcworld.com/69916
• Wii-Linux: Of course, no hardware hack can
be recogn ized as complete without the obliga
tory Linux build. find.pcworld.com/69917
-Mike Keller •
Visit the GeekTech blog at go.pcworld.com/
geektech for more hocks, tweaks, and tips.

V E R TE>< a
SOLID
~

STATE

DRIVE

•
.•

• High.-Performance Controller

tj

• Premium MLC NANO
., Ideal for Windows• 7
• TRIM Support
• Maximum Performance:
Read Up to 280MB/s
Write Up to 270MB/s
4K8 Random Write: Up to 50,000 IOPS
• Available in 200GB and 10008
Avollobl• at:

~ SSDs are more responslv.

SSDs are faster
- Get more done!

\!!I - For a snappier system

SSDs require less power
- Longer battery fife

•
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Vertex 2 Solid State Drives raise the bar once again and deliver
unprecedented performance. A pioneer In SSD storage, OCZ
designed the second generation Vertex 2 to surpass the
competition where it counts most-speed. The Vertex 2 pushes
the limits in data processing, complete with TRIM support as
the ultimate Windows 7 notebook or desktop upgrade.

High Definition video calls keep your business
moving from anywhere... even home!
faceVsion HD video call/chat solutions give remote workers a real
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Consumer Watch
User Reviews: How to Use Them Wisely
BY CHRIS WALTERS

nique) is that user reviews make it easy to do research without
leaving the shopping page. Want slice-of-life examples of the
WEB RETAILERS LOVE user reviews, and have made them
product in use? Highlights of problem areas? The ability to vote
an integral part of sales. Bloggers and enthusiasts by the mil
reviews up or down? It's all there, right below the 'Buy' but
lions share their opinions about all sorts of products. But at
ton. The problem is that the proximity of all of these options
the same time, marketers are
to the point of sale subtly trans
creating replicants that walk
forms them into an extension
Review sites offer valuable opinions, but t hey
and talk like user reviews but
of your shopping experience.
also at tract fanboys , ax-grinders, and even a
ultimately repeat feature lists
Will Chambers, editor in
few clandestine shills. Approach w ith caution.
and phrases crafted to appeal
chief of Steve's Digicams (www.
to specific demographics.
steves-digicams.com), has been
Though you ' ll find a lot of
writing and editing reviews for
noise at review sites, you will
a decade. When he shops, he
encounter many more sources
looks to user reviews as a sup
of good advice. The challenge
plement to more-rigorous re
is to filter out the junk. First,
views. If everyone on Amazon
be honest with yourself. Being
gripes about a weakness that
realistic about your needs ~ill
the pros missed, he says, it can
assist you in setting a budget,
give you an edge when you are
and it will enable you to focus
deciding what to buy.
on the right review types
On the other hand, he notes,
casual anecdotes from past
user reviews lack the standard
customers, overviews from
ization required for accurate
newspapers and from general
comparisons. "Make sure that
audience Websites, in-depth
whatever type of electronic you
and standardized evaluations
are looking at, [the reviewer is]
from pros, or hard-core geek
using a standardized test that
ery from specialty forums.
every manufacturer's model is
Knowing where to start will
being put through, so results
help you avoid being over
are consistent, " Chambers says.
whelmed or seduced by jargon.
A standardized review should
Make your own feature list, as well. An online search for
state how the product was tested, and show results in a way
"intro to HDlV," for instance, should help you gather enough
that lets you compare them with those of other models.
expert information to assemble, in less than 15 minutes, a list
of must-haves, would-like-to-haves, and deal-breakers.
Avoid the Shi ll s
"The one thing you can't trust about reviews at online retail
Balance Your Web -Reviews Diet
ers is [that] you can't know if someone is just trying to move
Consulting user reviews on retail sites is the quickest way to
more units," says Chambers. Most user reviews are probably
see what consumers think about a product. But the trap (espe
authentic, but fake reviews exist-and given the level of ano
nymity that the Internet permits, posting a phony review »
cially with retailers like Amazon that have mastered the tech-

I

For additional information about Web-shopping pitfalls, including
some that might affect your online privacy, read "Trouble With
Default Settings at Online Stores" at find.pcworld.com/69807.
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Consumer Watch
could hardly be easier. Unscrupulous
bloggers might receive money, free
pro ducts, or a boost in status for pra is
ing a company or product. Tech user
Joe Smith could be a PR flack, a stay-at
home parent earning extra bucks as a
reviewer-for-hire, or a marketing man
ager determined to improve sales.
There's enough opportunity for mis
behavior, in fact, that an informal mar
ketplace has sprung up . '' Reputation
management" firms might offer to bur
nish a manufacturers image with stra
tegic fine-tuning of user-review pages.
Last August, MobileCrunch (find.pcworld.
com/69803) posted internal sales material
from Reverb Communications, in which
t he PR firm promises to front-load new
releases on the Apple App Store with
reviews provided by "in-house writers"
and "written from the angle of each
[target] age group including key words
that resonate with each audience."
The ongoing attempts at gam ing user
reviews have led to crackdowns, too.
Last July, the New York Attorney Gen
eral fined cosmetic surgery company
Lifestyle Lift $300,000 for fabr icating
online reviews. By the end of 2009, the
Federal Trade Commission had revised
and reissued guidelines instructing all
bloggers to disclose any relevant busi
ness relationships to their readers, in
part to combat fake personas that had
been created to provide testimonials
for health drinks and diet products .

Reviews Aren't Everyt hing
In the end, remember that even the
most highly praised product may break,
and at that point you'll have to hope
that its manufacturer takes afte r-the
sale customer service seriously. Online,
you can find every sort of complaint
about manufacturers, from the ridicu
lous to the infuriating. But just as with
review sites, when you check comments
at user-complaint forum s, don't put
too much stock in any one complaint.
For further information , including
advice on how to identify a shill review,
browse to the online version of this
article at find.pcworld.com/69806.
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Can Your Online Life Ruin Your Credit?
BY NOW, MOST people are
Financial institutions are monitoring
fully aware of the dangers of
your social networking activity- and
oversharing online. We've
could hold what you say against you.
heard horror stories of pea
ple getting the ax at work or stirring up
fi nancial status based on your social net
strife with fam ily members over their too working life-and that's a bit scary.
much-information status updates. But it
Erica Sandberg, a personal-finance ex
gets worse: Reports now say that your
pert and columnist for CreditCards.com,
says that creditors look at your network
social networking activities could prevent
you from getting a loan for the house, car.
to see whether you would be a good cred
it customer. The idea is that if your friends
or boat you've had your eye on.
pay their bills on time, so will you. Sand
Reports that banks and other fina ncial
institutions are using social networks like
berg adds that banks even use social net
works to expedite loan acceptance. If a
Facebook and Twitter for targeted adver
tising campaigns caused some alarm ear lot of your pals are homeowners or are in
good standing with their credit card com
lier this year. Essentially, to identify good
credit customers, the institu
panies, you may be approved for
a loan faster than if your
tions {sometimes in part
netwo rk consists of peo
nership with research
ple who aren't.
companies) examine
Bank marketing de
your profile informa
partments are n't the
tion and activity, as
only ones scrutinizing
well as your friends.
individuals' online
Consumer blogs
immediately posed
activity. According to
personal-finance site
the question: Could
your social networking
Bankrate.com, bill col
lectors keep an eye on Faceaffect your credit?
Before you delete your Facebook, too. A collector who can't
book profile (or just de-friend you r dead
get hold of a debtor may took at Facebook
to see if that person has alternate contact
beat pals). though. look at both sides of
the issue. Rapleaf, a San Francisco- based information listed. Bill collectors also
social media research firm, is one of the
monitor behavior: If you're posting about
buying a new car but failing to pay on a
companies in question. On its blog {find.
pcworld.com/69843), Rapleaf says that the college loan, the agency will take note.
data collected from social networks is
used only by marketers- not by people
Safeguard Your Profile
who make actual decisions about your
Thankfully, you can protect your social
credit. According to the company, mar
networki ng profiles from prying eyes.
keters are employing the data merely to
Facebook updated its privacy settings to
target promotional offers on credit cards
give you more control over what you
or adve rtisements for certain products.
show publicly {find.pcworld.com/69842).
Tweeting about your reckless spending
habits? Lock up you r Twitter accoun t, as
Judging You by Your Friends
Okay, so maybe Rapleaf and its clients
well. Accept friend requests only from
people you know personally. If you must
are using the data innocently. What about
the other financial institutions checking
keep your profile public, be aware of what
out your profile? The bottom line is that
you post and how far it can spread. You
never know who may be watching.
some of these banks are judging your
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Consumer Watch

I PURCHASED G Data InternetSecurity 2010 from Ultimate Internet
Security's Website. When I attempted to download the program, I dis
covered that the process would take about 11 hours over my dial-up con
nection. I called Ultimate Internet Security to ask if they could burn the
software onto a disc and then mail it to me. They agreed. When nothing
arrived after a few weeks, I called a second time and was again assured
that the company woulcl send me a disc. Five weeks later, and I still
haven't received the disc. Is there anything you can do?

Daue Koirclr, Gowm, Michigan
OYS responds: After we contacted Ul ti

he reinstalled Windows Vista and asked

mate Internet Security. a company rep

Cyberlink to send him a link that wou ld

resentative told us that at the time

enable him to download PowerDVD

Kotrch placed his order, the G Data soft

again. The company did so. Later, he had

ware was available only via download.

problems with Vista and installed XP on

When a colleague told the rep that

his computer. He then asked Cyberlink

Kotrch had requested a refund , the rep

several times for another link to Power

assumed that Kotrch hadn't received the

DVD, but the company's replies contained

disc and no longer wanted the product;

only installation instructions. Frustrated,

the rep therefore took no f rther action.

Bunnell asked us for help.

Meanwhile, Kotrch was left hanging.

After we contacted Cyberlink, a cus

Once we got involved, the representa 

tomer support representative provided

tive sent a boxed version of G Data Inter

Bunnell with a link and in structions for

netSecurity 2010 to Kotrch, who says

downloading PowerDVD.

that he's pleased with the program.

You never know w hen disaster will
strike. As with your other important data,
make a backup of programs you down
load. Taking this precaution w ill save you
the hassle and potential cost of getting a
replacement should you need one.

Rechargeable-Battery Recall
AMX, in cooperation with the U.S. Con
sumer Product Safety Commission, has
recalled about 8600 rechargeable bat
t eries sold with MVP 5000 series wire
less touch panels (model numbers MVP
5100, MVP-5150, and MVP-5200i; you

If a product you're waiti ng for fails to

can find the number on the back of the

arrive, we recommend that you be persis

unit) . A defect in the ba ttery can cause

tent in your attempts to contact the ven

the battery pack to overheat and rupture,

dor. Ask the rep for an estimated delivery

posing a fire and burn hazard.

date, and say that you w ill follow up if the
product hasn't arrived by then.

Though no incidents or injuries have
been reported , consumers should imme
diately stop using the touch panels and

The Missing Link

contact AMX to receive a free replace

Steven B. Bunnell of Norwood, North

ment battery. For more information, call

Carolina, bought PowerDVD 7.0 Standard

AMX at 800/ 222-0193, visit the compa

video-playback software from Cyber

ny's Website at www.amx.com , or e-mail

Link's online store and enjoyed using it.

the firm at service@amx.com and in

After replacing his laptop's motherboard,

clude the reference code XPX5000B.
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Leap-Year Glitch
Hits Sony's
PlayStation 3
SONY HAS RESTORED service to its
online PlayStation Network by resolv
ing a glitch in the internal clock of
some PlayStation 3 6ame consoles that
wrongly recognized 2010 as a leap year
and added a February 29 to the clock.
The glitch, which harkens back to the
Y2K bug, affected millions of users
around the world and kept many from
accessing Sony's PlayStation Network.
Peo ple with the new, slim PS3 consoles
were not affected by the problem.
"We are aware that the internal clock
functionality in the PS3 units, other than
the slim model, recognized the year
2010 as a leap year. Having the internal
clock date change from February 29 to
March 1 (both GMT) , we have verified
that the symptoms are now resolved
and that users are able to use their PS3
normally," reads a note on Sony's Play
Station blog (find.pcworld.com/69849).
Prior to giving PlayStation 3 owners
clearance to use their units again, the
blog had warned against using the con
soles at all for fear of data errors and
problems involving obtained trophies
and other game achievements.
The March 1 blog posting advised
users who continued to have problems
displaying the correct time on the sys
tem's menu to try adjusting the time
setting man ually or via the Internet.
The PlayStation Network boasts over
40 million registered users, according
to the site. The slim version of the PS3
launched in August of last year.
-Dan Nystcdt •
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Synchronize
Your Life!

Automatic backup and synchronization made easy...
Now you can automatically compare, synchronize,
and back up your precious family photos, music,
email, contacts, and other important files - between
desktops, laptops, servers, and external drives, as
well as through FTP, SFTP, DAV, and S3 servers.

GoodSync's powerful technology is years ahead
of the pack. Excellent reviews by industry experts
and customers alike solidify GoodSync as a
leader in file backup and synchronization.

GoodSync will:

PC World Readers
Download GoodSync Today

../ Automatically backup all your important files.
../ Synchronize your data between multiple devices.

It's FREE!

../ Organize/transfer information between computers.
../ Sync multiple file copies to prevent data loss.

,

../ Help you achieve complete peace of mind!

--.........

www.GoodSync.com/PCW

Business Center·
Work Smart With Online Collaboration Tools
Find a free or paid service that offers the right
collaborative tools for your business needs.

L

BY ZACK STERN
AN IMPORTANT FIRST step in helping a relatively small staff
work efficiently is to enable them to work together in real
time. Here's a look at some free and paid collaboration tools.
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Google Apps
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The free version of Google Apps (google.com/apps) includes
e-mail with lots of free storage, sharable calendars, document
editing, and other tools. Free Gmail accounts get more than
7GB of space, and Google often adds storage to the service.
To encrypt data, you connect via secure HTTP; and you can
access messages from a browser or through your own e-mail
client. For real-time communication, Google Talk (google.com/
talk) handles instant messages, voice, and video calls.
Beyond its basic features, the free edition of Google Calen
dar (google.com/calendar) lets you share or subscribe to other
calendars, which is crucial for collaboration. You can sync to
many phones or read data through a mobile Web browser.
Google Docs (docs.google.com) offers a word processor, a
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HYPEROFFICE GREETS YOU with Important details In one location.
~elect

from the tools on the left to create new messages and actions.

spreadsheet, and a presentation tool-all compatible with
Microsoft Office. You can upload current files to share and
edit, or start from scratch. You can also set permissions by
individual or by group, so others can view or edit files.
With Google Sites (google.com/sites), you can create portals
for restricted sharing of information or client-side details .

Google Apps Premier Edition
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TO SORT THROUGH projects quickly within Google Docs, click the
ownership options on the left and browse documents by access.

Priced at $50 per year per user, Google Apps Premier Edition
provides increased storage allotments, more-robust user fea
tures, and group administration capabilities for managing all
users through a single interface. Google Mail jumps to 25GB;
Google Calendar upgrades schedule collaboration, and Google
Groups (groups.google.com) enables your workers to communi
cate within a forum environment that's closed to the outside
world. Finally, paid Google Apps accounts can use their busi
ness's domain name instead of "@gmail.com. "

HyperOffice
Ideal for small and medium-size businesses, HyperOffice
(hyperoffice.com) offers robust features scaled down to suit
companies that lack dedicated IT support. HyperOffice's
integrated collection of services lets you manage contacts,

»

Already using Google Apps in your business? For ten add-on apps that
can supercharge your work Life, visit find.pcworld.com/69854. And
for useful PC productivity tips, browse to find.pcworld.com/69905.
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messages, projects, files, and more. It
syncs to Outlook, and you can read
e-mail via any IMAP or POP browser.
An online meeting tool lets you give
presentations, but HyperOffice offioads
chat features to Skype. You can track
workflow and build simple tools to
automate some processes, and you can
set up custom Web pages to share data.
HyperOffice costs $10 or so per month
per user, with d iscounts as the number
of users increases . The meeting service
and other advanced tools cost extra.

Three Other Options
Microsoft Business Productivity Online
Standard Suite (find.pcworld .com/69845)
is great if you use-and like-Microsoft
mainstays such as Exchange Server and
SharePoint. Priced at $10 per user per
month, BPOS offers hosted online edi
tions of those services, with browser
based access from any Mac or PC.
Lotus Live (lotuslive.com) has such fea
tures as Webcasting and online meeting
tools. But they can get technical, so
they' re best suited for larger companies
with on-staff IT support. Lotus Live's
pricing structure is more convoluted
than its competitors', as it takes an a la
carte approach to service charges.
Zoho (zoho.com) uses Google's free
to-paid model, and offers lots of cloud
based apps. E-mail hosting, calendar,
contact, and collaboration tools are
available, as are invoicing and recruit
ing apps , and tools for CRM , human
resources , and project management.
Zoho demands less internal support
than the Microsoft and IBM too ls do.
But Zoho feels segmented, with each
app living apart from the next. And like
Lotus Live, Zoho uses a la carte pricing.

Select the Right Service
Many small and medium-size businesses
can get by with Google's free collabora
tion tools. But for project management
or other comprehensive features, con
sider a premium service. The five paid
services discussed here offer strong
tools; when in doubt, don 't hesitate to
take the free trial versions for a spin.
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Move to Windows 7 With Easy Transfer
Shift user profiles and data from XP
UPGRADING USERS to
or Vista to Windows 7 in a few clicks .
a new operating system
always has pitfalls, and
of all user profiles and shared items on
moving to Windows 7 is no exception. If
the PC. and lets you check each one that
you face a multiuser migration, automat
you want to copy. As a resu lt, you don't
ing the task is a good idea. And Microsoft
need to be logged on as a particular user
has created a tool for the occasion: Win
to move the associated profile. Further
dows Easy Transfer moves users' profile
more, you can customize each profile if
information (desktop, libraries, e-mail
you want to exclude any information.
configuration, program settings, and so
If you chose Easy Transfer cable or
on}and other computer files and settings
network, your comput
from their old Windows
er will wait for you to
PC to a new one.
launch the Easy Trans
fer Wizard on the "new"
Easy Does It
You can also use Easy
Windows 7 computer.
You can find it under
Transfer for replicat
ing the Windows and
Accessories •System
program settings on
Tools on the All Pro
grams menu or by typ
your work and home
computers, or for copy
ing Windows Easy Trans
ing profile settings and
fer in the search bar.
data to additional PCs. The utility is help
Then make the appropriate selections,
ful anytime you want to transfer or repli
and enter the provided Easy Transfer key.
cate user profiles across systems.
After the two computers discover each
Before you start, you'll need to set up a
other, the transfer will begin.
physical way of transferring the data. You
If you choose the external hard disk or
can use a cable, a network, or an external
USS flash drive option, you'll be prompt
ed to specify a location to save the data
hard disk/USS flash drive. I've run into
trouble using the network option across
to (it can be a network share}. After sav
different VLANs; for a convenient work
ing the data, you will walk through the
around, cl1oose the hard disk option and
same steps on your new Windows 7 com
save to a network share. I've also had
puter, and then you'll navigate to the Easy
success using a Belkin Easy Transfer
Transfer file to complete the migration.
Cable, which connects between the two
systems and copies everything in one go.
Apps Stay Put
Windows Easy Transfer comes with all
One thing that the Windows Easy Trans
versions of Windows 7, but the system
fer tool won't do for you is move applica
you are migrating from may not have it,
tions, so be prepared to dig up your old
so first download the utility to the old PC.
installation med ia and to find the relevant
After launching Windows Easy Transfer license keys. Windows Easy Transfer is
on the donor computer and navigating
best suited to home and small business
past the Welcome screen, you'll have to
uses, where the cost savings versus
choose a medium (Easy Transfer cable,
more-robust migration tools justify the
network, or external disk; or a flash drive).
extra time spent re installing apps.
Next, you'll be prompted to tell Easy
The process of moving your users from
Transfer whether this is the "new" or
XP to Windows 7 still may not be com
"old " computer. (Hint: It's the old one.)
pletely painless, but Windows Easy Trans
Windows Easy Transfer provides a list
fer can certainly ease the transition.
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Business Center
TECH AUDIT
Saving Money, Space, and Energy With Blade Virtualization
IN 1986. RHO DE Island attorney Nicholas Barrett founded Nicholas
Barrett & Associates, with just himself and an assistant running
the business. Over the past 24 years, that small two-person office

How a Rhode Island law firm is doing more
with less thanks to a virtualization makeover.

L

server room from

has grown into a bustling 45-person Law firm specializing in Litiga

24U to 7U, Leaving

tion. real est ate Law. collections. and Loan servicing.

plenty of expansion

Like any busy Law office, NBA is a document-driven business that
depends on reliable e-mail and file servers to meet clients' dead

room in the previ

lines. Over the years, however, the company's 12 rack-mounted 2U

ously cramped data

white-box Windows 2003 servers-for file and print. e-mail, appli

center. The move

cations, Web, SQL. and document storage-had grown unreliable.

al so reduced the

Further, single points of failure (including switches, hard drives.

network's power

and RAID controllers) were causing crashes; the firm 's server

consumption and

room had Little space for expansion, and temperature issues were

heat generation by

wreaking havoc with the network. After suffering several serious

A SINGLE IBM Blade Center S chassis with

abou t 50 percent.

crashes that resulted in days of downtime and lost productivity,

six blades replaced a system of 12 servers.

Lowering the firm's

Nicholas Barrett called my team at PC Troubleshooters.

heating and cooling
expenses and electricity bill by approximately S300 per month.

A Simpler Solution

Within the blade server, we used Citrix XenServer to virtualize

Instead of overhauling each of the 12 aging servers individually, we

the 12 existing machines, consolidating server operations and re

replaced all 12 servers with a single IBM Blad e Center S chassis

ducing the network's reliance on multiple physical servers. Now

with six HS21 IBM blades. Thi s reduced the rack footprint of the

NBA has room to easily expand its network infrastructure to accom
modate future rapid growth of the Law firm without buying more
hardware. The arrangement also enables the firm to back up and
restore its data quickly and easily, should a network disaster strike.
Images of the firm's virtual servers are now maintained off-site
in secure colocation facilities. This will enable NBA to recover its
systems in minutes, rather than days following power outages,
fire, theft, or even human error. We created a backup and disaster
recovery system by deploying a network-attached storage device
on site and using StorageCraft ShadowProtect software to image
servers hourly. Each image is encrypted and sent to two separate
storage facilities, one in Maryland and the other in Colorado.

The Payoff
This virtual server installation constitutes a strong first step toward
greening the IT infrastructure at Nicholas Barrett & Associates.
The firm now uses significantly Less power to operate its server
room, saving $3600 annually in electricity costs.
Because of the Blade Center S's high fault tolerance, the servers
are Less prone to costly downtime. which means a substantial im
provement in productivity throughout the firm. The Blade Center
contains no single point of failure. It has redundant power sup
plies, hard drives, RAID controllers, switches, and network cards.
so·a single failure anywhere w ill not take down the new system.
";.' .

-Lisa Shorr, PC Tro11blesl10otm
For more real -world tech solutions for small and midsize businesses
(including cloud services, virtualizatian. and complete network over
hauls) check out PCWorld's Tech Audit (find .pcworld.com/64147).
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TravelMate
NEW TRAVELMATE TIMELINE
WORK SMARTER, TRAVEL LIGHTER

U~Thin

Acer® TravelMate®8571
• Genuine Windows® 7 Professional
• lntele Core"'2 Duo Processor SU9400
• 4GB DDR3 1066 SD RAM
• 320GB1 hare,driye
TM8571 -6465 (l'.XTIX03.059)

Acer TravelMate 6593
• Genuine Windows"" 7 Professional
• Intel"" Core'"2 Duo Processor P8700
• 4GB DDR3 1066 SDRAM
• 320GB' hard drive, 7200RPM
. TM6593-6639 (LX.TPV03.006)

$1,099

Acer TravelMate 6593
• Genuine Windows"" 7 Professional
• Intel® Core'"2 Duo Processor P8700
• 3GB DDR3 1066 SDRAM
• 250GB ' hard drive, 7200RPM
TM6593-6585 (LX.TPV03.007)

$999
acer.com/us

,,-.--·- ·-·---

-·- --- .. -- -

~

Acer D240H bmidp
Acer GD235HZ bid
•
•
•
•
•
•

23.6" wide-screen TFT LCD
3D ready'
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
80000: 1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°/160° horizontaVvertical viewing angles
VGA, DVI, HDMI~ (HDCP)
signal connectors
• 300 cd/m2 brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• Tilt adjustment
(ET.UGSHP.001)

• 24" wide-screen TFT LCD
• Digital photo-frame function
• 1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
• 80000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 170°/160° horizontal/vertical viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP), HDMI"". USB signal connectors
• 300 cdlm' brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• Two 2.0W integrated speakers
• 1GB' storage
• CompactFlash" . Secure Digital card reader
• Tilt adjustment
(ET.FDOHP.001)

$325

-------------....
Acer 8243HL bmdrz

Acer V233H bd

• 24" wide-screen TFT LCD
• White LED backlight
• 1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
• 8,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 170°/160° horizontal/vertical viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP), four USB signal connectors
• 250 cdlm' brightness
• Sms response time
• Two 2.0W integrated speakers
• Height. pivot. tilt and swivel adjustments
(ET.FB3LP.002)

•
•
•
•

$299

23" wide-screen TFT LCD
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
40000: 1 dynamic contrast ratio
160°/160° horizontal/vertical
viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP)
signal connectors
• 300 cdlm' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Tilt adjustment
(ET.W3HP.001)

$179
acer.com/us

Acer AspireRevo 1600
• Genuine WindowsllP XP Home Edition
• lntel411 Atom•M Processor 230
AR1600-U91 OH (PT.SCLOS.004)

$199
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Acer T230H bmidh
• 23" wide-screen TFT LCD
• Touch-screen capable•
• 1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
• 80000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 160°/160° horizontaVvertical viewing angles
• VGA, DVI (HDCP), HDMI'" signal connectors
• 300 cd/m' brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• One 1.SW integrated speaker
• Height, tilt and swivel adjustments
(ET.VTOHP.001)

$379
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Acer S243HL bmii

2

!

I

•
•
•
•
•

24" wide-screen TFT LC D
White LED backlight
1920 x 1080 maximum resolution
8,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
170°/160° horizontaVvertical
viewing angles
• VGA, two H D MI ~ (HDCP)
signal connectors
• 250 cd/m" brightness
• 2ms gray-to-gray response time
• One 2.0W integrated speaker
• Tilt adjustment
(ET.FS3LP.001)

$299

,1

ii

·'
I

,\_ I

·-1
I

•I
• 4GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 320GB1 SATA hard drive
VX480G-EQ8400C (PS.V9703.005)

Acer Veriton X480G
• Genuine Windows• 7 Professional
• lntele Core·· 2 Duo Processor E7600
• 3GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 320GB 1 SATA hard drive
VX480G-ED7600C (PS.V9703.004)

Acer P5271
• DLF» 30 -ready professional projector'
• XGA (1024 x 768) native resolution
• 4,000-hour lamp life
(economy mode)
1~""
• 3100 ANSI lumens
(standard mode)
~------r
• 3000:1 contrast ratio
,1(11
• 2X digital zoom
.
.
(EY.J8701 .008)

----

-

Acer Veriton X480G
• Genuine Windows"' 7 Professional
' • Intel® Pentium® Processor E5300
• 2GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 160GB 1 SATA hard drive
VX480G-ED5300C (PS.V9703.006)

$479

$899
acer.com/us

• Genuine Windowse 7 Professional
•AMO Athlon'M X2 Dual-Core Processor QL-65
• 3GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 250GB 1 hard drive
TM5530-5369 (L.X.TQ903.006)

$649
Protect Your Investment with an Acer Notebook Service Upgrade
Peer notebooks come with a one-year or three-year standard fim~ed warranty.' For extra protection and peace of mind, consider the Total Protection Upgrade. which covers the cos1 of a replacement unit ~.
as determined by Peer. your covered notebook cannot be repaired. On-Me service is available. too. for TravelMate notebooks.'
2- Year Extension of Limited Warranty (146.AB820.EX2)
For TravelMate and Aspire Notebooks with 1-Year Lim~ed Warranty
$99
2-Year Extension of Limited Warranty+
3-Year Total Protection Upgrade (146.ADOn.002)
for TravelMate and Aspire Notebooks with 1-Year Um~ed Warranty
(Total Protection Upgrade runs concurrently with
lim ited warranty ard lim ited warranty extension.)
$199
3-Year Total Protection Upgrade (146.AD339.004)
for TravelMate Notebooks with 3-Year Limited Warranty
(Runs concurrently with limited warranty.)
$99
3-Year Limited O n-Site Service (146.AD362.003)
for TravelMate Notebooks with 3-Year Limited Warranty
(Runs concurrently with limited warranty.)
$99

2-Year Extension of Limited Warranty +
3-Ycar Limited On-Sile Service (146.AD362.001)
for TravelMate Notebooks \\ith 1-Year Limited Warranty
(On·site service runs concurrently with limited warranty and limited warranty extension.)
$149
2-Year Extension of Limited Warranty+ 3-Year Limited On-Site Service+
3-Year Total Protection Upgrade (146.AD362.002)
for TravelMate Notebooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty
(On-site service and Total Protection Upgrade n1n concurrently with limited warranty and
limited warranty extension.)
$299
3-Year Limited On-Site Service +
3-Yoar Total Protection Upgrade (146.AD362.004)
for TravelMate Notebooks with 3-Year Limited Warranty
(On-site service and Total Protection Upgrade run concurrently with limited warranty.)
$249

' When mferTing to storage capacity, GB stands for one billion bytes. Some utilities may Indicate va')'ing storage capacities. Total uscM1ccessibto cnpacity may vary depending on operating env1rom10f1ts.
' Fora free copy of the standard llmlted warrarty end-users should see a reseller whero Acer products arc sold or wrlto to Acer America Co<pomtion, Warrarty Department, P.O. Box 6t37, Temple, TX 76503.
' The alternate operating system car be Installed il place of. not in addition to, the pro-loaded operating system.
• Six-cell. 4400mAh lithium ion batte<y, up to 8.0 hours fife depending oo corr.guration and usage.
' 30 content, 30 glasses and an appropriately eq~ PC are also req.iired to display 30 images.
• Touch-screen capability requires appropriate software installed on the PC connected to tho cisptay. ThO; software does not come with tho display.
' On-site seMce applies to the corUnental U.S. and Canada only and may not be available in all locations. In those areas where oo-site SCfVice;,; provided. a technician will be dispatched. ii necessary. following efforts
to resolve the problem by telephone support.

acer

acer.com/us

For the name of a reseller near you or further information,
please visit our Web site or call 800-571 -2237

Q 2010 Acer America Corporation. All rights reserved. Pricing is effective from April 15, 2010 through May 31, 201 O. lnlorrnation is subjec t to change without notice. Prices shown are estimated street prices and
do not include tax or shipping. Retailer or reseller prices may vary. Product images are representations ol some of tho models available and may vary from the modol you purchase. Acer. the Acer logo, Aspire,
TravelMate and Veriton are registered tradema1ks of Acer Inc. Microsoft. Windows and the Windows logo are eithor registered trndemorks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporat ion in the United States and/or other
countries. 01her names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

Security Alert
Mobile Apps Can Compromise Your Privacy
BY LEAH YAMSHON

they are not a "friend " on Foursquare. In other words, some
one listed as a Facebook, Gmail, or Twitter friend can track
the locations that you have logged in to on Foursquare.

YOUR GPS-EQUIPPED SMARTPHONE and its map-based
applications can be helpful for navigating and exploring your
Geotagging Your Every Move
surroundings , but using them without understanding certain
Geotagging is a stalker's dream function . When you post to
aspects of the technology can compromise your privacy. Con
stant access to GPS technology makes it easy for a great
location-based sites and services from your smartphone, a
many people-anyone from complete strangers to business
geotagged map usua lly shows where you were when you
acquaintances to ex-lovers-to
posted to the site. Even a post
Locat ion -based mobil e apps and social sites
track your movements .
that says merely "Looking for
can be fun and very useful. but be careful
ward to the weekend' can
they can also open you to privacy invasions.
Social Exposure
contain geographical data.
If you use Google Buzz on
Smartphone apps add posting
your smartphone, you 've
on the go to social networking.
Location-based sites such as
probably seen the map that
pops up afte r you "buzz." It
BrightKite, Foursquare, and
shows where you are and what
Loopt use friend-location tech
other users in your immediate
nology. Though map-based
vicinity have buzzed about.
apps are a fun way to see what's
going on locally, they can di
And because Google encourag
es users to provide their first
vulge much more information
and last name to boost their
than where you had lunch.
public index, your footprints
Take Foursquare: It's a game
are even more noticeable.
in which you log your location
Sites such as BrightKite,
to gai n rewards from bars, res
Google Latitude, and Loopt
taurants , and shops you visit.
use mobile-app components
While you can use Foursquare
to connect people to nearby
via its Website, the game works
users. When you log in , you
best when you "check in" from
can see where your friends are
a smartphone. That allows you
in relation to you and send
to log in to more places than
you could on your PC, and the
them a message to organize a
meet-up.
You can also see if
more places you go, the more
.. . . . . . .
other users with public profiles
rewards and badges you earn.
are in the area, and other users may see where you are, too,
Foursquare can also reveal a lot about your personal life
depending on your privacy settings and posting frequency.
through tie-ins with other social networks. When you create
Criminals can keep tabs on a heavy tweeter's wherea bouts .
a Foursquare account, you are encouraged to link it to your
To illustrate the danger, PleaseRobMe.com aggregated Four
Face book profile, Gmail account, or Twitter feed to help you
square check-ins that automatically posted to Twitter. When
connect with fri ends . Doing so adds the linked profiles to
you check in somewhere else, you declare that you're not »
your Foursquare profile, which strangers can access-even if

I
t.

•

•

To Learn more about the various privacy risks that GPS-based devices
and services pose, browse to find.pcworld .com/69852 . And read
about data mining on smartphones at find.pcworld.com/ 69853.
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Security Alert
at home, and previous social network
posts can disclose your home address.
PleaseRobMe.com didn't endorse crim
inal activity, or course; its creators
wanted to make people more aware of
the privacy implications of oversharing.
John Morris, director of the Center
for Democracy and Technology's Inter
net Standards, Technology, and Policy
project, believes that location informa
tion add s to the increased potential of
stalking, domestic violence, and endan
germent to children. It can also revea l
personal information such as medical
visits or political rallies attended.
Morris says that existing policies
don't adequately protect a user's priva
cy, and that the CDT wo uld like to see
legislative and technical safeguards.
"Tech tools don't allow robust granu
lar control, " Morris says. "Build the
technology to give users set rules over
the use of their location."
While the CDT believes that Congress
i~ moving toward passing such privacy
laws, they will take time to be in effect.

BUGS & FIXES

ERIK LARKIN

Patch Problem Uncovers Hidden Infection
THE INFAMOUS BLUE
Screen of Death made a
surprise appearance in

A piggybacking root kit

plagues XP, 'kill
bits' pat ch IE, and Ad obe updat es.

L

February- as a malware herald.

pcworld.com/69820 for more information).

Some Windows XP users who applied

A Vista networking bug affects the way

all of Microsoft's updates on its regular

Windows handles TCP/IP. used for most

Patch Tuesday that month complained

network communications. The worst vul

when their system continuously rebooted

nerability can be hit only if you have !Pv6

afterward. perhaps with the dreaded

enabled. Windows Server 2008 is also

BSOD. But the patches weren't to blame.

affected. but no other versions of Win

Instead, the reboots were prompted

dows are (see find.pcworld.com/69822).

by a rootkit, a type of stealth malware
used to hide other malware. After digging

New 'Kill Bits' for IE

into problem reports, Microsoft found

Finally, an Internet Explorer "kill bits"

that changes made to essential system

update will block known vulnerable

files let the lurking Alureon rootkit

ActiveX controls from running in

cause infected systems to go

IE. The extra kill bits (fi nd.

haywire after installing the

pcworld.com/69823) are

MSl0-015 kernel patch.

considered critical for
Windows XP and 2000

Windows XP
Suffers

and rated important for
Vista and Windows 7.

Microsoft says the

Play It Safe

Alureon problem afflicted

You should always explore individual
sites' privacy settings and user policies.
Though some services, like Google
Buzz, share your information publicly,
others give you more control over who
sees what. Loopt's "privacy by design"
reature allows users to activate or deac
tivate location sharing at any time.
BrightKite, Google Latitude, and Loopt
let you permit only specific friends to
have access to your location info. Lati
tude and Loopt require you to agree to
location sharing when you sign up .
Twitter's location sharing is switched
off by default, and you can elect to
show the general neighborhood or city
instead of your exact coordinates.
Also, check your phone's settings to
see if you can switch off its GPS fea
ture. On the iPho ne, open the Scui11gs
app, tap Gmeral, and t hen toggle the
Location Services slider on or off. On
Android phones, open Smi11gs, tap
Location 6 compass, and uncheck every
thing under the My Location heading.

only 32-bit systems, and
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mostly Windows XP. The kernel
patch addresses a vulnerability that

Fire up Windows Up
date to make sure you
'

'

have these essential Win
dows fixes. And don't let the

potential for a malware-based reboot

attackers could use to run privileged

trap dissuade you: The only thing worse

com mands on a PC, for Windows 2000,

than a BSOD would be an unnoticed mal

Server 2003, Vista, Server 2008, and

ware infection stealing your data.

Windows 7 (see find .pcworld.com/69818).
For affected XP users, Microsoft is offer

More Adobe Exploit s

ing free help at 866/727-2338.

According to Web-security company

A separate, drama-free Windows patch
closes a major security hole that cou ld

ScanSafe, four out o_f every five Web
exploits found at the end of 2009 came

allow poisoned DirectS how AV! files to

from mal icious PDF files that targeted

launch attacks on vu l nerable systems.

Adobe flaws (find .pcworld .com/69824).

The patch is essential for alt supported
Windows versions (2000, XP, Server 2003.

Adobe's latest patch updates Reader
and Acrobat to 9.3.l (or 8.2.l if you use

Vista. Server 2008, 7). except some Serv

version 8). Click Help- Check for Updates

er 2003 and Server 2008 versions. For

to see if you have the latest fix. and visit

full details, see find .pcworld.com/69819.

find .pcworld.com/69825 for detail s.

Block Web Attacks

BUGGED?

To head off potential attacks from a mali
cious Website, pick up a second critical

FOUND A HARDWARE or soft

patch for Windows 2000, XP, and Server

ware bug? Send us an e-mail on

2003. It addresses a vulnerability in the

it to bugs@pcworld.com.

Windows Shell Handler (browse to find .

good thing we' re smarter
Cybercriminals have gotten good. How good? Now. their
attacks cdn lay dormant. fooling many anti-virus products.
Then. when your computer is vulnerable .. . they attack.
BitDefender 2010 features "intelligent" security. which tracks
everything going on in your PC ... all the time. to foil these sneak
attacks. Best of all. this "intelligent" protection· won't slow you
(;:!own . Now. that's what we call good!

Is your computer virus-free?. Are you sure?
Take our FREE 60-second QuickScan to fjnd out.
You might be surprised at what you find .

Go to

• now!

bitdEfr:nder
...
·amazon.corn

~
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Security Alert
PRIVACY WATCH

ERIK LARKIN

Browser Fingerprints: A Big Privacy Threat
FORGET COOKIES- even
the ultrasneaky, Flash
based "supercookies" (see
find.pcworld.com/69816). A

l

A new t echnique helps advertisers iden
t ify you online- without cookies, and
w ith no easy way for you to fight back.

new type of tracking might identify you

data about how you type- things like

far more accurately than any cookie, and

your typing speed and typing patterns.

you may never know that it's there.
The method pulls together innocuous
data about your browser, such as plug
ins, system fonts, and your PC's operating
system. Alone, they don't identify you.
Together, they're a digital fingerprint.
It's like describing a person. Just say

This biometric signature can be gath 
ered through J avaScript alone, making
this form of tracking hard to block.
Matt Shanahan, senior vice president
of strategy at Scout Analytics, says that
the company is keen to expand into mar
keting and advertising by helping sites

ing "brown hair" won't identify anyone.

track visitors in a way that, as he notes,

But add in "5 feet, 10 inches tall,'' "chipped

is more accurate than using cookies. ·

right front tooth ,'' "size 12 shoes,'' and so
on, and soon you have enough informa

Shor t of in-depth analysis of a given
page, browser fingerprinting doesn't

tion to pull someone

leave tracks, so it's

out of a crowd, even

hard to pinpoint sites

w ithout their name,

that use it. But clear

Social Security num

ly advertisers wan t

ber, or any other of

accurate tracking.

the usual identifiers.
Test your browser
for unique identifiers

I s It Legal?
Can sites legally use

without the risk: The

this fingerprinting?

Electronic Frontier

Existing guidelines

Foundation, a privacy

from the Network

advocacy group. has

Advertising Initiative.

set up an interesting online experiment

an on line advertiser group focused on

at panopticlick.eff.org. Panopticlick gath

industry self-regulation, wouldn't allow

ers little details about your browser and

it if a target had opted out of it for use in

computer. mostly using JavaScript. It

behavioral advertising. according to Ari

uniquely identified my surfing software

Schwartz. deputy director of the Center

out of more th an 650,000 visitors .

for Democracy and Technology.

More Than a Rumor

ness sectors and states. Because of this

But hard-set rules vary among busi
Peter Eckersley, a staff t echnologist with

and other varia bles, the tactic's legality

the EFF, says he and his colleagues de

remains fuzzy. Schwartz adds that. hypo

cided to create the site when he heard

thetically, a site using it could be in the

rum.ors about th is kind of tracking . He

clear if the practice was disclosed in those

wa nted to see how accurate it might be.

long privacy poli cies that nobody reads.

Well. it's pretty accurate. And use of
the technique is more than a rumor.
Browser fingerprinting was developed
for banks to employ to prevent fraud .

America's Web Host

And countering the technique can be
problematic. The EFF lists some options
at find.pcworld .com/6981 7, bu t none are as
simple and painless as deleting a cookie.

But now one company, Scout Analytics,

In the arms race between online ad

offers it as a service to Websites. and it

vertisers and Web surfers, this new tech

collects not just browser data but also

nology could be a pretty big gun. •
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0o 00 ~ Internet

Your child is on line now. Sadly, so are the bad guys. Each day, more than 50,000
predators are striking up conversations and trying to set up personal meetings
with unsuspecting children through Facebook, MySpace, chat rooms and Instant
Message services. How much do you really know about your child's on line
"friends" and what they're planning?

Monitor and Protect your Children Online with Spector Pro

I
Q 0

Make sure your child is safe with Spector Pro, the best selling software for
monitoring and recording every detail of their PC and Internet activity. Spector
Pro records everything they do on the computer - their chats, instant messages,
emails, the web sites they visit, what they do on Facebook and MySpace, the
pictures they post and view ... and much more. Plus, with Spector Pro's advanced
screen snapshots feature, you not only see what they do, you see the exact order
in which they do it, step by step.

Amit.com

L 0

Is there a "Susan" on line with your child? Find out with Spector Pro, the most
widely used and trusted monitoring tool available today.

AWA RD

Take the next step

(@)spectorSoft®

Call us today at

Visit us online at

1.877.288.5702

www.SpectorProiswatching.com

•

1n
USB 3.0
Arrives
l

We give the in sicle scoop on USB 3.0: its real
benefits, where to get it, and how to avoid rip
offs when shopping for these next-gen products.

•

WHEN YOU' RE IN front of
your PC, waiting for
something to trans
fer to removable
media, seconds can
feel like minu tes, and min
utes like hours . And backups
to USB 2.0 appear to crawl
along at a snai l's pace- so
muc h so that users often
become relucta nt to perform
that essential chore.
Such data-transfer scenari
os are where the new Super-

THIS CABLE may look like use
2.0, but It's designed for USB 3.D.

46
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Speed USB 3.0 standard and
its theoretical, blazing-fast
throughput of 5 gigabits per
second-as promised by the
USB Implementers Forum
(USB-IF)- will change your
life for the better. And if our
tests of fo ur new USB 3.0
ha rd drives from Buffa lo
Technology, Iomega, Sea
ga te, and Western Digital
are indicative, the change
will certainly be dramatic.
US B 3.0's impressive
speed is its raison d'etre,
but part of its beauty is its
backward compatibility
with USB 2.0. You need a
new cable and a new host
adapter (or one of the new
motherboards built to sup
port USB 3.0) to achieve
USB 3.0 performance. But

SUPERSPEED USB 3.0 drives that truly are speedy Include models
from (clockwi se, from left) Buffalo, Iomega, Seagat e, and Western
Digital. See the chart on page 47 for details on t hese units.

you can still use a USB 3.0
device on a USB 2.0 port
and achieve typical USB 2.0
performance. You may also
use USB 2.0 devices on a
USB 3.0 port-though,

again, with no gain in speed.
The technology behind
USB 3.0 more closely resem
bles PCI Express than USB
2.0. Backward compatibility
comes from clever connec

INSIDE

SO MOTOROLA DEVOUR

tor design, and a dual bus.
The designers added four
data lines and a ground wire
for the new USB 3.0 signals,
and retained the existing
pair of data lines for use
with USB 2.0 devices. The
two technologies share the
existing power and ground
wires, but they are other
wise completely separated.
As such, the USB 3.0 con
nector has design changes to
accommodate the extra data
lines. If you examine the
inside of a type A USB 3.0
port with its familiar rectan
gular shape closely, you'll
see that it shares the same
size as a USB 2.0 port as well
as the original four USB
1.1/2.0 contacts.
However, the port also has
an additional five smaller
contacts for the new USB
3.0 lines. When you plug in
a 2.0 connector, it uses the
four original contacts; when
you plug in a USB 3.0 con
nector, it taps into the other
five . Because motherboards
and PCs will ship with both
MORE ONLINE

How do these drives stack up
against the competition? See
our Top External Hard Drives

chart at find .pcworld.com/69907.

52 CREATIVE VADO HD

use

57 ALURATEK LIBRE Pro

61 LENOVO IDEAPAD Ul50

3.0 HARD DRIVES

MODEL

Rating

Buffalo DrlveStation
USB3.0HD·HUX3
$200
find.pcworld.com /69908

****

VERY GOOD

1

Specifications
• l.STB
• 7200 rpm max
• USB3.0

I

Performance
•Readfiles(3.7GB): 40 seconds
• Copy files (3.7GB):57 seconds
• Malware scan:340 seconds

• Although this drive isn't USB 3.0--certified, it performed well in our tests. Buffalo's USB 3.0 card is costly, however.

Iomega eGo
Deskt op USB 3.0
$240
find.pcworld.com/69909

• 2TB

****

VERY GOOD

• 7200rpm max
• USB3.0

• Read files (3.7GB): 40 seconds
•Copy files (3.7GB):57 seconds
•Malware scan: 320 seconds

• The eGo is a fast performer over USB 3.0, but you 'll have to buy a USB 3.0 card for it separately (!omega's costs 540).

Seagate
BlackArmor PS 110
$180
find.pcwortd.com/69910

•lTB

****

VERY GOOD

•5400rpmmax
• USB3.0
• Adapter card

• Read files(3. 7GB): 59 seconds
•Copy files (3.7GB):73seconds
• Malware scan:389 seconds

• Seagate includes an ExpressCard USB 3.0 adapter, and the drive provides 256-bit AES encryption to secure your data.

Western Digital
My Book3.0
$200
fi nd.pcwortd.com/6991 1

•lTB

****

VERY GOOD

• 7200 rpm max
•USB3.0
•Adapter card

• Read files (3.7GB):39 seconds
• Copy files (3.7GB):55 second s
• Malware scan: 316 seconds

• At this price, you get a USB 3.0 adapter card included with the drive (a 520 premium over the nonbundled version).
CHART NOTE: Ratingsare as of 3/22110.

USB 2.0 and USB 3.0 ports,
their insulating plastic, by
specification (to distinguish
them) must be bright blue on
USB 3.0 ports, but black
on USB 2.0 ports. Similar
tricks have been used for the
type B and mini connectors .
Another potential benefit
of USB 3.0: The spec calls
for a mere one-third of the
power consumption USB 2.0
uses . The creators achieved
t hat by reducing some of the
background maintenance re
quirements of USB; unlike

before, with USB 3.0 the
interface transmits data only
to the link and device that
need that info, which allows
other attached devices to go
into a low-power state when
not needed. The change ap
plies only to the USB bus,
not to the power that USB
peripherals require or use
for their own operationalthough getting things done
faster ultimately means
using less power, as well.
The USB 3.0 revolution is
coming, as many SuperSpeed

USB 3.0-certified products
are now shipping, including
host controllers, adapter
cards, mot herboards (from
Asus, Gigabyte, Intel, and
others) , and hard drives . But
it won 't be an immediate
switch: According to In-Stat
Research, it will be 2013
when more than one-quarter
of USB products support
SuperSpeed USB 3.0.
That slow transition isn't
particularly surprising, con
sidering that no compatible
peripherals or consumer »
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electronics devices have
even been announced so
far. Some devices, such as
keyboards and mice, won' t
benefit from SuperSpeed
USB's increased perfor
mance. Other products,
such as digital cameras and
camcorders, will; we antici
pate seeing USB 3.0 start to
appear on this class of de
vices sometime in 2011 .

BUFFALO'S CONTOURED use
3.0 HD-HUX3 drive.

High Performance
The theoretical improve
ment in throughput that
USB 3.0 offers is certainly
dramatic-a 10X jump to 5
gbps over the existing USB
2.0 spec, which maxed out
at a theoretical 480 mbps.
But how does USB 3.0 fare
in the rea l world? Pretty
dam well, it turns out.
To determine the veracity
of the USB-IF's claims, we
ran four SuperSpeed USB
3.0 drives through our test
suite, which includes batch
operations on a large set of
small files, transfers of very
large files, and a virus scan
test that emphasizes a hard
drive's seek speed. Three
models were 3.5-inch exter
nal desktop units : Buffalo 's
$200 DriveStation USB 3.0
HD-HUX3, )omega's $240
eGo Desktop USB 3.0, and
Western Digital 's $200 My
Book 3.0. The fourth drive
was Seagate's $180, 2.5-inch,
portable BlackArmor PS 110.
Three drives came format

!OMEGA'S ZIPPY, 2TB eGo Desktop USB 3.0 external drive.

ted in the NTFS file system,
which is more efficient than
the FAT32 file system in
which the Buffalo drive was
formatted. (FAT32's only
benefit is that both Macs
and PCs can read and write
to the drive.) Fortunately,
Buffalo provides an option
to reformat the drive as
NTFS ; we used it, and all of
our test results reflect this.
In PCWorld Labs tests, the
drives assessed using USB 3.0
consistently proved notice
ably faster than when using
FireWire 800 (by as much as
a third) . And we found the
USB 3.0 drives to be compa
rable in speed with eSATA

drives (over a SATA-300
interface) ; the eSATA drives
typically edged out the USB
3.0 units on a couple of our
performance metrics.
By comparison, USB 2.0
looked like a dog cart in the
Kentucky Derby. Depending
on the test, USB 3.0 proved
to be up to 3.5 times as fast
and always more than dou
ble USB 2.0's speed.
Of the three desktop-size
models (each with a 3.5-inch
hard drive inside), the West
ern Digital My Book 3.0 was
fastest overall, with the Buf
falo and Iomega drives fin
ishing right behind it. The
drives were separated by

BUYER BEWARE

Don't Get Stung by High Prices for USB 3.0 Products
WHENEVER ANY NEW technology hits the streets,

USB3.com you pay only 530, and at Directron.com

"entrepreneurs" ready to gouge consumers are

the adapter price is a still-economical 537.

rarely far behind. USB 3.0, aka SuperSpeed USB,

We could find just one USB 3.0 hub-Buffalo

was designed to be no more expensive than

Technology's BSH4A03U3-even mentioned, and

USB 1.1 or 2.0-but we've already seen vendors

it's only now showing up in Japan for about $88.

charging exorbitant prices for cables, adapters,

But there's no big benefit to a USB 3.0 hub yet,

and hubs. After all. USB 3.0 is brand-new and far

USB 3.0 HAS new connec-

faster than USB 2.0, so you must have to pay

tors Uke this mini use unit.

hefty early-adopter premiums, right? Wrong.
We understand that product development takes money, and we

use the extra speed. and USB 3.0 flash drives are
nowhere close to being mass-market products.

When you're shopping for USB 3.0 technology, don't plop down

see nothing wrong with , say, a 25 percent premium on a drive or

40 bucks for a cable just because you think that because USB 3.0

cable. For instance, while Western Digital's My Book Elite costs

is new, it must be expensive. It's not supposed to be. Also, make

5170, the My Book 3.0 costs $200 - not a bad deal since the lat

sure any product you buy has the SuperSpeed logo on the box.

ter is so much faster. But it's ludicrous for Belkin to charge $40

Some USB products will undoubtedly play games with the num

for a 3-foot USB 3.0 cable, when USB3.com and Directron .com

ber 3 on their boxes or logos, hoping to snare the unwitting into

each charge just $6. Likewise, for a USB 3.0 host adapter, Belkin

purchasing older 2.0 or non-USB 3.0 - certified technology.

wants 590 and Buffalo Technology is charging $81- while at

48 I

since mice and keyboards will never be able to
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- ]011 L. Jacobi

mere seconds on almost all
of our read and write tests;
we saw the greatest distinc
tion on our malware scan
test, with a span of 24 sec
onds between the fastest
(Western Digital) and the
slowest (Buffalo).
Portable drives always lag
their desktop counterparts
in performance, simply be
cause of their slower rpm
(rotations per minute)
speeds . As such, it's no sur
prise that the portable Sea
gate BlackArmor PS 110
was not as fast as the desk
top drives evaluated here.
However, among the porta
ble drives we've tested, this
model leaped into second
place; only the WiebeTech
ToughTech XE Mini SOOGB,
tested over eSATA, bested
Seagate's USB 3.0 portable.
In PCWorld Labs power
consumption tests, we
found that the average
power draw at any given
time for the USB 3.0 drives
was slightly greater than
that of USB 2.0 while data
was transferring. However,
since USB 3.0 does th ings
far more quickly, multiply-

WESTERN DIGITAL'S desktop
size My Book 3.0 drive.

ing the average
draw over time
shows it doing
roughly twice the
work per watt.
Beyond perfor
mance measure
ments, USB 3.0 has a huge
edge in convenience over
eSATA. Unli ke eSATA, USB
3.0 was designed with re
movable storage in mind.
It's hot-pluggable-you sim
ply plug in a device, and your
operating system quickly
adds it to the list of available
devices. By contrast, eSATA
drives nearly always require
a system reboot to appear.
Furthermore, since USB
3.0 is a powered port, you
don't necessarily have to run
another external power sup
ply to the drive as you nor
ma lly do with eSATA d rives.
Most 3.5-inch ha rd drives,
however, requ ire more power
than the USB bus can deliv
er, and those models will
still need AC adapters.

Certified USB 3.0
One of the things to look
for when buying a USB 3.0
product is the certified
SuperSpeed USB 3.0 logo
a label that will ensure that
the product you're purchas
ing tru ly lives up to the new
specification.
At this point, though,
expect companies to release
USB 3.0 products without
official certification or the
SuperSpeed logo. An exam
ple is the Buffalo Technolo
gy HD-HUX3, which was the
first drive to market; LaCie's
drives , which are in the pro
cess of certification, will ini
tially carry LaCie's own logo
for USB 3.0 (the company
says it plans to put a sticker

SEAGATE WISELY SHIPS its por
t able PS 110 USB 3.0 drive with
an Ex pressCard adapter.

on the products ' box once
certification is completed).
One good tiling: This time
around, you won't have to
worry about whether you're
really getting the promised
speeds. In the transition
from USB 1.1 to USB 2.0,
the creators of the latter
spec wrote it in such a way
that products didn't have to
communicate at the full 480
mbps in order to be called
"USB 2.0. " In contrast, for
a product to be certified as
supporting USB 3.0, it must
operate at the full 5 gbps.

Upgrade Possibilities
It 's easy to upgrade to USB
3.0 on t he desktop: You can
buy adapter cards on the
aftermarket for approxi
mately $30, pay extra for a
card from Buffalo ($70), or
choose the Western Digital
drive that includes a card
(which carries a $20 premi
um over the version of the
drive sold without the card).
With laptops , however,
upgrading will be a tougher
road. Unless your portable
has an ExpressCard slot to
accept an adapter such as
the one that ships with the
Seagate BlackArmor PS 110,
you're not going to be able

to add USB 3.0 to the note
book that you have now.
New laptops, though, will
be a different storyeventually. So
far only HP
and Fujitsu
have an
nounced
limited USB 3.0
support on laptops. Taiwan
ese laptop and desktop man
ufacturer MSI says it won't
have USB 3.0 until the third
quarter of this year, at the
earliest. Product managers
for both laptop and desktop
makers cite manufacturing
concerns such as having
chipsets available in large
quantities, and the need to
test USB 3.0 chipsets, as rea
sons for the delay.

The Final Word
Speed, backward compati
bility, power consumption ...
USB 3.0 more than lives up
to the hype. It's only mar
ginally slower than eSATA,
and is far better suited to
removable storage.
eSATA may yet pull farther
ahead, especially once exter
nal enclosures buil t with
6-gbps SATA (SATA-600)
come to market. However,
now that USB 3.0 is here, we
wouldn't be surprised to see
eSATA lose traction to USB
3.0-at least in the general,
non-high-performance con
sumer market. FireWire 800
is in a similar position: Aside
from Mac support, Fire\Vire
800 provides no tangible
benefit over USB 3.0.
In the end, the real ques
tion is , do you want to have
the speed of USB 3.0?
\Ve certainly do .
-Melissa]. Perwson
andJon L. Jacobi
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New MotoBLur Smartphones Come Into Focus
LAST FALL, Mo torola intro
duced MotoBlur, a cloud
based interface for Android
phones that seamlessly ag
gregates social networks.
MotoBlur supports con
tact syncing across social
networks, a unified inbox
for multiple e-mail accou nts,
and live widgets for social
networking. If you lose your
phone, you can track it via
ass isted GPS . Motorola has
now launched two Moto
Blur phones: the Cliq XT
(with Android 1.5 OS and
T-Mobile service) and the
Devour (with Android 1.6
and Verizon service) .

Cliq XT (T-Mobile)
lhe lightweight, gray-and
chrome Cliq XT has a slim
body, rou nded corners, and
a textured ru bber back. At
2.3 by 4.6 by 0.5 inches and
4.6 ounces, this model is
very portable, but it lacks a
QWERTY keyboard.
Like the Devour, the Cliq
XT has a 3. 1-inch display
with 320-by-480-pixel reso
lution. It showed bright,
accurate colors. The respon
siveness was hit-or-miss :
Tapping on an icon usually
prompted instant actio n,
but scrolling was a bit sticky.
A large, centrally located
touchpad lets you navigate
through multiple homepag
es or within a homepage.
The handset's four standard
Android hardware buttons
(Menu, Search, Home, and
Back) lie below the display.
Keys on the Cliq XT's key
board are wide and well
spaced for easier pressing. I
did notice a slight delay after
I typed before text appeared.
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Like all Android phones,
the Cliq XT gives you access
to the many useful Google
apps . You can set up and
sync your Yahoo account
with the device and get full
Outlook sync support, too.
Unique to the Cliq XT, the
Connected Music Player
combines popular apps like
Last.fm, Shoutcast, Sound
hound, and TuneWiki . Audio
sounded good but a bit hol
low through my own ear
buds. Music piped through
the external speakers was
weaker but still listenable.
The Cliq XT's 5-megapixel
camera includes a flash and
took attractive pictures. It
also captures video at 24
frames per second at a good
enough level of quality for
posting on YouTube.
Call quality over T-Mobile's
3G network was a bit spotty
at my end, but callers at the
other end of the line had no
complaints. The phone han
dled Web browsi ng easily.

THE CUQ XT is optimized to

handle multiple social networks.

plus access to Google apps.

According to Motorola, the
Cliq XT will cost less than
$150; if so, you' ll get a lot of
great features for the money.

Devour (Verizon)
The 5.9-ounce Devour ($150
with a two-year Verizon con
tract) is a bit clunky, but it
feels solid and has some nice
design elements su~h as black
rubber panels on the top and
bottom to keep the phone
from feeli ng slippery.
A sizable gap separates the
bottom of the display from
the touch controls . And the
touch controls are laid out
in two rows, leaving a lot of
unused space on the small
ish screen. The touch keys
are quite responsive, how
ever, and the optical mouse
gives you a useful alternative
to the touchscreen.
The Devour's recessed
keyboard is easier to steady,
making typing more com
fortable. The keys are also

large, and nicely raised and
spaced out. The sliding
mechanism is crisp and
springy, yet solid.
The Devour has the stan
dard Android music player
and comes with a USB cable
for transferring music. The
supplied earbuds delivered
clean-sounding audio; the
external speakers were a bit
weak, though . Video play
back over the included Veri
zon V Cast video app was
smooth, but the 3-megapixcl
camera was mediocre.
Call quality over Verizon 's
3G network was excellent.
My contacts sounded loud
and clear with no distortion
or background static or hiss.
Callers on the other end of
the line heard little back
ground noise and said that
my voice sounded natural. I
didn' t run into any dropped
calls or dead zones.
Surfing the Web on the An
droid browser was great, as
Verizon's 3G EvDO connec
tion loaded pages quickly.
lhe Devour is a very versa
tile phone, but it could use
an upgrade to Android 2.1
(and perhaps a price drop).
-GimryMics

***' ·

VERYGOOD

Cliq XT Motorola
Superb multimedia and social net
working. but middling call quality.
Pricing not yet set.
find.pcworld.com/69885

***'

VERY GOOD

Devou r I Motorola
Mediocre camera mars solid phone
with social networking orientation.
List: $150 with two-year contract
find .pcworld.com/69886

Top 10 All-Purpose Laptops
HP's rugged , powerful EliteBook 8440w zooms to the head of the all-purpose laptop class.
MODEL

Rating
HP Elite Book 8440w
S1649 NEW
find . pcworld. com/69~09

Performance

****-1<
SUPERIOR

• World Bench 6score:119 Superior
•Overall design:Good
• Tested battery life:6:07

Features and specifications
• 2.67GHz Core i7 620M
• 14.0·lnch widescreen
• 5.8 pounds
• 320GB hard drive

• This solid corporate laptop comes with a Blue-ray Disc drive and a great keyboard, but it isn't a multimedia powerhouse.

l'mJ HP Envy 13

2

lI!iJ S1499

find.pcworld.com/69810

****

VERYGOOO

• \Vorld8ench Bscore: 94 Very Good
•Overall design:Very Good
• Tested battery tile: 4:42

• 2.13GHz Core 2 Duo SL9600
• 13.l·inch widescreen

• 3.8 pounds
• 250GB hard drive

• The slim, stylish Envy 13 essentially serves as a higher- priced, Windows-based answer to the 13-inch Apple MacBook Pro.

3

Lenovo ThinkPad SL510
$929
find.pcworlcl.com/!l9811

****

VERY GOOD

• WorldBench6score:105 Superior
•Overall design: Very Good
• Tested battery life:3:55

• 2.53GHz Core 2 Duo P8700
• 15.S·inch widescreen
• 5.7 pounds
• 320GB hard drive

• The SL510 is an excellent choice for business users or students who don't plan to fo cus on graphics-Intensive tasks.

4

Apple 15-lnch MacBook Pro
$2149
find .pcworld.com/69812

***1- ""
VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score: 105 Superior
•Overall design:Good
•Tested battery life:3:40

• 2.8GHz Core 2 DuoT9600
• 15.4-lnch widescreen

• 5.8 pounds
• SOOGB hard drive

• The latest MacBookPro restores the FlreWire port, and adds a lithium-polymer battery and a bootable SD Card slot.

5

Lenovo ThinkPad T400s
$929
find .pcworld.com/69813

***~~

.·

VERY GOOD

• WortdBench 8score: 112 Superior
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life: 4:56

• 2.53GHz Core 2 Duo 5pg300
• 14.Hnch wldescreen
• 4.6 pounds
• 12808 solid-state drive

• Lenovo heaps features-includ ing a fantastic keyboard and touchpad- on the T400s, producing a lean, mean business machine.

6

Dell Studio XPS 16
$974
fi nd.pcworld.com/63629

*****
VERY GOOD

• WorldBench6score: g1 Very Good
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life:3:41

• 2.4GHz Core 2 Duo P8600
• 16.0·inch widescreen

• 7.0 pounds
• 320GB hard drive

• The Studio XPS 16 shines with a sharp design, a brilliant screen, and smart featu res-and does so wi thout a hefty price tag.

7

Toshiba Satellite U505-S29BO
S970 NEW
find .pcwo rld.com/69814

***"' *
VERY GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score:87 Very Good
•Overall design:Good
•Tested battery life:3:36

• 2.2GHz Core 2 Duo T6600
• 13.3-lnch widescreen

• 5.4 pounds
• 500G8 hard drive

•Toshiba's U505-S29BO is a solid, attractive performer, but its screen-though multitouch-looks somewhat dim and grainy.

8

Toshiba Satellite U505-S2940
S95D
find .pcwor ld.com/63631

*** 1~:
GOOD

*

• WorldBench 6 score:80 Good
•Overalldeslgn:Good
•Tested battery life:6:4g

• 2.0GHz Core 2 Duo TI350
• 13.3·1nch widescreen
• 5.6 pounds
• 40008 hard drive

• The U505·S2940 is a solid choice for general computing and entertainment; it is bulkier than many competi ng laptops. however.

9

Asus ULBOVt-Al
SB49 NEW
find.pcworld.com/69815

*** **
GOOD

• WorldBench 6 score:76 Good
•Overall design:Good
• Tested battery life:5:03

• 1.3GHz Core 2 Duo SU7300
• 14..0·inch widescreen
• 4.8 pounds
• 320GB hard drive

•The ULBOVt-Al offers good battery life, a discrete GPU, and nice performance, but its touchpad and mouse button are awful.

10

Dell lnspiron 14z
$799
find.pc world.co m/69821

***

GOOD

*

• WorldBench 6score:65 Fai r
•Overall design: Good
•Tested battery life: 7:11

• 1.3GHz Core 2 Duo SU7300 '
• 14.0·lnch wid escreen

• 4.6 pounds
• 250GB hard drive

• The stylish. student·oriented lnspiron 14z has great battery life; its excessively polished screen hampers viewing , though.
CHART NOTES:Ratings are as of3flf20IO.Tested battery life figures are expressed In ho urs:minutes.

MORE ONLINE

Visit find.pcworld.com/69884 to see in-depth reviews, full test results. and detailed specs for all laptops on this chart.
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Pocket Camcorder Offers
Unique Features
THE THIRD-GENERATION
Creative Vado HD pocket
camcorder ($180) offers top
notch 720p footage in low
light , with an external mic
port and versatile in-camera
settings. It also has an extra
wide-angle lens, exposure
controls, and a motion- ·
detection mode that starts
recording when movement
occurs in front of the lens .
l h e exposure adjustments

****

j SUPERIOR
Vada HD . Creative
Latest Vada HD offers great range
and controls at an affordable price.
Street: SlBO
find .pcworld.corn/69919

help you deal with low-light
settings and other tricky
shooting environments.
In normal indoor lighting,
sample footage had vibrant
but slightly oversaturated
colors;· images were sharp
but not outstandingly so.
The Vado HD records
MPEG-4 files to 4GB of in
ternal storage. Its recharge
ab le lithium ion battery juic
es up via the same flip-out
USB connector that you use
to offioad clips from the cam
corder to your PC or Mac.
A responsive four-way,
touch-sensitive directional
pad surrounds a record but
ton on the back of the Vado
HD ; it controls playback,

A FOUR-WAY directional pad controls the Vado HD's 2X digita l zoom.

ex posure adjustments , and
the unit's 2X digital zoom.
The 2-inch-diagonal LCD
does its job, offering decent
visibility in direct sunlight.
l11e all-plas tic frame is stur
dier th an that of the first
Vado HD, but still no match
for the Flip Mino HD 's case.
For simple operation and

good low-light performance,
the Flip Mino HD wins out.
For 1080p footage, frame
rate controls, and removable
storage, get the Kodak Zi8.
But for a wide-angle lens ,
exposure controls, and good
low-light video, opt for this
third-gen Creative Vado HD.

-Tim MoymJw11

Backup Now EZ 2010 Edition: Easy but Unreliable
UNLIKE MANY compe~ ing
programs, NTI 's Backup
Now EZ 2010 Edition ($50)
has a truly intuitive and visu
ally appealing interface. If
only it had worked properly.
Backu p Now EZ 2010's
interface consists mostly of
large, easy-to-interpret icons .
The exceptions: The ' cancel'
and 'create boot disc' func
tions inhabit a menu that
appears after a backup has
commenced. The interface is
friendly, and the software
automatically searches for

***

GOOD

Backup Now EZ 2010 Edition NTI
Programming flaws and intrusive
registration spoil superb interface.
Street: S50
find .pcworld.corn/69920
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NTI PROVIDES a sim ple, colorful, adaptable interfa ce for ba ckups.

and selects common user
data. The file-based portion
of Backup Now EZ 2010
worked perfectly for me, but
I missed having the option
to perform native file copy
ing instead o f the single file
that Backup Now creates .

You don ' t need to choose
files for the full system back
up . But on my test bed, I
often add and remove aux il
iary drives , and sometimes
such a d rive appea rs as the
first physical drive in the PC,
with the OS listed as running

off the second or third drive.
Unfortunately, NTI hard
wired Backup Now EZ 2010
to back up the first physical
drive it encounters, causing
it to back up the wrong drive
in two of my tests.
Worse, the program offers
no way to select a partition
or drive manually to circum
vent the problem, and the
BNEZ 2010 boot disc th at I
created failed to find the
backup (of the wrong drive)
on my external USB drive.
As much as I like the pro
gram's outstanding inter
face, I can't recommend
Backup Now EZ 2010 Edi
tion, due to the misdirected
backups. For neophytes,
Acronis True Image Home
2010 is a better choice.
-]011 L. Jacobi

Advertisement
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According to the U.S. Department of Energy, in the typical
American home. appliances and home electronics are
responsible for using about 20 percent of all the energy
piped into that home each month-totalin g $240 a year
on average. A large part of that bill is for the power to ru n
computers, laptops. printers, and other computing devices,
many of which are left on 24 hours a day.

APC Back-UPS
Pro Makes
Green Computing
As Easy As
Plugging It In

Now there's an easy way to trim those expenses and do
something good ior the environment. too: APC's Back
UPS Pro backup power unit offers several power-saving
modes designed to save money by reducing unnecessary
power draws, while pro!ecting your sensitive electronics
and data. The average Back-UPS Pro user can save as
much as $50 a year simply by connecting devices that
were formerly plugged directly into a wall outlet to a Back·
UPS Pro unit instead.
One of the Back-UPS Pro 's primary features is the power-saving
outlets that automatically shut ofi power to unused peripherals,
turning them off completely when they are not in use A growing
problem for electronics devices has been
so-called ·vampire" power usage. whereby
devices that should really be turned oii actually
draw a small - but not ins1gnif1cant-amount of
electricity 24 hours a day to remain 1n a sort of
standby mode, and that adds up to substantial
costs over time.
But the Back-UPS Pro offers an additional
power-saving feature called automatic voltage
regulation. or AVA. AVA is designed to co rrect
situations where improper voltage is being
delivered from the utility. If voltage to a device
is too high or too low. the Back-UPS Pro
automatically corrects this . bypassing the unit's
transformer and preventing the internal battery
from activating unless there ts a complete !oss
of power. This feature saves even more money
for the consumer because 11 prevents the internal
battery from having to bo recharged frequently,
which requires more energy.

During the week of Earth Day
(April 18 to 24, 2010) , for every green
surge protector product sold through
participating retailers, APC will donate
$5 to an environmentally friendly
organization. For more information,
see your local retailer or visit

'W"NW.apc.co111..
Get 70°0 OFF erwre car1 purchase, for more information
http://www.apc comlpromolget.cfm?keycode=s323w
or Cf!Ji l-888·289·APCC X8304

It's easy io see at a glance l1ow mucl1 you're
saving. A large LCD on the front of t11e Back-UPS
Pro shows informatton about electrrcal load. estimated runlrrn e 1n
the event of an outage. input voltage. and other system information.
For a more detailed look at each device's current status and history
of power problems. and lo manage configuration options. the
PowerChu!e Personal Edition software bundled with eacll BackUPS Pro lets users manage their backup power system. Each
unit includes a S150,000 equipment protection policy. Extended
warranties are available for as long as three years.

by Schneider Electric

.............................................................................................. ......................................................................................
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Top 10 Perfor~ance Desktop PCs
Powerful new systems armed with six-core processors kick their quad-core rivals to the curb.
MODEL

Rating
CyberPower Blai:k Pearl
S4199 NEW
.find .pcworld.com/69878

****'
SUPERIOR

Performance
• World8ench 6score:171
• WorldBench 6 rating: Superior
• Overall design:Very Good
• Graphics: Perfect

i

Features and specifications
• 3.336Hz Core i7·980X Extreme Edition
• 6GB ol RAM: 2TB ol storage
• ATI Radeon HD5870 (three cords)
• BD·Rdri ve

• Equipped with Intel's six-core Core 17-980X processor, the performance-oriented Black Pearl could be a power user's best frie nd.
Mai ngear Shift
Gami ng De s kto p PC
$7000
find.pcworld.com/69459

2

****'
SUPER IOR

• World8ench 6score:181
• World8ench 6 rating: Superior
• Overall design:Very Good
•Graphics: Perfect

• 3.96GHz Core i7-975 Extreme Edition
• 6GB ol RAM;2TB ol storage
• XFX Radeon HD5870 (three cards)
•BD·Rdrive

• Maingear's Shilt is very fast and very flashy, but its edge in speed and graphics quality isn't commensurate with its price premium.
Polywell Po ly X5800A3
S4500 NEW
fin d.pcworld.com/69979

3

**** ·
VERY GOOD

• World8ench 6 score: 175
• WorldBe~ch 6 rating: Superior
• Overall design:Good
• Graphics: Superior

• 3.JJGHz Core i7·9BOXExtreme Edition
• 12GB of RAM; 2.STB of storage
• ATI Radeon HD5970
• BD·Rdrive

• II may not be much to look at. but the Poly X5800A3's premier components and fast speeds make it a compelling power PC.
Electro nics an d Computing
Black Mamba Power Desktop PC
52179
find .pcworld.com/69830

4

***'
GOOD

• World8ench 6score:153
• 3.SGHz Core i7·920
• World8ench 6 rating: Very Good . • 6G8 ol RAM:2.3TB ol storage
• Overall design:Very Good
• nVidia GeForce GTX 295
•Graphics: Very Good
• OVOtRW drive

• This overclocked offering from boutique PC maker Electronics and Computing delivers outstanding performance.
Polywe ll Mi niBox P5500 C
Com pa c t Powe r PC
51 800
find .pcworld.com/698n

5

***

GOOD

•WorldBench 6score: 145
• WorldBench 6 rating: Very Good
• Overall design: Good
• Graphics:Very Good

• 2.93GHz Corei7-8740
• 4G8 ol RAM: 3.5T8 ol storage
•All Radeon HD4890
• BD·Rdrive

• The Mini Box P5500CCompact Power PC may be small. but its World Bench 6 numbers prove that it's no joke-this is a killer rig.
Gatewa y FX6831-03
51699
find .pcwor ld.com/6983 1

6

***

GOOD

• World8ench 6score:142
• World8ench 6 rating:Good
•Overall design:Fair
• Gra phics: Very Good

• 2.8GHz Core i7-860
• lBGB of RAM:l.5TB of storage
• ATl Radeon H05850
• BO·Rdrive

• The FX6831-03 delivers impressive computing muscle where it counts. with st ro ng speeds and high-definition support.

rTin HP Pa vilio n HPE-1 70t
a!1J 51434
find .pcworld.com/69460

7

**'

FAIR

• World8ench 6score:148
• WorldBench 6 rating:Very Good
• Overall desig n: Fair
• Graphics:Good

• 2.8GHz Core i7-860
• BGB of RAM: lTB or storage
• nVidla GeForce GTX 260
• BO·Rdrive

• HP had to skimp on a few elements to achieve the screamingly fast HPE·l70t's killer price-to-performance ratio.
Gateway FX6800· 05
52999
find .pcworld.com/69876

8

**'

FAIR

• WorldBench ~score : 141
• WorldBench 6 rating: Good
• Overall desig n: Good
•Graphics: Very Good

• 2.93GHz Core i7 -940
• 6GB ol RAM;lTB or storage
• All Radeon HD 4870 X2
• OVDtRW drive

• Anyone not scared away by its limited upgrade options will find that Gateway's FX6B00·05 is a potent machi ne.
Micro Express MicroF lex 958
$1500
find.pcworld.com/69833

9

**''

FAIR

• WorldBench 6 score: 148
• WorldBench 6 rating: Very Good
•Overall design:Very Good

• 3.2GHz Core i7-950
• 3GB _of RAM;300GB ol storage
• nVidia GeForce GTX 295

• Graphics: Fair

• DVDtRW drive

• Though it's somewhat light on storage (at a relatively skimpy 300GB). the MicroFlex 95B turns in top-notch general performance.
AVA Direct Co re i7 SLl/CrossFireX
DDR3 Gam ing Sys tem
5184D
find .pcworld.com/69834

10

**

.

FAIR

• WorldBench 6 score: 153
• World8ench 6 rating:Very Good
• Overall design:Good
• Graphics: Very Good

• 2.6GHz Core i7-920
• 3G8 of RAM: lTB or storage
• eVGA'GeForce GTX 285
• OVO>RW drive

• This strong system surrers a bit from undisting uished graphics, but it manages to outrun a number of pricier rivals.
CHART NOTES:Ratings are as of 311512010. Performance word scores are relative to the performance desktop PC category.

I
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Plextor 12X Blu-ray Writer Has Fast Performance
BLU-RAY BURNERS are
advancing at a fast pace:
Only a couple of months
ago I was marveling at Lhe
speed of 8X-rated Blu-ray
burners-now we have the
12X Plextor PX-B940SA
($250). The write speeds
make this Blu-ray drive an
especially appealing option.
Even though 12X-rated
discs aren ' t available yet,
judging from my tests this
Plextor drive will hit 1OX

****"'

SUPERIOR

PX-B940SAI Plextor

Terrific Blu-ray drive operates
smoothly and writes swiftly.
Street: S250
find.pcworld.com/69892

write speeds with 4X-rated
media, and 12X speeds with
6X media (both Panasonic
and Sony currently sell
6X-rated media) . The drive
maxes out at 12X write
speeds , but like most 4X or
greater drives, it starts slow
er and gradually ramps up .
In my tests, writing 23GB
to a single-layer 4X-rated
BD-R disc at 10X with the
PX-B940SA took about 11

min utes, 31 seconds (or
about 7.4X) , and burning
40GB to a dual-layer 2X disc
took 22 minutes , 19 seconds
(or about 6.6X) . With 6X
media, the write speed
improved to 7.SX. Since
Blu-ray rewrite technology
is still stuck at 2X (9MB per
second), backing up to
BD-RE remains a somewhat
time-consuming process.
Plextor bundles Cyber

Li nk's BO Suite to take care
of burning, movie author
ing, video playback, and
other tasks . The software is
more than capable, but it
also bugs you incessantly
with registration notices and
ads. The program offers no
option to bypass the regis
tration, but it does give you
a way to disable push adver
tising; even so, some annoy
ing ads remain in Power
DVD and other modules .
The Plextor PX-B940SA is
a great Blu-ray drive that suf
fered nary a hiccup in my
testing. This model is faster
than anything else you'll
currently find on the market.
-]011 L. Jacobi
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Also Compatible with
Wbdows Vista.IXP/2000

lnkgard™ is the easy download that optimizes
image quality for maximum print yield and ...
is fun to use!
..,.
..,.
..,.
..,.
..,.

Make 1 cartridge last as long as 4
Maintain optimum print quality
Works with any inkjet and laser printer
BONUS: Powerful PDF generator
Multi-user Network Edition now available!

Only $9. 99 per year!
Get lnkgord"' FREE wit h purch a se
of any ink or toner cartridg e!
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Visit www.inkgard.com for details
or ca ll 858-217-3130

Libre Pro E-Reader: Easy on the Eyes
PRICED AT $170, the no
frills, lightweight Aluratek
Libre Pro e-reader is a re
freshing surprise. It handles
better than most rivals, and
it sports a bargain price.
In the Libre Pro, Al uratek
uses a mono chrome, non
backlit, 5-inch Toshiba LCD
screen intended to achieve a
result that is comfortable to
read and kind to the battery.
Though the display is small

***"" .

VERYGOOO

Libre Pro ' Aluratek
Bargain-priced e-reader is thin and
lightweight-and simple to use.
Street: 5170
find.pcworld.com/69903

compared with that of some
other e-readers, I found it
easy on my eyes for long
reading engagements. But in
my tests the battery failed to
last through a three-day
weekend without needing a
charge (Aluratek says the
device will last for up to 24
hours of continuous reading,
and 30 days of standby) .
I found the Libre Pro intu
itive and easy to use. At just
7 ounces, it's a joy to hold in
one or both hands. All of the
navigation buttons are soft to
the touch and finger-frie ndly.
The unit has an SDHC slot
and sup po rts cards up to
32GB. You can load various
file formats, such as Adobe

BUTTONS FOR TEXT and
numeric Input sit on the
Libre Pro's right edge.

ePub, text, and PDF.
You can download
books manually or
buy them from cPub
compatible stores.
The device also comes
with 100 classic titles
preinstalled-a nice
way to get the ball rolling.
At the bottom are the
power button (a bit tough to
press), the headphon e jack,
and a hand-strap loop . At
the top, under a sturdy rub
berized nap, are the SD slot
and the mini-USB port.
Although the Libre Pro

lacks the Wi-Fi or 3G con
nectivity of some fancier
e-readers , it keeps things
basic and to the point. This
little device is a pleasure to
use, and it can be a reason
able alternative to more
costly, connected models.

-Melissa]. Pcm1so11

THE FASTEST WAY TO
LEARN A LANGUAGE.
GUARANTEED:
•Effective
Learn a new language like you learned your first.
• Easy and Convenient
On your time. At your pace.
•Fun and Engaging
Every lesson keeps you coming back for more.

s-':1' .....

BUY NOW, SAVE 10%
Level 1

Reg. ~

NOW $206

Level 1,2&3

Reg.-$539

NOW $485

Level 1,2,3,4,5 Reg. -$699

NOW $629

SIX-MONTH, NO-RISK, MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.*

Over 30 languages available.
(877) 298-4149 RosettaStone.com/pws050
Use promo code pws050 when ordering. Offer expires July 31 , 20 l0.

RosettaStone~

02DIOP.01tlta Stene ltd. All riihts resaved. Offer apptiH to Ptrsonal E.drtlOl'I only, and c,anno( bl! tcmb:fttd 111·1th anw other offH. Prices subject lochana:e willMlul nolltf.. "Sll·Month, No-R1Jk,, Money·Bx~ Gu.i11ntee tl hmlted to Pftlduci purth•~ tr.IGe C11rKlty lrom R0sttt1 Slone
1nd doti not Include relum shipl)ing. Guarantee dots not apply lo altfonhne subsi::npbon, ~lo Audio~pA.nion<P>purch•sed ~:>ara ltt)t from the CD·ROM product. All m1ltn1l11ncludtd v.1th tile product at hme ol purt ha~ mu1t be returr.ed tocethef and undJmared to be ell&1blt
for1nyeu:haneeorrelund.
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Pandigital Portable Printer Uses Heat, Not Ink
PANDIGITAL' S Portable
Printer ($130) is a snapshot
model that uses no ink-it
uses heat to make an image
on specially coated p aper.
You can view one photo at
a time on the 1.44-inch LCD
and print one, two , or four
of the same image per sheet.
From a PC, you can scale an
image or adjust its quality in

**

FAIR

Portable Printer IPandigital

Photos exit slowly. and the quality
disappoints; paper is expensive.
Street Sl30
find.pcworld.com/69844

rough increments . You can
also type a title to be printed
at the top of the image.
The special paper is no
bargain: Online, I found an
average cost of 37 cents per
print, versus combined ink
and paper costs of25 cents
for the Epson PictureMate
Charm (find .pcworld.com/
63989) and 34 cents for the
HP Photosmart A646 (find.
pcworld.com/63618).
In my hands-on tests, the
device 's pho tos were disap
pointing. They took a tedious
78 seconds, on average, to
output. I noticed certain,
consistent flaws: a washed-

MODEL

HP Offi cejet Pro 8000
Wire less Printer

1

SlBO
find.pcworld.com/64133

r

.

\\\\\\\\

THE PORTABLE PRINTER'S cartridge holds ten sheets of coated paper.

out look, a lack of subtlety
in dark areas, and an odd
blue-green tinge at the
edges. (Pandigital says the
last issue is a firmware prob
lem; a fix is in the works.)
The Pandigital Portable

Rating

Performance

**** ,

• Text quolity:Superior
• Graphics/photo quali ty: GoodNery Good
• Tested speeds (ppm): I0.3 text/4.2 graphics

VERY GOOD

Printer showcases an in
trigui ng technology. Unfor
tunately, this model does not
compete well with similarly
priced dye-sublimation or
inkjet snapshot printers.

- Melissa Rirfrio

I

Features and specifications
• 35 ppm text
• 34 ppm graphics
• 4800-by-1200-dpi maximum resolution

• Packed with features and built for speed, this small-business inkjet from HP is hard to beat. Its ink costs are amazi ngly low.

r:mJ HP Officejet 6000

CI!lJ Wireless Printer

2

$120

****J.
VERY GOOD

•Text quality: Very Good
•Grap hics/photo quality:Very Good/Good
•Tested speeds (ppm): 7.4 text/3.4 graphics

• 32 ppm tex t
• 31 ppm graphics
• 4800·by-1200·dpi maximum resolution

li nd.pcwo rld.com/63656
• Good speed and prin t quality, plus au tomatic duplexing, distinguish this HP small-office model. Its high-yield inks are a great deal.

HP Officejet 7000 Wide
Format Printer

3

$230

***"'·A
VERY GOOD

• Text quality: Superior
•Graphics/photo quality: Very Good/Good
•Tested speeds (ppm): 7.6 text/3.4 graphics

• 33 ppm text
• 32 ppm graphics
• 4800-by·1200-dpi maximum resolution

fi nd.pcworld.com/63411
• Printing posters and other lorge pieces is easy with HP·s fast, wide-format printer. The high·yield inks are cheap.

Epson Workforce 40
5130

4

find.pcworld.com/62351

***

GOOD

•Text quality: fair
•Graphics/photo qua lity: fa ir/Good
• Tested speeds {ppm):12.8 text/5.1graphics

• 38 ppm text
• 38 ppm graphics
• 5760·by-1440-dpi maximum resolution

• The pricey inks for the Workforce 40 produce fuzzy text and grainy prints-hardly a good deal for a small office.

5

-

.- --....
-----

~

.

Canon Pixma iP4700
$100

find .pcworld.com/63619

***

GODO

•Text quality: Good
•Graphics/photo quality: Good/Superior
•Tested speeds (ppm):6.7 text/3.3 graphics

• 9.2 ppm text
• 8.1ppm graphics
• 9600-by-2400-dpi maximum resolution

• A nice bargain, this low-cost Canon printer offers good speed and print quality. plus unusually high paper capacity (300 sheets).

CHART NOTES:Ratings are as of 3/l5nO. Speeds are in pages per minute (ppm): resolutions are in dots per inch (dpij.

MORE ONLINE
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Visit find.pcworld.com/69891 to see in-depth reviews, full test results, and detailed specs for all printers on this chart.
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PRINTER CARTRIDGES
100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Cartridge World is the leader in remanufac t ured printer cartridges.
Save money and the environment with quality products you can trust.
Replacement cartridges for HP, Canon, Lexmark, Epson and more.
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Why pay more to print?

1,700 locations worldwide
Find a locally owned
& operated store near you

888.99.REFILL
www.cartridgeworldUSA.com

JA? Cartridge lllorlf
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Corel Photo, Video Editors: Features and Flexibility
SOLD SEPARATELY as well
as in a $150 bundle, the X3
versions of Corel ' s photo
and video programs offer
easy-to-use editing func
tions. We looked at both .

PaintShop Photo Pro
In version X3 of its image
editor ($100), Corel has re
worked the interface; it has
also added "Photo" to the
PaintShop Pro name to em
phasize a focus on the pho
tography enthusiast market.
You install and run the
three X3 components-the
main program, PaintShop
Photo Project Creator, and
Painter Photo Essentials
separately. Integration among
the three is nonexistent .
In the main program's re
designed Organizer, you can
name, rate, tag, caption, and
sort photos, and view meta
data. You can also do some
quick edits via the Express
Lab. In addition, the Orga
nizer offers tools for RAW
file s, including the new
Camera RAW Lab and the
ability to convert batches of
RAW files to another fo rmat.
The main interface remains

familiar, with its usual rich
and deep features. Most
notable among the new
tools is the Smart Carver,
which contracts sections of
a picture to delete extrane
ous objects or people .
The new, separate Project
Creator is the center for
making photo books, cards,
collages, calendars, and slide
shows (the last of which can
now include HD videos) . It
also has output options for
Facebook, Flickr, and You
Tube, plus links for backing
up data and ordering prints
and projects online. After
you start and name a proj
ect, you choose the pictures
for it simply by dragging and
dropping them into the pro
gram's holding area.
Unfortunately, Project
Creator doesn't show sub
folders in alphabetical order,
so we wasted time looking
for specific folders. Also, if
you previous ly installed
Corel Digital Studio on your
system, even if you have
since uninstalled it, Project
Creator may have difficulty
displaying image thumb
nails. (Corel is working on a

STARTING A PROJECT is simple in PaintShop Photo Pro's new Proj ect
Creator, but t he program doesn't list subfol ders alphabetically.
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IN ADDITION TO an Easy Edit mode appropriate for beginner s, Video
Stud io Pro X3 has a wide array of advanced edit ing t ools and effects.

patch .) We found Project
Creator more sluggish than
the rest of the suite, too .
-Sal!J WimerGroua and
Daniel Grorra

VideoStud io Pro
Many video-editing apps try
to accommodate both novic
es and as piring auteurs. The
$100 VideoStudio Pro X3
does a good job of making
appropriate compromises.
I found that in switching
among editing tasks or pre
viewing a clip, VideoStudio
was snappier than most
competitors. That's thanks
mainly to its ability to take
advantage of the multi
threading capabilities of
Intel's latest processors .
Neophytes will want to go
straight to Corel's Easy Edit
feature (aka VideoStudio
Express). You choose a title,
a form at (standard or HD) ,
and a template. Then you
drag and drop your clips
into the creation space, and
the program does the rest.
The advanced-edit section
has added a few new tricks.
The one Corel is touting the
most is RotoSketch, which

traces the outlines of a video
to create animation. More
useful is the beefed-up titler,
which can now handle vari
ous effects so that titles flow
or ripple across the screen.
You can burn HD video in
Blu-ray format onto a DVD
disc; the package has all of
the features of Corel DVD
Factory, too, so you can
record on DVD in standard
definition or in AVCHD, or
burn a tme Blu-ray dis c.
For sharing, you can post
to Face book, Flickr, You
Tube, and Vimeo in HD . You
can also make compressed
clips for the iPod Touch.
- John R. Quain

***-1 ·

VERYGOOD

PaintShop Photo Pro X3 Corel
1

I mage editor has great tools and
versatility, but poor integration.
List: SlOO

find .pcworld.com/69837

****

VERY GOOD

VideoStudio Pro X3 I Corel
Solid app offers down-ani:t-dirty
editing with minimal frustration.
List: $100
find.pcworld.com/69904

WITH THE SLEEK UlSO,

Lenovo IdeaPad Ul50:
Remarkably Slim, Stylish

•

WEIGHING LESS than 3
pounds, the Lenovo
Idea Pad Ul 50 is an
eye-catching Win
dows 7 ultraport
able. At $749, it's a bit pficey,
but it pretty much justifies
its cost with sheer style.
The Ul 50 ships with either
a black or red lid. Our black
review system had an Intel
Core 2 Duo SU7300 CPU

***""

VERY GOOD

ldeaPad UISO ! Lenovo

Nice-looking ultraportable PC
provides decent performance.
Street: $749
find .pcworld.com/69829

clocked to 1.30GHz, Intel 's
GMA X4500 gra phics, 4GB
of DD3 SD RAM , and a
320GB, 5400-rpm hard
drive. That's a bump over
the red model 's Pentium
Dual-Core SU4100, 3GB of
DD3 SDRAM, and 250GB ,
5400-rpm hard drive. Both
sport an 11.6-inch, 1366-by
768-pixel screen. Our test
unit had just enough muscle
for core tasks, reflected in its
middle-of-the-road World
Bench 6 score of 66.
Though the screen is very
glossy (and thus hard to see
under bright light), the col
ors are sharp, and the LED
backlit screen performs

Lenovo departs from its
usual no-nonsense .

admirably. Unfortunately,
the U150 doesn 't have the
power to run modem games
beyond slideshow speeds.
Its speakers are tinny, too.
The keyboard is bigger than
those on most ultraporta
bles; working on text-heavy
items is much more com
fortable than I expected . It
feels a bi t mushy, however.
The touchpad can jitter the
pointer just a little.
With an average of 6.25

hours of battery life, the
U150 lasted about 45 min
utes longer than our average
mark for tested ultraporta
bles, which makes its satis
factory WorldBench 6 per
formance more impressive.
Some credit must go to the
oversize battery, which juts
out from the back-not a
great-looking design element,
but a nice rest for the key
board when you set to work.

-Patlickjrym

HP Officejet 4500 Wireless MFP Is Cheap but Poky
THE HP OFFICEJET 4500
Wireless All-In-One
color _inkjet .mu lti
function printer
•
gives small-office
users a bit of everything for
a low price ($130), including
\Vi-Fi. It's slow, however,
and the ink costs are mid
dling to expensive.
It comes with a 20-sheet
automatic document feeder,
plus a 100-sheet input tray
that also catches up to 20
sheets of printed output
an awkward , but common,
design among low-cost

**1

FAIR

Officejet 4500 Wireless HP
Entry-level MFP has Wi-Fi. but it's
slow and uses somewhat pricey ink.
Street: Sl30
find .pcworld.com/69403

THE WI-Fl CONNECTIVITY In this HP MFP Is a nice extra for the price.

MFPs. Duplexing is manual,
with on-screen prompts. For
connectivity, the MFP has
USB and \Vi-Fi; the latter is a
nice bonus. HP generously
bundles USB and phone
cables , plus a line adapter.
All of those features are
easy to use, thanks in large
part to Flash animations that

walk you through installation
as well as common tasks and
problems. You navigate via
the two-line, 16-character
monochrome LCD and the
usual arrow, OK, and back/
cancel buttons; the device
also has a numeric keypad.
This MFP is one of the
slower models we've tested:

It generated just S pages per
minute when printing text,
and 2.4 ppm when printing
graphics. Copying and scan
ning were also quite poky.
In our tests on plain paper,
text looked a little fuzzy but
nicely black, while graphics
seemed fairly smooth. On
HP's photo paper, images
were slightly cloudy and ye l
low on occasion (especially
in flesh tones), but they still
fell within a natural range.
The in.ks are a mixed value.
Standard-size black costs S15
for a 200-page yield, or a
pricey 7.5 cents per page.
The tricolor cartridge is S29
for a 360-page yield , or 8.1
cents per page. The high
yield black option costs $32
and lasts 700 pages , or a
decent 4.6 cents per page.
-Melissa Riofrio
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Track Down
Look-Alike

I mage Files
ANYONE WHO HAS a hard
disk clogged with photos
will welcome the $25 Visual
Similarity Duplicate Image
Finder. It quickly hunts down
not just file duplicates but
also very similar images.
Tell the utility what folders
to check, and it swiftly goes
about its work. Rather than
checking only file names, it
examines the contents of the
files; it even compares files of
different formats (for exam
ple, a .j pg file and a .gif file)
to see if they are similar. The
app took only a few minutes
to compare hundreds of
graphics files on my PC.
After the too l finishes its
task, it shows you all of the
images that it thinks are
duplicates or very similar,
rating their similarity and
allowing you to compare
them visually. You can then
delete the pictures that you
no longer want. (The free
downloadable demo version
won't delete any files ; you
must pay and register to
gain that function.)
If you wa nt a sophisticated
but easy-to-use tool to clean
out similar photos, Visual
Similarity Duplicate Image
Finder is worth buying.
-Prmon Gra/la

****"'

SUPERIOR

Visual Similarity Duplicate
Image Finder 1 Mind Gems
Utility skillfully digs up similar
photo files as well as exact copies.
List: $25
find.pcworld.com/69839
62
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DOWNLOAD THIS
Innovative Freebies That Help You Save Time
THE BEST TIMESAVERS don't
just cut out steps; they change
the whole approach. Sure. you
could run extra virus scans on
your PC-or you could scan
questionable files with 40 -odd
antivirus programs online. You
could e-mail images and then
phone the recipient to explain
them-or you could send a
slideshow with voice-over nar
ration. You could constantly fid
dle with your windows- or you
could snap them to a grid. And
all of these files are free.
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THE LATEST VERSION of VirusTotal Uploa der can check
suspicious files at t heir URLs-before you download t hem-

VirusTotal Uploader
The VirusTotal.com service will scan any Web
download. e-mail attachment, or other file you
send to it with 40-odd different antivirus scan
ners to let you know whether the item is safe
for your computer. The VirusTotal Uploader
utility makes sending a file to the Website a
breeze by adding a new right-click option for
any fi le. Since the vast majority of malware
infections start with a tainted Web download or
e-mail attachment, VirusTotal's excellent free
service is a must-have for your security arsenal.
find .pcworld.corn/69875
-En'k Larki11

descriptions. You can probably think of many
situations where creating multimedia messag
es can add impact to what you're tryi ng to say.
Creating, posting. and sharing messages is
easy. GoldMail's audience is general business
users; its limits on their ability to be "creative"
is probably a feature. and the interface's simplic
ity means fewer calls to tech support. You can
create up to five messages of up to 3 minutes
each in length before you must delete old ones.
find.pcworld.com/69874
-Ian Harac

GridMove
GoldMail Free

Resizing all of your windows by hand can be
tedious, and Windows' built-in features for
manipulating them are basic and clunky, so
GridMove's smooth handling of windows is
helpful. With just a few mouse
clicks or hotkey presses. this
utility will resize and move
your windows to fit a customi
zable grid. GridMove does
have a learning curve. espe
cially for its more advanced
features such as keyboard
shortcuts. But once you're
familiar with this utility, you'll
discover that it's a robust pro
gram, great for arranging and
aligning your windows in sec
onds. find.pcworld.com/69873
NARRATING AN E-MAIL slldeshow using Gold Mail Free is simple.
-Gabe Gralla •
GoldMail Free is a useful program and Web
service that allows you to create and share
slideshow-style messages complete with voice

Voted Best Place to Buy Online
6Years in aRow! -Shopper's Choice Award

Also:

Dirty liltle Secrets
20 techfacts

they
don't wantyou
to know
Eavesdropping
Webeams,
spying ISPs,
and toxic PCs.
Here are 20 dangers
that the industry
is hiding from you ...
and what you can
do about them. »
BY DAN TYNAN
ILLUSTRATIONS BY BARRY BLITI
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The truth is out there.
But they don't want
you to know about it.
Who's "they"? It could be Google or product manufacturers, your
employer or your wireless carrier, Hollywood or Uncle Sam.
What don'ttheywantyou to know? That your phone and your Web
cam may be spying on you. That your subsidized handset will cost
you way more over time than an unsubsidized one. That your PC
may be coated with toxic flame retardants. And that's just for starters.
But don't despair. For every dirty little secret revealed herein, we
provide a fix or describe a quick way to work around the issue (if any
exists) . You don 't have to be a victim, if you know what to do.
Just remember: You've been warned.

Your ISP Is a Copyright Cop
The next people who bust you for illegally swapping music and movies could be
the folks you pay for Internet access . The recording and film industries are seeking
to manipulate upcoming net neutrality legislation to allow Internet service provid
ers to scan the bits passing through their networks and to block any that may vio
late copyrights-similar to Comcast's notorious attempts to throttle BitTorrent
connections in 2007 . The Federal Communications Commission 's recommended
rule changes already contain an exception for " reasonable network management,"
which could include sniffing for copyrighted content, says Jennifer Granick, civil
liberties director for the Electronic Frontier Foundation (www.eff.org).
According to leaked reports, the international Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agree
ment (ACTA) now being negotiated in private sessions contains provisions requir
ing ISPs to police their networks for copyright scoffiaws. Critics of the proposed
treaty fear that copyright holders will insert a "three-strikes" policy, under which
users could have their Internet access revoked if they're
caught exchanging copyrighted content more than twice.
"It's dangerous giving so much power to copyright
I
t
claims," says Wendy Seltzer, project leader for the Chill
ing Effects Clearinghouse (chillingeffects.org) and a Fellow
at Harvard's Berkman Center for Internet & Society.
"Imagine someone telling you, 'If you violate our copy
rights , we can terminate your Net connection, not just
your blog."' With such a powerful new partner serving
as both investigator and enforcer, might copyright hold
ers be emboldened to pursue more people suspected of
violations? And what protections will consumers have
against false claims of infringement?
the fix Contact your congressional representatives
and tell them that you oppose net neutrality loopholes
for content filtering. Support organizations such as
Chilling Effe~ts, the EFF, and Public Knowledge (www.
publicknowledge.org), which fight laws that turn Internet
service providers into Hollywood's hired guns.

\
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Cell Phones
Don't Crash
Airplanes
Why can't you use your phone on
flights? The FAA fears that the RF
signal emitted by devices on the
BOOMHz spectrum band may inter
fere with navigation, specifically
GPS. Yet there is no documented
case of an air accident or serious
malfunction caused in this way.
The FCC's concern is that phones
overhead might disrupt wireless
networks on the ground, possibly
hurting network performance. But
some experts say the worry is out
dated. "Modern phones use lower
power, and, further, cell towers
have directional antennas designed
fo r covering the surface of the
earth [not the air above] ," says Ken
Biba, CTO of Novarum, a wireless
consulting and engineering group.
the fix There isn't a lot you
can do. At least you don 't have to
fly with people jabbering on their
phones from takeoff to landing.

=
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Pacemakers
and Other
Implants Can
Be Hacked

Your Passport Could Make You
a Target for Crime-Wirelessly
Most American travelers are only dimly aware of a radio frequency ID chip em
bedded in their passport. 1he chip lets a passport control officer transfer infor
mation wirelessly to a terminal, but security researchers have shown that RFID
readers can pull data from a passport from a greater distance. Last year, Chris
Paget of the security firm IOActive drove around San Francisco and, within 20
minutes , copied the data out of two U.S. passport holders' pockets , using a
laptop plus off-the-shelf eq uipment and. software costing a total of $250.
the fix = "If a few hundred bucks' worth of gear is all it takes to engage in
mass identity theft, or the ability to target citizens of a specific country for
crime," says Andrew Brandt, lead threat research analyst for Webroot, "it doesn't
seem unreasonable to carry your travel documents wrapped in aluminum foil."

Google Could Rat You Out

Researchers at the Un iversity of Washing
ton have demonstrated that medi cal im
plants that rely on wireless technologies
for monitoring the devices.and adjusting
their settings are not secure.
In lab tests, scientists from UW, the
University of Massachusetts Amherst,
and Harvard Medical School were able to
take control of a cardiac defi brillator and
use it to induce ventricular fibri llation, a
potentially lethal condition. They could
also read sensitive medical information
stored on the device and change it at will.
Study coauthor Tadayoshi Kohno, assis
ta nt professor at the University of Wash
ington, says that similar techniques theo
retically could be applied to other wireless
· medical devices, such as drug dispensers
and neuro-stimulators. "In the future
[medical devices will] be much more like
full-grown computers," says Kohno. "We
did this study to raise awareness and in
crease our understanding of the security
risks these devices could pose."
the fix At present no fix exists.
though the FDA and medical-device man
ufacturers are aware of the problem.
There are no known cases of medical
devices being hacked. Even Kohno down 
plays the danger. "The risk to patients
today is low," says Kohno. "These are
amazing life-saving devices, and I would
have no qualms about using one."

=

How much does Google know about you? Its stored data may include your
visited sites, search terms, maps, contacts, calendar, e-mail, and chat history,
plus Google Voice phone records, YouTube videos and Picasa photos , docu
ments you store online, Google Buzz updates, and-if you use an Android
handset-your cell phone data. If the governrnent comes with a subpoena (or
even just a strongly worded letter, per the Patriot Act), Google must hand it
all over. Sure, the fed s can get the data from anyone; but Google's wealth of
information, plus its lengthy data-retention policies , makes their job easier.
Additionally, all that stands between you and identity thieves is your Gmail
··................................................................ ............ ......·
log-on and password-the key that unlocks every other
Google service. Last October, Google reported that thou
sands of Gmail accounts had been compromised by a phish
Google accounts
ing scheme that also targeted AOL, MSN Hotmail, and
Da•hbo ard
Yahoo. Little wonder, then, that Chinese hackers targeted
Account
Gmail when they compromised the service last December.
~ H.-me:
Dan
11:,QMDI
the fix In Google Dashboard (www.google.com/dash board),
Hld.11 oun•:
,' MiOIQI
Ed!! DC"OOtl !nfa rmol!on
I
E1111ll l .:lJ1ll HHJ:
find out what information you 're sharing and adjust your set
'.!'IWillUV1lJAIJ
PMcy and uqmty h$
Manage account
tings . Make your Gmail password harder to guess. If you
Alerts
think your Gmail account has been hacked or stolen, try
Edit personal information
MLl!l!U
11 .a...
using Google's account-recovery page (find .pcworld.com/69867).
h!i!!m.llll1
l"l b.r
And g iven Google' s recent stumbles over user privacy with
C""1.1;i!• 1t•11s h!!I!:
Privac~ and securit~ hel p
Buzz, consider spreading the risk over different providers. »
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When used in plastic
casings, BFRs
[brominated flame retardants]
can also migrate out of the plastic
into the dust in the room and then
enter the body via the hand-to
mout h contact.
Arlene Blum
executive director. Green Science
Policy lnstitut~

{.························ ···················································..\

Geolocation
Data Is Not
Private
Te lecommunications companies
maintain what is known as custom
er proprietary network information
(CPNI), wh ich can include details
on your rate plans, who you ca l led,
and your location. By law, carriers
can't sell your CPNI without your
permission, but often they'll simply
send an e-mail or letter giving you
the chance to opt out; if you don't
respond , they're free to sell your
CPNI to whomever they please.
That doesn't necessarily mean

Your PC Might Be Killing You
Though tech makers have cut back on harmful chemicals, some gear still may have
brominated flame retardants, which studies have linked to lower IQs in children
and reduced fertility rates . BFRs "can be converted to highly toxic brominated
dioxins and furans if the products are burned at the end of their life," says Arlene
Blum, executive director of the Green Science Policy Institute and a vis iting
professor of chemistry at UC Berkeley. Even daily use can be dangerous.
"When used in plastic casings, BFRs can also migrate out of the plastic into
the dust in the room and then enter the body via the hand-to-mouth contact. "
t he f ix = Certain pre-2009 products- especially devices that generate a lot
of heat, like laptops and laser printers- may still contain BFRs, says Michael
Kirschner, associate director of the Green Science Policy Institute. "Do some
research," says Kirschner. "Almost all vendors now have an environmental sec
tion on their Websites that tell s yo u about the materials they use."

they do so right now. But the temp
tation may be overwhelming: The
market for location data is expected
to reach nearly $13 billion by 2014,
according to Juniper Research.
A company that has your geo
graphic data could sell it to busi

License Agreements May
Not Be Enforceable

nesses in your area or try to send

Your legal obligations under the end user license agreement for a soft

promotions to you. The classic ex

ware package or service may vary, says Jonathan Ezor, director of the

ample: You 're walking by a store

Institute for Business, Law & Technology at the Touro Law Center on

when your phone gets a text mes

Long Island. "EULAs are contracts, and contract law is state law," says

sage offering a 20 percent discount

Ezor. "It's governed by the state w here you live or w here the company is

but only if you shop right now.

based." Other factors include whether the agreement contains unenforce

the fix = At this writing, Con
gress is preparing to hold hearings
about geolocation data and priva cy.

able restrictions, whether it gives consumers sufficient choice, and what
method it provides for users to indicate agreement, Ezor adds.

the fix = Read the EULA. Does the software "phone home" to verify

In the meantime, read your carrier's

that you're using the product as its creator intended- and if you 're not.

privacy policy and follow the steps

does it have the ability to disable the progra m remotely? If the app does

for opting out of sharing your CPNI.

neither, you're probably free to do as your conscience allows.
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browsing (known colloquially as "porn mode") . But all the feature does

Your Boss
Probably
Monitors
Your PC

is tell your browser not to record the sites you've looked at. the search

If you work for a medium

terms you've used. or the cookies deposited during that session.

size or large company, the

'Private' Browsing ... Isn't
These days. most major Web browsers offer "private" or "incognito"

If the sites you visit record your IP address (many do), that informa
tion is available to any interested party that has a legal right to request
it- a group that may include divorce attorneys and law enforcement.
Of course, your Internet service provider assigned you the IP address.
so it can track you online, if it so chooses. The FBI wants ISPs to store

folks in your IT department
are keeping tabs on you.
Using dedicated software,
they can monitor the sites
you visit, and scan e-mail.

surfing histories for at least two years: so far. major providers have

They can check network

resisted , in part because the storage and record-keeping requirements

activity logs, or use tools

would be enormous. What information ISPs retain and how long they

that capture keystrokes or

keep it vary-most providers won 't talk about it. (One exception is Cox

grab screenshots.

Communications, which says it retains IP address logs for six months.)

the fix

= To browse off the record, use a proxy service such as

Anonymizer (www.anonymizer.com) or Tor (www.torproject.org ).

\~

Recent American Man
agement Association sur
veys show that two-thirds
of employers monitor staff
ers' Web and e-mail activity.
About four out of ten use
keyloggers or snoop in em

(

Your
Webeam
May Be
Watching

Two-way video chat is fun .
One-way chat-where you're
being watched-is not so en
joyable. But it's more com
mon than you might think.
In February, school officials
in southeastern Pennsylvania
landed in hot water after they
installed software on school
laptops that activated Web
cams remotely. The school said
that the software, which could
snap a picture of whoever was
using the MacBook, was only
for locating lost or stolen lap
tops; outraged parents sued the district and the story made headlines. Two weeks ear
lier, a woman reported being spied on by a Dell support tech who had turned on her
Webcam without asking permission. In 2006, Spanish authorities arrested two teens
after they hacked Webcams at a college an d tried to blackmail students caught in
compromising situations . In 2004, an online intruder took over the PC of a 15-year
old girl in Houston, operating her Webcam and typing messages about her clothes.
the fix If you have an external Webcam , unplug it when you're not using it. If
your camera is built in, covering the lens with a sticky note should do the trick.
»

=

ployees' files. And one out
of four has fired employees
for Net-related misdeeds.
Besides boosting produc
tivity, companies are trying
to avoid malware, leaks of
confidential data, and liabil
ity for sexual-harassment
suits if employees are ex
posed to Internet porn.
The problem? · compa
nies use this information
selectively," says Joe Rose.
a Sacramento, California,
labor-rights attorney,
"either to pile on evidence
in case of employee mis
conduct or if the employee
engages in activity the
company doesn't like, such
as labor organizing."

the fix = Don't use

company gear or networks
for personal business. If
your employer gave you a
BlackBerry, get your own
cell phone, says Rose. Your
privacy rights at work are
minimal at best.
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You're Spending
Too Much on
Printer Ink
Attempt to use a refurbished or refilled
cartridge in your inkjet printer, and the
printer manufacturer may warn you that
you 're voiding your service warranty,
putting your printer at risk of damage,
or possibly ruining your printouts .
Nonsense, says Bill McKenney, CEO
of lnkTec Zone, which sells equipment
for refilling inkjet cartridges to retailers
such as Wal-Mart International.
"You won't void the warranty and you
won't hurt your printer," says McKen
ney. "A bad refill job may leak ink inside
your machine. Otherwise you'll be fine .
And the savings are so significant,
there's almost no reason not to do it. "
PCWorld's lab tests {find .pcworld.com/
61892) show that while prints made with
third-party, refurbished , or refilled car
tridges aren't always as good as those
made with the printer manufacturer's
ink, they are safe to use. The exceptions
are "prebate" cartridges, sold at a slight
discount, that contain a chip preventing
their bei.ng refilled (which should be
clearly labeled as one-use-only products) .
the fix Buying a refurbished car
tridge can save you 10 to 20 percent off
the price of a new one. Refills bump
your savings to SO percent or more.
The drawbacks are that you may not
get quite as much ink with a refill (the
amount is usually at least 95 percent,
McKenney says) , archival prints may
not maintain their color quality for as
long, and you can refill each cartridge
only three to eight times before you II
have to recycle it and get a new one.

=
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You Can Escape Almost
Any Service Contract
Without Penalties
You say you agreed to a two-year service contract to get a dis
count on your broadband service or smartphone? You may be able
to ditch your obligation without having to pay an early-termination
fee-if your provider changes the terms after you sign up.
In December 2009. Sprint notified its customers of a 40-cent
monthly increase on all Lines and a $5 increase on accounts with
spending limits. That constituted a "materially adverse change of
contract" per Sprint's terms; this opened a porthole for unhappy
Sprint customers to jump ship without incurring early-termination
fees, which can amount to $150 or more. Similar changes in ad
ministration fees allowed T-Mobile users to switch in September
2009 and Verizon users to opt out in the spring of 2008.
the fix If your provider alters terms and you decide to
leave, contact the company within the time period specified in
your contract (usually 30 to 60 days). Make it clear that you're
leaving because of the "materially adverse" nature of the change.

=
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Y~u Can Fight the RIAA and Win
Ente:J:ainment-industry organizations such as the RIAA and MPAA can have
your Website taken down simply by sending an e-mail to your Web host or your
Internet service provider- even if you've done nothing wrong. Under the endless
gift to copyright holders known as the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. service
providers may avoid liability by immediately removing material alleged to 'violate
copyrights.They don't require proof, and they don't have to notify you in advance.
If your materials do not infringe copyrights, however, you can file a DMCA
counter-notification with your service provider. If the copyright holder doesn't
file suit against you within 14 days, your provider must restore what it deleted. (Of
·course. if the copyright holder calls your bet and files suit, you can withdraw your
claim. Otherwise you'll need to lawyer up, so pick your battles carefully.)
Unfortunately. service providers don't always provide sufficient notice for site
owners after the takedown; in some cases bloggers don't even know which files
to remove. Recently, six music bloggers had years' worth of MP3 archives wiped
from Blogger.com after Google received DMCA takedown notices from the Inter
national Federation of the Phonographic Industry. One site was reinstated. while
a few others changed Web hosts; the rest were still dark at press time.
the fix Mail or fax you r provider a counter-notification ASAP (e-mail isn't
an option). You'll find a fill-in-the-blanks form at chillingeffects.org.

=
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Wherever you
carry your phone,
the government
can go to your wireless provider
and use those records to f igure
out where you are.
,Jenrnfer Granick
civil liberties director.
Electronic Frontier Foundation

(....................................................................................'\ .

TheNSAis
Tapping Your
Data Stream
Remember the hubbub about the Bush
administration's warrantless wiretaps?
Nowadays, the National Security Agency
still sifts through the petabytes of infor
mation traveling along the nation's fiber
backbone- but Legally, due to after-the
fact Lawmaking by Congress.,
In December 2005, the New York Times
reported that the NSA had engaged in
domestic digital surveillance without U.S.
court approval. In January 2006, former
AT&T technician Mark Klein gave docu
ments to the Electronic Frontier Foundation
confirming that the NSA had installed sur
veillance equipment at a major Internet
hub in San Francisco. In 2006 and 2008,
the EFF sued AT&T and the federal gov
ernment. respectively. Both suits were re
buffed by federal courts and. are currently

Phones Are Homing Beacons
No matter where you roam with your cell phone, you can be found. You
don't even need a GPS chip in your handset- your using cell towers allows
your carrier to triangulate your position within a few hundred yards.
"Wherever you carry your phone, the government can go to your wire
less provider and use those records to figure out where you are," says
the Electronic Frontier Foundation's Jennifer Granick.
Of course, this information could save your life- cell phone tracking has
assisted in locating kidnap victims and travelers stranded in the wilder
ness. But law enforcement has also used it to track people without prob
able cause. Documents obtained via a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit
by the ACLU, the EFF, and the Center for Democracy and Technology
reveal that the state of New Jersey obtained cell phone subscriber infor
mation 79 times between 2002 and 2008 without a warrant. At press time,
a federal appeals court was to hear arguments in the case; how the court
rules may determine how much of a snoop your phone continues to be.
the fix = If your handset has GPS and you don't want to be tracked,
shut the GPS chip off. Regard less, turning off your phone entirely is
your best bet for dropping off the grid, if only temporarily.

on appeal. In July 2008, Congress passed
a bill granting retroactive immunity to tele
coms for their participation in NSA wiretaps.
"What people don't know and should is
that there is a dragnet sucking up all their

'Cheap' Phone? Bad Deal

communications so the government can
review them," says the EFF's Jennifer

To lock you into paying hundreds of dollars a month for mobile

Granick. "AT& T is still routing all of its

voice and data service, a wireless carrier will sell you a subsidized

data traffic through the NSA."

phone for much less than t he company paid for it. But spending

cratic senators introduced the Retroactive

t he Long run. PCWorld contributing editor JR Raphael compared

the fix =Last September. four Demo

more up front for an unsubsidized phone might save you cash in

Immunity Appeal Act. which would make

fees for an unsubsidized Nexus One wit h those for the iPhone

telecoms accountable; it hasn't gone far.

3GS and Motorola Droid, which come tied to contracts; the cost

For now, avoid googling "improvised explo

savings over two years was $1350. (See find.pcworld.com/69846.)

sive device" and "Osama" on the same day,
unless you Like visits from the Men in Black.

the fix

=Do the math. As vendors move toward an "open "

handset model. paying more up front can save you a bundle.

»
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Cyberwar
Is Heating
Up(and
Uncle Sam
Is Losing)
For several years, U.S. gov
ernment networks have
been under siege from for
eign adversaries. And this
could have been prevented.
Attacks on Department
of Defense computers rose
60 percent in 2009, accord 
ing to a congressional com
mittee. Last July, a botnet
originating in North Korea
launched a DDOS attack on
the Federal Trade Commis
sion, the Department of the
Treasury, and other U.S.
agencies. In Dece mber.
China was fingered for
attacks that compromised
Google but also targeted

Antivirus Software Won't ProtectYou
Security apps won't shield you rrom the worst nasties. "Antivirus software only catches
the low-hanging fruit, " says Mark Kadritch, CEO orThe Security Consortium and author
or E11dpoim Scc11n'ry. The increasing number or zero-day attac ks-coupled with some
security vendors' failure to promptly fix holes in their products-means that even up
to-date antimalware tools may still be behind the curve when it counts, he says.
t he fix = You can' t do without security software (see page 74 for our look at the
latest suites) . But to protect yourselr more effectively, take extra steps such as saving
data to encrypted drives. You can also install VMware or other software that lets you
create virtual machines and discard them as they become infected , Kadritch says.

government research firms.
contractors, and think tanks.
"E-mail is [the U.S. gov
ernment's] primary means
of communications, and

The Web Never Forgets

that's completely exposed,"

If you have an ugly encounter with someone in person. odds are you'll

says Richard Stiennon, chief

both forge t most of it with in a week. Experience the same thing on

resea rch analyst for IT·

th e Internet , and it will be preserved forever. Worse, people have lost

Harvest and author of Sur
jobs, gotten sued, been arrested, or endured endless embarrassment

viving Cyber War. "Attack

due to things they said in e-mail messages or posted on Facebook.

ers from all over are having

"The Internet never forgets." says the University of Washing ton's

their way with government

Tadayoshi Kohno. "In the old days, if you wanted to make data disap

computer systems."

the fix = "Joe and
Jane Citizen need to tell
the federal government to

pear from your computer, you could take out your hard drive and take
a sledgehammer to it. Today, much of our data is in the cloud. There's
no sing le hard drive to smash anymore.''

the fix = Kohno and other UW researchers developed a technology

comply with computer

called Vanish. which adds a "self-destruct" mechanism to data shared

security standards pub

on the Net. It encrypts text and distributes pieces of the encryption

lished by the National

key across a dozen peer-to-peer networks. After a specified_period of

Institute of Standards and

time, Vanish starts losing the keys, making th e data unrecoverable. It

Technology (NIST)," says

works with e-mail or with text entered into a Web form, Kohno says.

Stiennon. "That will get us

Though Vanish is still just a research project, the curious can down

about 90 percent closer to

load its open-source Firefox plug-in (find.pcworld.com/69848). •

w here we need to

be:
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AfJERDEEN
SERVERS

AND

STORAGE

WHAT'S THE DEAL
WITH THOSE GUYS?
Sometimes you have to ask, "What are they thinking?"
Aberdeen gets it. Businesses are in need of cost effective,
reliable, high performance, customizable servers that
feature enterprise level benefits with
entry level pricing.

Who gives you the best bang for the buck?

VMware" Ready Certified
Windows Server" 2008 Models
Linux OS Models
Redundant Power
Hardware RAID 0, 1, 5 & 6
SAS I SATA Drive Support
Available with 2TB Drives
Out of Band RAID Management
JBOD Storage Expansion
Dual Intel~ Xeon'" Processors
Memory
PCl-E Expansion Slots
Hot-Swap Drive Bays
Maximum Capacity
Configured Capacity
Warranty

Price

Dell
PowerEdge
R710

HP
ProLiant
DL380 G6

Aber!Jeen
Stirling
267'
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x
x

x
x
x

E5504 2GHz
6GB
4
6
12TB
3TB
3 Years

E5504 2GHz
6GB
6
6
6TB
3TB
3 Years

0

4,462

ss,338

.;
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.;
.;
.;
.;
·. ;

.;
E5504 2GHz
6GB
7
8
16TB
3TB
5 Years
5

Powerful.
lntelfigent...

3,995

Prices for the above specific configurations obtained from the respectivewebsites on Jan. 27. 20t0. lnlel . Intel Layo. Inlet Inside. Intel InsideLogo. Pen tium. Xeon, and Xeon
Insideare trademarks or registered trademarks of Inlet Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United Stales and other countries. VMware Is areg istered trademark or trademark
ol VMware. Inc. in the United Slatesand/or other jurisdictions. for terms and conditions. please see WffN.aberdeeninc.con\labpoly/abterms.hlm. pcwOS

888-499-4 771

www.aberdeeninc.com/pcw05
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Think all security
suites are the same?

Net even close.
Our comprehensive
te~ts show you which
o~ - ~oday's suites tO,
trust, and whi.ch
to :skip.-
•
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Maximum

BY ROBERT VAMOSI
ILLUSTRATION BY JAN FEINDT

The year 2009 was a bad one for PC security: Online attackers
created more malware last year than in the previous 20 years combined.
Clearly, you can no longer rely solely on traditional definition-based
antivirus software and firewa lls- you need a new breed of security.
Over the past few years, security suites have been improving,
thanks both to the enhancement of traditional detection methods
and to the addition of behavioral analysis . The latter technology
detects malware based exclusively on how it acts on your PC-a good
way of catching threats so new that security vendors haven't yet made defi
nitions to identify them. And many suites now have cloud-computing features »
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that compare questionable p rograms and files against online
databases to better identify the latest threats. With these
cloud features working alongside behaviora l analyses, sui tes
can better detect malware t hey've never seen before.
Almost all the security suites we tested this year also in
clude some fo rm of antirootkit tec hnology. (Rootkits- a kind
of stealth malware used to hide infections- have gradually
become more commonplace.) These changes mean security

su ites are detecting and blocking malwa re faster than ever.
Nonetheless, we found some significant differences in just
how well security suites protect your PC. We tested 13 suites
in all. (See fi nd.pcworld.co m/69890 for a fu ll list of products.)
Norton lmerne t Secur ity 2010 took the top ranking, owing
to its strong overall malware detection. Kaspersky Internet
Security 2010 was a close second. AVG Internet Security 9.0
placed third fo r its malware detection and speedy system per-

Smarter Security Suites
Norton and Kaspersky rank neck-and-neck at the top-but Norton rated slightly better in overal l detection and disinfection.

Norton Internet
Security 2010
$70 for one year/three PCs
tind.pcworld.com/69893

****j

Superior

98.4%

100.0%

96.7%

100.0%

93%

Very Good

2

Kaspersky Internet
Security 2010
$80 for one year/three PCs
fiml.pcworld.com/69894

****'

Superior

97.4%

86.7%

100.0%

100.0%

87%

Very Good

3

AVG Internet Security 9.0
$70 for one year/three PCs
find.pcworld.com/69895

****"

Superior

95.4%

100.0%

100.0%

86.7%

87%

Good

4

~ PC Tools Intern et
Security 2010
$50 for one year/three PCs
fincl.pcworld.com/69896

****

Very Good

96.3%

93.3%

100.0%

86.7%

100%

Good

5

BitDefender Internet
Security 2010
$50 for one year/three PCs
find.pcworld.com/69897

***'

Very Good

96.2%

80.0%

96.7%

86.7%

93%

Good

6

Ava st 5.0 Int ernet
Sec uri ty
560 for one year/ three PCs
find.pcworld.com/69898

***'

Very Go od

96.5%

26.7%

100.0%

60.0%

80%

Very Good

7

McAfee Internet
Security 2010
$70 for one year/three PCs
find.pcworld.com/69899

***""

Very Good

99.9%

86.7%

100.0%

100.0%

87%

Very Good

8

Panda Internet
Security 2010
$80 for one year/three PCs
f1nd.pcworld.com/69900

***'

Very Good

99.8%

73.3%

86.7%

86.7%

93%

Good

9

Webroot Int ernet
Security Essentials
560 for one year/th ree PCs
fln d.pcworld.com/69901

***'

Very Good

96.2%

46.7%

96.7%

86.7%

100%

Good

Trend Micro Internet
Security Pro 2010
570 for one year/three PCs
find.pcworld.com/69902

***'

Very Good

89.4%

93.3%

96.7%

73.3%

87%

Good

10

SUPERIOR

SUPERIOR

VERY GOOD

VERYGOOD

~

VERY GOOD

VERY GOOD

,

VERY GOOD

VERY GOOD

VERY GOO D

VERY GOOD

CHARTNOTES: Prices are as of 3/8/10.See find pcworld.crm/69890 for our full rankings. FOOTNOTES: 'Test conducted al defnult settings. ' Cleanup of active maIwarefiles. Does not include removal
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Norton, our
top perfor mer, has a

formance. Closely following
comprehensive set
the top picks was a comof features.
petitive middle tier of suites
from Avast, BitDefender, McAfee, Panda, PC
Tools, Trend Micro , and \Vebroot. The suites from
Eset, F-Secure, and ZoneAlarm lagged, due to
acceptable, but not great, malware protection.
For antimalware testing, PCWorld contracted the
services of AV-Test.org, a respected security testing company.
\Ve looked not only at traditional signature-based detection
but also at how well the suites cleaned infections , removed
rootkits , and detected malware based on behavioral analysis.

101

254

50.8

4.3

21 4

97

288

43.4

2.9

215

But what if the suite slows your system performance to a
crawl? This year we added a battery of tests to measure such
drag: changes in boot times, application launch times, and
the time to create or open a batch of documents, among
other tests, both with and without the
security suites running (see "The Per
formance Hit" on page 79).
All the suites had antivirus, antispy
ware, and antispam components , plus
a firewall. Some, such as PC Tools, had
little beyond those core functions. The
Norton lnternetSecurity 2010 is our
rest offered extra capabilities, such as
top pick, thanks to Its excellent
parental controls, online backup , and
detection of new malware.
Internet browser protection.
Here's a rundown of the top ten
Kaspersky Internet Security's very good
malware detection, swift speed,and
suites, in order of rating.
good interface make it a close second.

133

365

48.9

2.6

192

AVG Internet Security 9.0 offers strong
protection, but its tired interface is
long overdue for Improvement.

412

171

43.1

5.4

236

PC Tools Internet Security2010 is
much improved from last year. with
better traditional malware detection
and strong behavior-based protection.

130

256

43.5

3.3

214

BitDefender Internet Security 2010,
with a redesigned Interface, provides
solid protection at a great price.

62

182

43.3

3.4

193

Avast Internet Security, a surprisingly
good newcomer, is speedy-but it has
trouble detecting new threats.

236

561

50.6

4.8

211

McAfee Internet Security 2010 does a
good job at detecting malware, but
some system performance problems
drag its score down.

265

330

54.6

3.7

193

Panda Internet Security's interface
needs some wo rk, and its detection of
new malware doesn't keep pace with
the top performers.

345

334

48.4

3.3

216

Webroot Internet Security Essentials
provides built·ln backups; it stumbles,
however,In spotting new threats.

202

446

42.4

3.5

221

Trend Micro Internet Security Pro has
plenty of features and is easy to use,
but in malwaredetection it falls short
of the top contenders.

of Registry changesor inert files. ' Time to scan 4.SGB of data; lower is better.

Norton Internet Security
Norton ($70 for three users) has a com
prehensive set of features , top-notch
malware detection, and fair speed.
The Norton interface is nicely laid out,
but its peculiar use of color (a black main
window with orange accents) makes it
hard to read. The left panel displays a
CPU performance gauge . The middle
column has three sections: Computer,
Network, and Web. The right column
shows configuration options.
Norton was one of the top perform
ers in detecting and cleaning up active
malware infections. It found all the bad
software, disabled 93 percent of it, and
removed all traces of two-thirds of it.
It detected 93 percent of inactive
rootkits, and detected and removed all
active rootkits. (Only Kaspersky and
McAfee achieved perfect scores here.)
Norton alone earned a perfect score
in detecting, disabling, and removing
malware using behavioral scanning.
In our tests for old-style signature
based malware detection, this suite
found 98.4 percent of samples. (McAfee,
though, detected 99.9 percent.)
»
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Norton took 3.9 seconds longer than the average startup
time. But we experienced minimal drag in day-to-day opera
tions. Scan speeds were decent; it took 4 minutes, 14 seconds
to scan 4.5GB or data in our on-access test (how quickly a
malware scanner works when you're opening or saving a file).
One annoyance is Norton's use of proprietary names like
Quorum, Sonar, and Insight for security technologies that it
explains poorly. For the record, Quorum is Symantec's
cloud-based detection engine that assigns a rep
utation to programs based on several factors ;
Sonar is Symantec's behavioral-detection tech
nology; and Insight provides up-to-the-minute
data on malware collected from other users.

Kaspersky Internet Security
Kaspersky earned high scores for strong mal
ware detection , efficient performance, and a
nicely designed interface. But while it executes
its functions well , its price ($80 for three users)
is more than the cost or some other suites.
Kaspersky's screens are informative without being over
whelming. The main window includes a left pane for naviga
tion, and a right pane for the options . Features are organized
by general topics , such as My Protection, My Security Zone,
Scan My Computer, and My Update Center.
In detecting active malware infections on a PC, Kaspersky
performed well . It detected all malware samples and disabled
87 percent, but removed all files for only 47 percent or infec
tions (which was about average, however). And it tied
McAfee as the top performer in rootkit detection, finding
and removing all active rootkits.
Kaspersky was above average in
Kaspersky was
detecting and disinfecting malware
second to Norton In our
through behavioral scanning, find
testing, but It costs
ing 87 percent of samples through
more than most suites.

Kaspersky Internet Security's impact on system perfor
mance is minimal. It beat the average startup time by 3.5 sec
onds. Scan speeds were okay, too, as the suite took 4 min
utes, 48 seconds to scan 4.5GB in our on-access test.

AVG Internet Security 9.0
AVG , at a discounted $44 for three users ($70 list) , is .a very
affordable suite that provides strong malware detection and
disinfection, but it
could be easier to use.
For example, on the
main screen, icons for
Socurity compononts and stalus ovorvie
X J , Antl-Viu1
suite features aren't
w ti A<.•IV'f
organized appropriate
ly, making it hard to
find the correct tool
right away. (Our
screenshot shows an
overview screen.)
AVG detected 93
AVG, In third place,
percent or infections by malware
has a nice price and
samples, and disabled 87 percent.
does a good job of PC
But it was able to fully remove only
protection overall.
27 percent of malware samples.
AVG detected all inactive and
active rootkits, and removed 87 percent of the samples-a
removal rate on a par with the other products we tested.
AVG was perfect at detecting and disabling infections on
our test PC in our behavioral-scanning tests. It also scored
a respectable 93 percent at removing every trace of malware.
The suite includes LinkScanner, a tool that looks for and
scrubs malicious content from Websites before it hits your
browser, so you can still view the questionable sites.
Using traditional signatures, AVG detected 95 percent of
malware. (The top performer detected 99.9 percent).
In bootup time, AVG was about 2 seconds slower than the
average of suites tested. Its impact on overall system perfor
mance was slight, though scan speeds were a bit slow. It took
6 min utes, 5 seconds to scan a 4.5GB file when we opened it.

My Protection Status
~slct• ifl~ : SeC\.rr.vPHlt.e:ts YOV ~ &gM'!StnWioous pr
llC(r:s&

llnd P'O\'<.<es

~

~c !'.!;;~ ~

:r,e ne:i.to-',..

Flies and private data
Ooo.tnetr:s.

~~::sr:ttts , ::.nseitabOnl. ~

Ol"CI ~1;v,

"~xai. lll"'dl"'O"e

System and applications
~at.no~ fiieslltlCl~':iOl':S..is~cnYtAS

Online activity
~ 1" ~S'":tt. ~!itlds.~~ . tl'!'!

rod

behavioral testing, disabling 73 percent, and fully removing
60 percent. (Top performers disabled over 90 percent.)
In signature-based detection, Kaspersky scored a 97.4 per
cent detection rate-an impressive result, but a bit below the
top score in this test, a 99.9 percent detection rate.
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PC Tools Internet Security
r:m1 PC Tools ($50 for three users) is a bare-bones suite
Im with strong malware detection, but it lacks the paren
tal controls and online backup features of comparable suites.
The suite gears its interface for the average consumer-it's
easy to just set it up and forget it. The main screen is quite
straightforward to navigate as well . More-advanced users,
however, may find the simple interface constraining.
PC Tools, now owned by Symantec, detected and disabled
all acti.ve infections and also removed 60 percent of the active
maIware-a better rate' than that of most of the suites here.
In rootkit detection, PC Tools produced fairly strong
scores ; it detected all inactive and active rootkit samples , and

-

PC Tools is

proved effective. It found all
infected
files and Registry
S{art Scon
j
AnU-Spy111are
year, with strong
entries
and
disabled 93 per
~~
~~V1ru1
ProrectJon: ON
~ /
Protection: 0 11
l ntcWGuard
J
behavior-based
cent, but it completely
Toof•
scans.
removed only 40 percent.
I
BitDefender detected 97
Fire wall
Anti-Spam
percent of active and inactive rootkits, disabled 93 per
Protection: OU
Protection: I
cent of active roo tkits, and fu lly removed 86 percent.
BitDefender did poorly at detecting and blocking
removed 87 percent of samples. That's a strong showing, but
malware based on behavioral analysis; it detected 80 percent
some of the suites we reviewed removed all samples.
of test samples, blocked 40 percent, and removed only 6 per
It scored a respectable 93 percent in detecting, blocking,
cent of samples-all" rather disappointing res ults . It did bet
and removing unknown malware; and in signature-based mal
ter at signature-based malware detection, fi nding 96 percent.
ware detection, it caught over 96.3 percent of samples .
Its firewall was a bit noisy, warning us about the activities
With PC Tools, our test machine took 43 .1 seconds-to boot,
of some popular applications that pose no threat.
about 3.5 seconds faster than the average. The suite did slow
The suite did well in our performance-impact tests, but it
app launch times and software installation, though in day-to
wasn't among the most efficient. Our test PC booted quickly,
day use I noticed little impact. The suite's on-access scanner
with BitDefender improving on the average startup time by
was the fastest, scanning 4.5GB of data in 2 minutes, 51 sec
roughly 3.5 seconds, for a total of
43.46 seconds. Scan speeds were
onds , but its on-demand scanner was by far the slowest.
around average; it took 4 minutes,
BitDefender is
BitDefender Internet Security
a good mldtler offering,
16 seconds to scan 4.5GB of data
but Its behavioral analyin our on-access test.
BitDefender provides solid protection at a low price ($50 fo r
sis could be better.
BitDefender's technical support
three users). Its new interface has three variatio ns: a basic
isn't extensive. for example, the
display with only three
Bl tOefender Internet Security 20 10
large icons and simple text,
company offers e-mail support only
if you can't fi nd what you are look
an intermediate des ign
ing for in its searchable (but li mit
showing more detail, and
ed) knowledge base.
an advanced interface for
PARENTAL
SECURITY
DASHBOARD
--~~.
those who want to see
Avast 5.0 Internet
granular details. Color sta
Usage Proflle: lYl1kilJ
Security Status
Security
tus indicators make it easy
St anAvast 5.0 ($60 for three users) has
to see at a glance whether
all the basic PC protection features
your PC is protected .
Status Detail
and
does a reasonable job at tradi
In detecting and disabling
SECURITY
PROTECTED. No IHues
PllOTEClto · No lnues
a.e affec!JnQ the
tional malware detection. It is
»
active infections, this suite

~

I 'If'•"

much improved this

The Performance Hit

had a heavier-tllan
average impact on
PC performance in
most tests, and its

•

FOR THIS YEAR'S rou ndup. we

installation time. and more. We

ternet Security didn't do as well

on -access scan speed

inclu?ed a battery of tests to

also looked at how quickly a

as Avast. it put up very good

(which simulates how well a

evaluate how security suites

suite w ill scan your PC for

scores overall. though perfor

suite can scan for malware

affect your PC's speed. Our

viruses and other malware.

mance dragged a little more

when files are opened or saved

than average in a couple of

to disk) was the slowest of all

security lab AV-Test. measured

ty had the least impact on sys

tests. Norton also had ·aster

the suites we tested.

11 key aspects of a suite's im

tem performance, with faster

than-average scan ning speeds.

pact on PC performance: boot

than-average scores in all tests.

time. application launch time,

and very good scan speeds.

testing. conducted by German

rile copy operations, application

Alwil's Avast Internet Securi

While top-ranking Norton In

Another big name, McAfee

For more on our test results.
see our chart on page 76, and

Internet Security. was one of

the full product roundup on line

the weaker performers here. It

at find.pcworld.com/69890.
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~ McAfee- rnternot Security

McAfee is very
also fast. But it fell short at detecting new
good at detecting mal
threats and lacks some extra features.
ware,
but it may slow
The Avast interface has a clean , sophisti
down
your
PC.
cated look and is easy to use, yet it also
2
makes you work a bit: You must tell the
it detected all test
suite what to do every time it finds an
infections,
disabled
infection, and you can't proceed with the
<ii'
ActM
)
87
percent,
and com
scan unti.l you tend to the alert message.
Futun~
pletely
removed
47
Avast detected all infected files and Reg
Virus Pd SVt"w.ta Pr-Qfecc;.o.
percent.
It
did
well
in
istry entries and disabled 93 percent of the
--~
Wot> and fmnJI Pto1oc0Gn
behavioral detection,
infections. But it removed all traces of ma!
scoring 87 percent for
ware in only a third of the cases. It found
detection, 73 percent
and disabled all rootkit samples , but com
for blocking attacks, and 60 percent for removing all traces.
pletely removed only 60 percent, the worst removal score.
McAfee tied Kaspersky as the leader in rootkit detection,
The Avast firewall works similarly to the Windows firewall,
earning a perfect score for both detection and removal.
asking you to designate each network as Home, Work, or
As for old-style signature-based detection of ma Iware, the
Public. The Public setting blocks the most traffic (since pub
McAfee package performed the best of all the suites we
lic networks are less secure) , while the Home setting allows
reviewed, with a 99.9 percent detection rate.
more traffic to
.-- --.._ ---.. ... --:'"
This suite made for somewhat longer boot times
come in. Work, a
J (avostl ... ·r ·::.
f';
middle ground, is
on our test machine, about 50.6 seconds-nearly
4 seconds longer than the average. McAfee had the
the default.
slowest on-access scan speed; it took 9 minutes,
The antispam
SECURED
function labels sus
21 seconds to scan 4.SGB of data. In hands-on use ,
pected junk with
though, I noticed only slight slowdowns.
Running In trial mode.
"*** SPAM*"""" in
VOi
WUSllt
J.PYW•I wtl 1:i:i-t n '9 BV1
Panda Internet Security
the subject li nes. It
integrates with
Panda's suite ($80 for three users) has all the basic
Microsoft Outlook
features, plus extras like 2G B of online backup and
SILEUTIC-Al'u.G MOOE- OFF
and some e-mail
the abi.lity to protect USB devices. But its detec
clients, and can
tion of unknown malware falls a little short.
scan Web-based
The interface is more complicated than it needs
e-mail clients such as Gmail.
Avast runs tast
to be, using multiple combinations of both tabs and grouped
In behavioral detection, Avast
scans, but It falls short
items. But the configuration settings are easy to navigate.
detected, disabled, and removed
The antispam feature adds a toolbar and a spam fo lder to
In behavioral detection
only about 27 percent of samples.
of malware.
Outlook and Outlook Express. Its
In signature-based detection, Avast
backup feature can back up by file
demonstrated a respectable 96.5 percent detection rate.
type or by selected folders or
Panda is a utt1e
Avast was the top performer overall in our suite of system
drives, and you can back up to
pricey, and it lags the top
speed tests and was near the top in scanning speed.
performers in detecting
Panda's onli ne backup service.
The parental controls requ ire an »
new malware.
~ub-K:npuon:

ee

41'Tc_,,..'7'.-..,..~Ht."~,:-·~~~~'

p.-Ue(tlCn ~

W'IJ

YtNr-..dto Po'O..U•~10.11ayP"Cl.:es

McAfee Internet Security

McAfee Internet Security ($70 list for three users ; $50 dis
counted) did well at detecting malware. Its interface is
fresh and distinct, too, and it has a solid set of features.
But the suite slowed system performance more than many
competing products did, pulling down its ranking.
The suite's redesigned interface is intuitive and easy to
work with-and unusual. Sections are called drawers; click
the section, and the drawer opens to reveal the settings
and status of each component. The top portion remains
fixed , offering a static overview of the entire product.
McAfee proved effective at cleaning up active infections;
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Internet Secu.rity 2010
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Internet Security Pro

I l.lyllomellclworl< ]
@H
account for each individual; by logging in, you acti
vate the security set for that individual.
Protected
Panda found all active infections on our test PC
Trend r.uao Internet Securltt Pro no w p1vtects l
scan no,.,. to d'lect ttio: computer for \ltruses an
and rendered 93 percent of infections inert. It com
pletely removed all files and Registry changes for 33
percent of infections-a little low. Panda detected
( ~"'~°"' J
93 percent of active rootkits and 80 percent of inac
Personal Flre>Vall
tive ones. It was able to completely remove only 87
ProtecUon status: ~ li22ll
Controls
percent of this stealthy malware. (Our top perform
er was able to detect and remove all rootkits.)
tion, it found 96.2 percent of samples.
Trend Micro
Its behavioral detection of new, unknown threats
Webroot generally had a low impact on
is a full-featured suite,
was unimpressive. It found 73 percent of our sam
but its detection perfor
our test system's performance, though boot
ples, blocked 53 percent, and removed 33 percent.
manee wasn't the best.
time (48.4 seconds) was a little .on the slow
In detecting malware using traditional signature
files, Panda had the second-best showing, with a
side. However, on two performance tests
99.8 percent detection rate, a hair behind the leader.
(repeatedly copying a file and creating a file),
Panda slowed down boot times the most; our test system
Webroot took longer to complete the task than virtually any
took 54.68 seconds to boot with Panda's suite installed. But
other suite in this roundup. Webroot's scan speeds were on
the slow side, as well: It scanned 4.5GB of data in 5 minutes,
it had minimal drag on ordinary operations. Scan speeds were
significantly slower than average; Panda took 5 minutes, 30
34 seconds in our on-access scan test.
seconds to scan 4.5GB of data in our on-access tests.
Webroot offers free technical support by phone , but only
on weekdays from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mountain Time. The com
Webroot Internet Security Essentials
pany also offers PDF versions of the suite's manual online, as
This suite ($60 for three users) is essentially Webroot's·
well as a video tutorial for the installation process.
SpySweeper antivirus/antispyware software with a firewall,
Trend Micro Internet Security Pro
an antispam utility, backup software, and Internet browsing
Trend Micro (S70 for three users) offers a competitive and
. , Webroot Internet Security Essentials
complete package for Internet security, but its malware
detection lags somewhat. Its interface is easy to read and use.
Antlvlrus and Antlspyware
Home
Configuration options can get quite advanced, but first-time
../ Last full sweep: Today
users will find the defaults sufficient to begin with.
Sweep
../ Shields: 13 of 13 Recommended Slields are ON
Trend Micro found all the active malware infections on our
Shields
Sweep Now
11
test PC and disabled 87 percent. It completely removed 47
percent of the malware, about average for this roundup.
Badt'?
Badeup
The suite was strong at detecting rootkits, but it was a little
Fr ewall
X Last backup: Never
behind the curve at removing them. It detected all inactive
j 1 & Status: No backup account det ected
Cleafl.JP
rootkits and 93 percent of active rootkits, and it removed 73
ActiVate Account
percent of the samples, versus the average of 87 percent.
For detection and disinfection through behavioral scanning,
protection thrown in. But it lacks
Webroot offers
Trend Micro was average. Although it detected 93 percent of
backup features, but it
parental controls common in other
samples, it blocked only 60 percent and removed 40 percent.
Internet suites and falls well short
may m iss newer mal
Trend Micro was the worst of the group at signature-based
when detecting and disinfecting
ware threats.
malware detection, catching 89.4 percent of samples. On
brand-new malware threats. Its in
average, suites detected 96 to 97 percent of samples.
terface is serviceable, but can be cryptic and unintuitive.
The suite's impact on system performance is mixed. Our
Webroot detected and disabled all active malware infec
test PC started up in 42.4 seconds, about 4.5 seconds faster
tions on our test PC, and it removed all traces of 60 percent
than the average boot time. We saw little drag in the PC's
of the samples-above average among the suites we tested.
daily operations. On-access scans were much slower than
Webroot detected 93 percent of inactive rootkits and all
average; it scanned 4.5GB of data in 7 minutes, 26 seconds.
active ones , but removed only 87 percent of rootkit samples.
Trend Micro includes a full range of technical support
Though it detected all samples in our behavioral-analysis
options with how-to videos, a searchable knowledge base,
tests, it blocked only 27 percent of samples, and completely
and PDF ma.nuals for download. Free e-mail, chat, and tele
removed a mere 13 percent. In traditional signature detec
phone support is available during business hours. •
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"25 Products
We Can't Live Without"
March 2008

Is This Your
Password System?

Ours is Better!

Amazingly fast and easy to use, RoboForm
automatically:

---

-----

../ Remembers your usernames and passwords.
../ Logs you into all your favorite websites.
.

../ Reduces your many passwords to just one.

V Increases security and helps protect your identity.
'.;/ Fills long forms and so much more!
We've been saving you time and making your
life easier since 1999. More than 26 million
downloads, and over 100 five star ratings
later we are by far the World's #1 Rated
Password Manager.

RoboForm has earned prestigious recognition
including PC Magazine Editors' Choice, CNET's
Best Software of the Year, and PC World's
"25 Products We Can't Live Without."

BY ROBERT STROHMEYER

When your cell phone, laptop, or other gear
goes missing, these essential tips will improve
your odds of recovering it-or ensure that the
lost item won't come back to haunt you.»
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Yo LI d0 nIt kn 0 w what you've got until it's gone,
they say-and they might very well have been talking about my cell
phone. A couple of months ago, while walking through the depar
tures terminal at McCarran International Airport in Las Vegas , I
reached into my coat pocket to grab my Motorola Droid-and
panicked. Where I had expected to feel the cool metal case of my
most trusted travel companion, my fingers reported only pocket
lint and a couple of crumpled business cards. My phone had gone
missing, and with it the security of my contacts, my banking infor
mation, my entire e-mail history, and my Facebook and Twitter
logins-and I didn't even have a passcode on the phone.
As I stood in the midst of the bustling
ai rport and realized the extent of my
predicament, I felt a rush of blood to
my head. If some less-than-honest per
son were to find the phone before I
did, they would be just a single finger
tap away from every e-mail I had sent or

received during the previous two years.
If they tapped on my Facebook app,
they could pretend to be me and hustle
my family, friends, and colleagues with
Western Union scams. In addition, they
would have easy access to my GPS
data, showing exactly where I live and

LOSING THINGS IS easy.

item. Most people are honest

Getting them back can be

enough to be willing to help

tough. Here are four simple

you if you make it easy for

habits that can help you pre

them to do the right thing.

vent losses and improve your

3. Pack consistently: If you

chances of getting your gad

always store each piece of

gets back if you do leave

gear in the same place, you're

them somewhere.

more apt to notice when some

1. Keep receipts: Whenever
you take a cab, eat at a res

thing isn't where it belongs.
For instance, if you consis

taurant, or grab a cup of cof

tently put your phone in your

fee at a cafe, ask for a receipt

inside coat pocket, you have a

and hold on to it for a day or

better chance of realizing that

so. That way, if you suddenly

it's not there as you leave a

realize that you left your Kin

restaurant. Get into the habit

dle, keys, or other belongings

of knowing which pockets

behind. you are only a phone

your essential items live in,

call away from starting to recover them. Receipts often include
important information you may not know or remember, such as
the name of the person who helped you, and that person may
remember you and your lost item.

2. Label everything: Whether you use laser-printed return
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potentially putting my family at risk.
After quickly checking the terminal
and failing to spot my phone on the
ground anywhere, I gra bbed a stool at
the nearby airport lounge, booted up
my laptop, and began the arduous task
of changing the passwords on all of my
online accounts-from Gmail to PayPal
to Twitter. But just then I heard a famil
iar ringtone emanating from behind the
bar. Some Good Samaritan had found
my smartphone on the floor minutes
earlier and turned it in. My data, my
identity, and my loved ones were safe
but only because I was lucky.
At that moment, I vowed never to
repeat that experience . Since then, I've
become a faithful custodian of my
phone and all of my other mobile devic
es. Here's how you can add serious
security to your mobile gear, making it
harder to lose, easier to recover, and
less prone to exposing your personal
data if it falls into the wrong hands .

and you'll be less likely to leave them behind.
4. Accessorize: Covering your smartphone in a flashy case
may suggest that you look to Petulant Tween magazine for tips
on style and aesthetics, but it'll also make your handset catch
your eye on a cluttered restaurant table. If you tend to leave

address labels or fancy professional asset tags, labeling your

things behind, sacrificing a little dignity in return for maximum

belongings gives finders a way to reach you and return the

visibility may save you headaches in the long run.
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What to Do
If Your Phone
Goes Missing
The best time to worry about cell phone
security is now, before your phone dis
appears. By taking some sensible pre
cautions , you can make your phone easy
to recover, and even safeguard your data.
Losing a phone actually entails three
separate losses: the hardware itself, the
data on the device, and the security
that you would normally enjoy by
maintaining control over your data.
To minimize the collective impact
that these losses can have on your life,
you should address each of the three
facets separately. First, take steps to
make your phone recoverable, or at
least easily replaceable, in the event
that it goes AWOL. Second , keep an
up-to-date backup copy of the data on
the phone in a safe place . Third, make
sure that nobody else can access that
data if your phone gets lost or stolen.

Lock Down Your Phone
Before we consider various fancy-p ants
tricks for securing and finding a lost
phone, let s focus on the most basic
task: setting a password.
Nearly every cell phone on earth
smart or otherwise-has some kind of
passcode protection built in, yet almost
nobody uses the feature because it adds
an annoying 3-second delay to the pro
cess of making a call. Well, get over it.
Set a password-or an "unlock pat
tern," if you 're an Android user. Do it
now, and you' ll avoid worrying later on
whether someone out there is reading
through your e-mail or accessing your
Facebook account on your lost phone.

Make Your Phone Recoverable
(or Easily Replaceable)
Usually, losing a cell phone is a shon
term problem. (When in doubt, check
under your car seat.) But even if your
handset ends up wandering miles away
in the hands of a stranger, you may be
able to get it back. Regardless, taking
the right precautions ahead of time can
minimize the various expenses associ
ated with losing the device.
The first step in taking the sting out
of losing your mobile phone is to shell
out a few dollars per·month for handset
insurance from your carrier. When you
buy a new phone, do this at the same
time . If you have a phone but haven' t
yet signed up for insurance throu gh
your carrier, do so now. For a monthly
fee of about $8 (for smartphones), the
insurance will guarantee you a quick,
free replacement if you lose the phone
and it will get you up and running if
you do something silly like run over
the handset with a motorcycle.
Of course, collecting on your handset
insurance is a last resort if you lose
your phone. The better outcome is to
find the device quickly after it vanishes .
Fortunately, you have plenty of good
options for doing this.
If you lose your phone in some mun
dane way, such as by dropping it under
a coffee table, and you're sure it must
be nearby but you just can' t find it, you

can call it from another phone so that
it will ring until you can home in on it.
If you frequently set your handset to
silent mode, you can obtain any of sev
eral cheap or free apps (available for
most smartphone platforms) designed
to override the phone's current set
tings and make it ring at full volume
whenever it goes into hiding.
For Android users, the free Where's
My Droid (find.pcworld.com/69B55) is a
great first choice among quick locator
apps. This Android Market download
lets you set up a passphrase that you
can use to activate a loud ring on your
phone. Just bo1Tow a friend's phone
and send your passphrase via SMS (or
use your phone's SMS e-mail address,
such as 4155551212@vtext.com), and
your phone will automatically adjust its
ringtone to maximum volume and ring
for a preset length of time-or until
you find it and tell it to stop.
BlackBerry users have a number of
choices as well. The best free option is
Where's My Phone (find.pcworld .com/
69856), available from the BlackB erry »
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or damaged, you can download the
App World store as a feature-limited
. Emergency Call (Press E)
.
data onto a replacement phone
version of a more robust paid app.
The oo.rer of ilis phJre has repcrted it lost Please
and pick up where you left off.
With the free version, you can trig
cootr£t the amer at the rurte- bebJJ. Thalk lp1
ger a loud alarm via e-mail to help
!lJ.rS": VCU' l'ffiete'e
Adopt Advanced Security
you find your BlackBerry. The $4
~ l'lr: Em-555-Tlrl
Measures for Your Gear
paid version adds more features ,
· Quiet Alarm (Press Q)
Dealing with a misplaced phone
such as GPS location .
that
you know is somewhere in
For iPhone users, a 99-cent app
your
own home or at a friend 's
called Beep My Cell (fi nd.pcworld.
house is no big deal. But if you
com/69857) offers similar function
leave your phone in a cab or unwit
ality, along with the option to add
tingly drop it on the sidewalk, you
a custom message for anyone who
will probably need more-advanced
finds the device (if it's not where
recovery and protection features
you thought it was) . Rather than
to get it back and keep its contents
relying on e-mail or text messages
backing up your phone makes sense.
safe. Fortunately, a few cool programs
to trigger its beeping, you log in to
Often
the
easiest
way
to
perform
a
and
services are available that cover
beepmycell.com and click Beep My Cell
backup
every
major smartphone platform. They
is
by
using
a
cable
connection:
to start up the noise.
aren'
t
free-but if your data is valuable
Another low-cost utility is Phone
Most smartphones-including models
Finder With Google.Maps (find.pcworld.
ranging from iPhones to BlackBerrys to
to you, they're worth paying for.
If you want protection across multi
com/69858), which brings this function
Palm WebOS phones (including the
ality to Windows Mobile handsets . A
ple smartphone platforms, your best
Pre) to Windows Mobile clevices
come with syncing utilities that are de
option is TenCube's WaveSecure (find.
text message to this $1.50 app causes
PhoneFinder to kick on the ringer and
signed to create a complete backup of
pcworld.com/69860). Available for Android,
transmit the phone's GPS location to
the phone's contents. TI1anks to those
BlackBerry, Symbian S60, and Windows
the handset that sent the SMS , giving
Mobile phones , WaveSecure provides
programs , if you sync your phone regu
larly, you should always have a recent
you two ways to look for it at once.
as complete a package of protection as
you can hope to have for a device that's
copy of your files, contacts , messages,
and photos safely stored on your com
Create a Smartphone Backup
prone to wandering away.
The more extens ively you use your cell
puter. Do this rel igiously.
phone, the more completely you de
Unfortunately, though, not all smart
pend on the data it stores. So regularly
phones encourage you to synchronize
and back up your data manually. TI1e
worst offenders in this regard are An
droid phones , which tend to behave a
lot like stand-alone computers; for this
reason it's easy to neglect syncing the
phone to a desktop PC for months on
encl. Though Android is designed to
work seamlessly with Google's cloucl
based apps (such as Gmail, Calendar,
and Contacts), which automatically
sync all of your data to the Web, most
of the data stored on your device won't
automatically sync to anything.
A number of backup apps are avail
able for Android, but my favorite is
MyBackup Pro (ti nd.µcworld .com/69859).
This SS app wirelessly syncs all of your
Android phone's data-including apps,
contacts , bookmarks , SMS messages,
pictures, and music playlists-to a se
cure server..If your phone is lost, stolen,
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whereabouts and send a custom mes
sage to whoever may be holding it at
the moment. It also allows you to wipe
out the phone's contents remotely and
lock the handset with a passcode re
motely (in the event that you failed to
set one up before losing the device).
Palm Pre users can obtain similar pro
tection by signing up for Where Is My
Pre (find.pcworld.com/69862). The premi
um version of this service, which costs
$2 per month, enables you to view your
phone's location on a map, send mes
sages to the device, modify the phone's
preferences remotely, and even take
pictures with the phone's Webcam re
motely to see who's holding it.
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For $20 annually, WaveSecure en
ables you to track the location of your
phone, monitor its call log, and detect
whether someone has changed its SIM
card, all via a Web browser. In the event
that your phone is lost or stolen, you
will quickly have a pretty clear idea of
where it is and what it's up to.
WaveSecure also lets you remotely
back up the contents of your phone to
the secure server and then wipe all of
your data from the device. So even if
the phone falls into the hands of a thief,
none of your personal information will
be at risk. After removing the data, you
can either turn the location informa
tion over to the authorities in hopes of
getting your phone back (don't count
on it) or forget the stolen handset and
use the insurance you bought from
your carrier to purchase a replacement,
and then download the backup of your
data onto the new device.
Apple offers a similar tracking service,
called Find My iPhone, for iPhone users.
But you can get Find My iPhone only as
a component of Apple 's MobileMe ser
vice (tind.pcworld.com/69861 ), which costs
a whopping $99 per year (or $149 for a
four-user family pack) .
To its credit, the Find My iPhone
interface is relatively slick and works
very well. Like WaveSecure, Find My
iPhone lets you track your phone's
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Protect Your
Laptop From
Loss or Theft
Losing your smart phone is bad enough,
but losing your laptop can wreak seri
ous havoc in your life. When your PC
skips out on you, not only must you
cope with lost data and the risk of hav
ing your information compromised, but
you must also replace the laptop, which
can be an expensive proposition. I'll
explain how to improve your odds of
getting your laptop back if it's lost or
stolen, and share a few tips for securing
your personal and business data.
Record your assets: A cheap laptop may
cost as little as $400, but many busi
ness users and gamers carry machines
worth $1500 to $2000-or more. Re
gardless of how much money you spent
on your laptop, it's wise to keep re
ceipts related to your purchase, take a
picture of your laptop, and register it
on your homeowner's or renter's insur
ance policy. That way, losing your lap
top won't have to be a huge financial
burden on top of all the unavoidable
hassles you 'll face. (For more tips on
dealing with insurance companies, see
"Insurance Assurance" on page 90.)
Back up often: If you haven't bee.n
backing up your data as frequently as
you should, don' t feel bad-just go »
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do it. Do it now. Do it weekly. But don't
simply copy your files onto DVDs. Per
form full system backups to a reliab le,
high-capacity external drive using Win
dows Backup or a similar backup utili
ty. For a complete guide to using Win
dows Backup, see "Create Idiot-Proof
Backups With Windows' Built-In Tools"
( fi ncl.pcworld.com/69863).
Backup redundantly: In addition to
getting into the habit of maintaining a
local system backup on an external
drive, it's smart to back up your most
important data (or even your entire sys
tem) to a remote, cloud-based service
such as Mozy (mazy.com). That way, if
catastrophe strikes your home or your
office, you'll still have all of your infor
mation saved in a separate, secure loca
tion. For advice on selecting an Internet
backup service that meets your needs,
see "Find the Right Online Backup Ser
vice" (find .pcworld.com/69864).
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Install a Recovery App and
Sign Up With a Tracking Service
If your laptop is stolen, you have about
a 2 percent chance of getting it back.
But your odds can drastically improve
if you run a tracking and recovery app

such as zTrace (ztrace.com) or LoJack for
Laptops (find .pcworld.com/69865).
For about $60 per year, with tracking
service, these apps hide in your PC' s
BIOS and periodically connect to the
Internet to report their location. If »

TECHNOLOGY CAN BE expen

agent and arrange to add your

sive. Fortunately, many home

devices to your policy. Giving

owner's and renter's insurance

the insurance company infor

policies cover lost, stolen, or

mation about the date of pur

damaged electronics. But cut

chase and the amount paid, as

ting through the red tape and

well as the model and serial

getting full value for your lost

numbers, will streamline the

equipment takes some effort.

process of getting reimbursed

Here's what you need to know.

if the device goes the way of

First, be sure to keep records
of all of your expensive pur
chases. Whether it's a shiny

the laundry sock.

If your equipment gets lost or
stolen, you'll have to do some

new laptop or a portable projec

legwork before the insurance

tor, any device whose value

company will cut you a check.

exceeds your insurance deduct

In particular, you may need to

ible is worth recording on your

file a police report about your

insurance policy.

loss and provide a copy of that

At a minimum, keep your original purchase receipt in a safe

report to the insurance company. Though the police are unlikely

place, and record the product's serial number along with it. You

to find your laptop (or even care that it is gone), the paperwork

might wa nt to take a photo of the device, too, and keep that pic

will demonstrate to your insurance carrier that you've tried to

ture with the receipt and the serial number. That way. even if

recover it. If you don't present it up front, your agent will proba

you can't locate exact model information later on for some rea

bly contact you weeks after you file your claim to ask for one

son, you'll have a clear record of what it is you've lost.

and that will mean a longer delay before you get your money.

For an industry that constantly deals with unforeseen events,
insurance compan ies hate surprises. So call your insurance
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Do the work early, and you'll take a lot of the hassle out of the
process of obtaining reimbursement for a stolen gadget.
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your laptop disappears, just contact the
company to activate tracking and recov
ery services that will respond to a signal
from your laptop and record its loca
tion with surprising accuracy, based on
the IP address that it connects from .
Once either Lojack for Laptops or
zTrace locates your laptop, the service
will work with the appropriate law
enforcement au't horities to investigate
the thefr and reclaim your equipment.
In addition, you can initiate a remote
data wipe that immediately begins eras
ing everything on your hard drive in a
manner that the local user can't inter
rupt or override. That way, even if the
police never find your computer, your
data won't fall into the wrong hands.
Of course, not everyone is dishonest,
and your laptop might find its way into
the possession of a well-intentioned
soul who wants nothing more than to
return it to you. For such an eventuali
ty, it makes sense to label your laptop
with your name, phone number, and
e-mail address ; a Good Samaritan who
finds your laptop can then ring you up
and arrange to reunite you with it.

Protect Your
Other Mobile
Tech Gear
Laptops and cell phones aren't the only
devices that can cause trouble when
they stray from their owners. Losing
e-book readers, media players, GPS
devices, portable hard drives, and even
thumb drives can be expensive in terms
of both replacement costs and data loss.
Most specialized mobile devices can't
run high-end tracking and recovery
software, but you can make them less
anonymous by labeling them with
recovery tags. One approach is simply
to print your name and phone number
on a return address label and affix it to
the device, but you may get better re
sults from a professional asset-recovery
service like StuffBak (stuffbak.com).
For about $10, you can buy a preacti
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vated aluminum asset tag from Stufffiak,
preprinted with a unique ID number,
StuffBak's Web address and toll-free
phone number, and a reward offer that
gives whoever finds the device an incen
tive to return it. When the finder reports
the device's ID number to StuffBak, the
company will arrange for a courier to
pick it up and return it to you.
StuffBak's labels come in various
sizes, ranging from tiny circles for cell
phones and thumb drives to large,
highly visible tags for laptops to wrap
around labels that you can affix to the
zipper of a travel bag.
Portable hard drives can be particu
larly troublesome to lose, because you

don't want to share the data on them
with the world. To protect your busi
ness and personal information, consid
er using a robust utility such as the
open-source TrueCrypt software (find.
pcworld.com/69866) to encrypt the drive.
TrueCrypt creates a s.ecure volume on
your disk, encrypting data on the fly
as your PC reads and writes from the
drive. When you first access the drive
after connecting it, you simply enter a
strong password; thereafter, it func
tions just as any other drive does. But
if the drive ever gets lost, anyone who
tries to read what's on it will have diffi
culty doing so. TrueCrypt works on
USB keychain drives, as well. •

The perfect Mother's day gift,
now available at all Target® stores
the credit card reader for your PC that provides safe
online shopping , helping protect you from the risk of credit card fraud and identity theft.

Swipe your card ,
just like in the
stores.

Never type in
your credit card
number again .

Never expose your card
information to hackers
and malware again .

Works on virtually every site accepting major credit cards.
it's finally safe to shop online..
Visit us at

Eight Creative Projects for Your Inkjet Printer
Printers can do a lot
more than spit out
business reports and
family photos. These
eight tips can help
organize your Life,
decorate your space.
and beat boredom 
w ith an inkjet printer.
BY PATRICK MILLER
THINK YOUR HOME inkjet
printer is good only for print
ing out boarding passes and
driving directions? Give it a
new lease on life. Here's how
to use your printer to label
things, play games, design a
clothing line, and more.
Whether you happen to be
reeling productive, playful,
crafty, or creative, there's a
project here for you-and it
won't require specialized (or
expensive) equipment.
Note: For links to all of the

applications and sites men
tioned in this article, browse
to find .pcworld.com/69850.
1. Make super models: You
don' t need to buy a huge kit
or a set or expensive tools to

start building models. Just
look into papercraft, a do-it
yourself modeling communi
ty that uses only printers,
paper, and tape. All you have
to do is print out the model

Notebook PC
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how to make a paper model of a
classic IBM Thlnkpad laptop.
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sheets, cut out the pieces,
and follow the instructions;
they can be as simple as a
basic box shape or as com
plicated as the papercraft
replica shown at lower left
of a classic IBM Thinkpad
laptop, complete with accu
rately modeled internal parts.
Paperkraft.net is a good
place to start hunting for
projects. This papercraft
blog site is updated daily
with all kinds or new mod
els, including plenty of con
tributions based on retro
tech, sci-fl, and video game
themes . (My favorite is the
official Street Fighter II set.)
2. Print posters: You don' t
need to break the bank at
your local music store to
plaster your wall with pies of
your favorite band. Here's a
faster, cheaper, and easier
way: Just pull a few high-res

images from Google Image
Search, and feed them into
a poster-printing app; then
print out each of the images
in letter-size sections from
your primer, and assemble
the full-size posters yourself.
Some inkjets can print fu ll
poster-size pages (look for
the option in the Page Setup
dialog box), but I prefer to
use either Rasterbator ( find .
pcworld.com/69888) or Easy
Poster Printer (fi nd.pcworld.
com/69889), two apps that can
divide an image into easy-to
print letter-sheet-size chunks
th;it you can tape together.
This appro;ich is particu
larly useful for students who
have a small budget for dorm
decorations (and some extra
printer credit at the end of
a semester) and who rea lly
want some larger-than-life
LOLcats on their wall s. Of
course , you II have to shell
out for photo-quality paper
if you want your posters to
have that glossy look, but
it's still cheaper than buying
posters from a store, and
you won't be limited to the
store's selection, either.
3. Get organized: Whether
you need to label your file
folders, affix name tags to
your personal possessions,
or simply remind yourself
that a stapler is, in fact, a
stapler, your printer can
help you get the job done.
Load up any inkjet printer
with a label sheet, and in
short order you can guaran
tee that everything in your
house or home office has a
clean, organized look. \Vith
the right templates your
printer can push out every
thing from address labels to
name tags . If you're using
Avery label sheets (or cheap
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EASY POSTER PRINTER Is an application that lets you blow up an
image into printable letter -sheet-size chunks that you tape together.

er brands with the same di
mensions , like Worldlabel),
be sure to grab the Avery
Wizard app for Microsofr
Office-the manufacturer
supplied templates can help
you avoid misprints, there
by saving time and money.

R1900) , it may come with a
special tray that supports
direct priming onto special
CD/DVD disks, saving you
the hassle of having to buy
separa te disc labels and the
risk of messing up an optical
drive if the label comes off
or becomes stuck.
Home brewers and vint
ners, meantime, wi ll want to
grab some waterproof labels
to class up their operation a
bit-how can you impress
people as a do-it-yourself
beer or wine snob if you label
your bottles with masking
tape and Magic Marker?
4 . Getyour(old-school) game
on: An inkjet printer may not
be much of a match for an
Xbox 360 or a PlayStation 3,
but with a little imagination
.on your part, it can be a

Street-Cred Labels
But why stop there? Your
stack of burned discs with
barely legible permanent
marker tags are so 1998.
Give your ~arefully crafred
mix CDs extra street cred
with print-out disc labels. If
your inkjet printer is one of
several models from Epson
or HP (qualifying machines
include the HP Photosmart
D5360 and C5280, and the
Epson Artisan 50/710/810
and Stylus Photo 1400 and
Ringmaster '"°""'
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RINGMASTER IS ONE of many paper-formatted games from Boar d
GaineGeek.com that you can download and pri nt out for playing.

pretty solid game machine
in its own right . Lots of sim
ple print-and-play games like
word searches, crossword
puzzles, and dot-and-boxes
sheets are readily available
on Google if you're looking
for a low-tech way to amuse
yourself (or the kids) during
long car rides. HP even has a
printable version of tabletop
football available, in case you
feel your finger-flicking field
goals need more flash .
But various printer games
cater to the more discrimi
nating gamer, as well. Start
by hunting through Board
GameGeek.com, a Web site
devoted to the art (and craft)
of making and playing board
games, many of which are
free to download, print, and
play. Use the site's Advanced
Search button, click Filter 011
Bot1rd Game Ct11cgory, and
then check the Plim and Play
box to see a full list of games
with instant gratification.
Your printer can supple
ment your existing gaming
habits, too. Dungeons and
Dragons enthusiasts can use
the D&D Character Builder
app (rind.pcworld.com/69887,
free demo available) to keep
track of their characters and
loot, complete with read ily
printable character sheets.
Feel like getting back into
Magic: The Gathering, but
don't want to fork over ob
scene amounts of money for
cards? The MagicCards.info
site can link you to printable
proxy images of every card
in every series, so you won' t
need to take out a second
mortgage to play again.
5. Conserve ink on your Web
printouts: By now, any decent
Web page should have a link
to a "printer-friendly" ver- »
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sion of its content, especially
for things like reservations,
e-tickets, articles, and maps .

Save Paper, Too
Sometimes, though, these
printer friendlies just aren ' t
that great. Maybe you 're run
ning low on ink but the page
wo n't print without t he im
ages, or maybe the format
ting is off and you're faced
with wasting paper. Never
fear, PrintWhatYouLike.com
is here. Plug in a URL (or use
the handy-da ndy bookmark
let), and the site will open a
copy of your desired Web
page, with a sidebar th at lets
you pick and choose which
text fie lds, images, and other
page elements to print and
how it should look.
6. Design your summer line:

Funny T-shirts may be plen
tiful, es pecially from online
stores such as Threadless or
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be a great way to liven up
your T-shirt wardrobe with
out spending more than you
do on work clothes-and if
you fi nd that some of your
designs have staying power,
you can arrange to get those
T-shirts printed in a more

permanent form elsewhere.
(Visit find .pcworld.corn/69851
for addi t ional tips on T-shi rt
design and printing.)
You don 't need to stop at
T-shirts either. Most iron
on transfer sheets work with
any fabr ic blend that is at
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least SO percent cotton,
which mea ns that you can
print your own tote bags ,
trucker caps, and more.
7. Throw a party: Parry may
not be the first word that
springs to mind when you
think of inkjet printers. But
the Internet hosts"a mind
boggling array of free (and
printable) party decorations:
Canon's Creative Park, Ep
son's CreativeZone, and HP's
Creative Studio fo r Home
are good places to start look
ing online for party kits for
everything from pirate par
ties to Kung Fu Panda
lanterns. You can also
download plenty of
home decorations to
sp ruce up your home
or party venue, includ
ing a co llection of
projects by Martha
Stewart. Banners,
invitations, place set
tings , nametags
they're all down load
able for kid parties and
adult parties alike.
8. Take close-up

If you have a
multifunction printer

photos:

that comes with a bui lt-in
scanner, here's how to move
beyond boring old docu
ment scanning: Use the MFP
to take close-up shots, just
by putting things directly on
the scanner glass . This tech
nique is known as sca11ogra
phy, and the results ca n be
both beaut iful and bizarre.

Art From Scanners

_:: m
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you to pick only those elements of a Web page you want to print.

printable materials for party themes and home decorating projects.
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THE SIDEBAR (at left) at PrintWhatYoulike.com is a tool that allows

HP'S CREATIVE STUDIO for Home invites site visitors to download

BustedTees. But at $20 pop,
the cost-to-c huckle ratio is
laughab le. Making your own
out of plain T-shirts and iron
on inkjet transfers is signifi
cantly less expensive: Jron
ons cost about $6 apiece.
Do-it-yourself designs can

~

Scanners typically have a
rather shallow depth of fie ld
(about half an inch at most) ,
and they take much longer
to process an image than a
dig ita l camera does, so the
clearest images come us ing
flat inanimate objects, like
flowers and leaves, which
can yield a very vivid high
reso lution image in a way
that a camera cannot.
Scanner limitations can be
used for other artistic effects,
as well. Scanning a human
face, say, will obscure most
of the face in shadow (due
to the field depth), and if the
subject moves, the image will
be "wavy" and distorted.
From th is point forward ,
what you decide to scan-or
print, or des ign- we leave
up to your imagination .

A SCANOGRAPHY IMAGE by artist Christ ian Staebler illustrates the medium's
potential for beauty and strangeness.

Fact or Fiction? Six HDTV Myths Demystified
Shopping for an
HDTV? Complexity.
confusion, and poten
tial pitfalls await. We
look at six of t he most
confounding HO con
cept s to help you
avoid the hokum and
buy with confidence.
IF YOU 'RE BUYING your
first HD1V or an upgrade
from a starter set, your new
television may deliver a bet
ter picture than the one
you're used to . But picking
the right HD1V can be con
fusing, especially given the
cavalcade of claims that sur
round HD1Vs . Some were
true for first-generation sets
but have little relevance
now, some remain va lid, and
some were never true.
I'll highlight several of t he
most prominent assertions
made on showroom noors
and explain the realities ,
along with tips on buying an
HD1V, selecting the best
content, hooking up the set
at home, and more.

These variables help to
explain why you can get
high-def content from Ama
zon, Hulu, iTunes, Netnix
streaming, a Blu-ray disc,
and other so urces, and yet
encounter wildly di fferent
picture quality.
The basis for t he broadcast
signal standards is ATSC
(Advanced Television Sys
tems Committee), and even
that has many options .
If you have an HD1V set
and a digital tuner, ATSC
governs you r over-the-air

that the 1V set creates the
image by continuously re
draw ing the frame , line by
line. The i stands for "inter
laced," meaning th at halves
of the full fram e are shown
60 times per second, but
your eyes combine them
into a full-frame image re
producing itself at a rate of
30 frames per second. At the
same resolution, an image in
progressive format looks
better than an interlaced one.
Over-the-air broadcast
standards to p out at 720p

WHETHER YOU SHOULD buy a lOBOp HDTV (at the top of the quality
chain) depends largel y on the size of the screen-and your budget.

1. 'HD' means a spe
cific quality standard.
Though "HD"
do es stand for
"high defi ni
tion," HD1Vs co me in sever
al resolutions; and in any
event, a set's resolution
doesn 't completely deter
mine the exact image quality
you'll see on your screen.
For one thing, screen sizes
vary. Other factors affecti ng
the picture include the
transmission-over the air,
via cable, by satellite, or
from the Internet-and the
original source mater ial.

signal. ATSC content may be
in either standard-definition
(4:3or16:9 aspect ratio) or
high-definition (16:9 aspect
ratio) form at, with the reso
lution varying accordingly.
A standard-definition trans
mission consists of 4:3 imag
es transmitted at a reso lu
tion of 640 by 480 pixels.
The most famili ar of the
HD resolutions are 720p
(consisting of a 1280-by-720
pixel frame) and 1080i (com
posed of 1920-by-1080-pixel
images) . The p stands for
"progressive scan ," mea ning

and 1080i, but you can obtain
the full 1920-by-1080-pixel
frame in 1080p from Blu-ray
discs, certain Microsoft
Xbox 360 models, and Sony
PlayStation 3 consoles.
Compression and bit ra te
also factor into picture qua l
ity. A Blu-ray disc should
look better than a cable 1V
feed of the same content at
the same resolution-the
disc has more bandwidth
than the cable broadcast.
When choosing for picture
quality, remember: 1080p is
at the top, 720p and 1080i

look similar, and anything
below them won t be as
good. Keep t hose terms in
mind-they' re official stan
dards, not marketing terms.

2. ORM can prevent
content from playing
on your HDTV.
11-.,...""'iiiiil Digital rights
management
!!!!!~~111!11 (ORM) tools
prevent you from copying
copyrighted content. In
most cases, HDCP-High
bandwidth Digital Content
Protection-is the benevo
lent cop. HDCP is a hand
shaking protocol that pro
vides a found at ion for ORM.
(The actual ORM can vary or
be hidden, so look for HDCP
labeling.) To avoid any prob
lems, though, you need to
use the correct gear.
HDCP works with Blu-ray
discs, digital down loads,
and other content sources.
The technology checks for
an unbroken digital connec
tion from your content
so urce to your TV. If the dig
ital connection breaks off
perhaps because you con
nected to an unauthorized
splitter or are using an ana
log feed-HDCP wi ll detect
that fact. In such situations,
using ORM enforcement,
HDCP can throttle your
show quality or stop you
from watching at all.
To ensure-or to be as
sure as possible-that DRM
won' t prevent you from
watching shows, connect an
HDMI or DVl cable between
your source and your 1V or
monitor. (If you use HDMI ,
then by default you have an
HDCP-protected connec- »
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tion, and you're good to go .
But if you try to use a moni
tor or an older HDTV with
DVl as a display device for
protected content, verify in
their manuals that both de
vices support HDCP.) lfyou
need to connect to a splitter,
receiver, or other device in
the middle, make sure that it
supports HDCP, too.

3. You 're in imminent
danger of burn-in from
Letterboxing and onscreen graphics.
Burn-in is no
longer a seri
ous issue for
HDTVs. Years ago, static
graphics from net\\lork TV
logos, video games, and let
terbox bars could wear un
evenly on a TV. If you left
your set on and tuned to a
station showing such sta
tionary elements for hours
at a time, you might have
seen them lingering when
you tried to watch other
content. First-generation
plasma screens were most
susceptible to this effect.
LCDs and other types of
TV display haven't exhibited
this issue, and recent plas
mas have incorporated effec
tive countermeasures. If
you're buying a new set,
don't worry about burn-in .
Plasma TV watchers may
encounter temporary image
retention-which can look
the same as permanent
burn-in-but this is not a
· major problem. Static imag
es imprint themselves in a
way reminiscent of perma
nent burn-in; but in this
case, the pattern fades away
with normal use. To speed
up the process, play a sta
tion that's showing snow
9.8 I PCWORLD . COM
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(static) , use a PC utility such
as JScreenFix (jscreenfix.com),
or activate the TV's built-in
mode to clear the problem.

4. Brand -name cables
are worth the cost.
Don't buy
cables on the
basis of their
brand name. A cable's con
nector type, length, and
gauge are the most impor
tant factors in signal quality.
Choose a digital cable if
possible-either HOM ! or
DVI (almost all new HDTVs
will include a digital connec
tion). Such cables can carry
a 1080p signal (if your con
tent supports it) , will play
nicely with ORM, and won't
pick up interference the way
an analog cable can.

If you don't have a digital
connection, you can still ob
tain signals at up to 1080p
via component cables. The
resulting picture quality
should still be first-rate . But
if you drop down to a lesser
cable type-S-Video or a sin
gle, composite RCA cablesay good-bye to your HD
signal. At a minimum, your
HD-compatible devices
should have component,
DVI, or HOM! ports . In
addition, they probably have
S-Video and composite ports
for compatibility with older
sets; avoid those ports.
Whatever your situation ,
get the shortest cables that
can make the connection
you need. Extra loops may

pick up interference and dis
tort analog signals; also, if
the cabling runs over entire
rooms, the extra length may
degrade image quality.
Thicker cables can improve
quality, but the difference is
greatest in speaker wire.
Consider buying thickergauge cabling if it must run
SO feet or more.
You can save on cables at a
site such as Monoprice.com,
where you can expect to pay
a few dollars for nearly any
cable type, rather than $20
to $50 for a single, brandname HOM! cable.

S. A TV with a faster
refresh rate can Look
better than a slower TV.
In the past few
years, vendors
have marketed
TVs with refresh rates of
120Hz, 240Hz, and beyond.
These sets can interpolate
frames between the ones
you'd normally see, thereby
smoothing out fast screen
motion through enhanced
picture processing.
PCWorld's HDTV testing
has demonstrated a correla
tion between high refresh
rates and smoother image
quality in TVs. But we occa
sionally see high-refresh-rate
TVs whose images look
more jittery than those on
60Hz sets. That discrepancy
occurs because smooth
motion performance de
pends on the combined
operation of the panel 's
refresh rate and the software
algorithms inside the set.
As 30-capable TVs come
to market, refresh rate will
play an increasingly impor
tant role in picture quality.
One technique used to pro

duce 30 effects requires in
put and playback of a 120Hz
signal. (Practically all cur
rent TVs accept only a 60Hz
signal, regardless of their
advertised refresh rate.)
Look for 30 branding and a
120Hz input in those cases.

6. If you don't buy a
1080p HDTV, you're
wasting your money.
In all likeli
hood, you
want a 1080p
HDTV-and you should be
sure to get that resolution
if your set has a diagonal
screen size of 32 inches or
greater, since you' ll be able
to see the additional resolu
tion on a big screen from
across the room. Further
more, there's no reason to
avoid a 1080p HDTV if it
doesn' t cost substantially
more than sets with alterna
tive resolutions, given that
1080p is becoming ubiqui
tous. If the difference is
within $100, I recommend
going for a 1080p set if your
budget can handle it .
But on a smaller HDTV,
you probably won't see any
improvement in picture
quality from 1080p versus
720p. And you may not even
have any 1080p sources to
exploit: Over-the-air broad
casts and most cable feeds
top out at 1080i.
If you are getting one of
the bigger sets or are con
necting 1080p sources such
as a Blu-ray player, a Micro
soft Xbox 360, or a Sony
PlayStation 3, a 1080p set is
your best bet. But in many
other situations, a 720p set
will perform just as well for
all practical purposes.
-Zack Stem

Open Frequently Used
Folders With Two Clicks
SO YOU 'VE MADE the move
to Windows 7-but are you
really taking advantage of all
the little tricks that this oper
ating system has to offer?
For example, I'm a huge
fan of the Windows Explorer
icon that has finally taken up
permanent residence on the
taskbar, because this icon
provides one-click access to
my folders and libraries.
But did you know that this
icon has other tricks up its
sleeve? By right-clicking it,
you summon a pop-up list
(or Jump List, in Windows 7
parlance) of the folders you

most frequently access. Left
click the folder you want,
and presto: It opens instantly.
That's much, much faster
than any of the old ways of
finding your favorite folders .
And speaking of favorites,
you can easily make any
folder a "permanent" part of
the Jump List-just mouse
over it and click the little
pushpin icon that appears
on t he right edge.
Now t hat particular fo lder
will appear in the Pinned
section of your list. So even
if it's not a frequently used
folder, you'll always be able

ANSWER LINE

CNET Cheapskate Blog
iPhone Atlas

IN WINDOWS 7, t o set quick access t o a folder, simply mouse over
it and click the pushpin Icon to keep it on your Jump List.
to open it with just two
clicks. (You can remove, or
"unpin," it just as easily by
clicki1_1g the pushpin again.)
Keep in mind that all this
listing and pinning will not

make any changes to the
contents or locations of
your folders; this trick mere
ly gives you an easier way
to gain entry to them.
- Rick Broida

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS.PCWORLD.COM

What chores should I do regula rly
to keep my computer healthy?
- Ruptionl B. PCWorld.com forums
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HERE ARE the regular PC maintenance tasks I recommend.
Dally: Back up your data every day. You don't want to lose yes
terday's work any more tha n you want to lose last week's. See "7

s·can for Harmful Software

Scans your computer for Spyware. ftdware. Mat.\-are.
Trnjans, Worms , Parasit.es and other potertially hannful
software that may be installed ori your computer.

Backup Strategies for Your Data, Multimedia. and System Files"
(find .pcworld.com/69433), and use one of the first three strategies.
Weekly: Scan for malware. No real-time antivirus program is per
fect, so to be on the safe side, get a second opinion every week by
scanning with another security program-something reliable and
free, and it doesn't need to provide real-time protection. I recom
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mend either Malwarebytes' Anti-Malware (find.pcworld.com/69870)

AS A COMPLEMENT t o a r eal-tim e antivirus app, use a fre e security

or SuperAntiSpyware (find.pcworld.com/69869). I use both, running

program like SuperAnt lSpyware to scan your flies once a week.

one the first week and the other the second.
Monthly: Defrag your hard drive. Over time. files become frag 
mented, split over multiple physical parts of the drive. Fragmenta
tion can slow your PC and render lost files less retrievable.
Windows comes with a perfectly fine defragger. In Windows
Explorer, right-click the C: drive and select Properties. Choose the
Tools tab, and then click the Defragment Now button.

XP users get a button to start the defrag. Vista and Win 7 add an
option to schedule the defragging. For more on Vista defragging
(information that's also applicable to 7), see find .pcworld.com/69871.
Monthly: Scan your hard drive for errors-problems with the disk
that could make parts of it unreadable. Do this chore when you

defrag-both tasks start on the C: drive Properties' Tools tab.
To scan the drive, click Check Now. Check both options, and then
click Start. An error message will tell you that Windows can 't
check the disk while it's in use. Click Schedule disk check (Vista or
Win 7) or Yes (XP). Next time you leave your computer for a few
hours (perhaps overnight), reboot. The scan will take a consider
able amount of time before the drive is ready for regular use.
Twice a year. Back up your hard drive as an image- it could be a
lifesaver. For more details. see Strategy 5 in "7 Backup Strategies
for Your Data, Multimedia, and System Files," mentioned above.

- Li11co/11 Spector
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adcom Netlink Gigabit Ethernet Properties

Fix a Computer That
Won't Stay Asleep
MY BUDDY DOUG had a
problem with his laptop:
Arter putting it to sleep (that
is, into Standby mode), he'd
come back a while later to
find it wide awake.
Such behavior has count
less possible culprits: an
accidental swipe of the
mouse, a scheduled system
task, or a setting in Win
dows' power options.
Doug pored through those
options, but no sleep or
hibernate setting seemed to
remedy the situation.
Here's another place to
look: the settings for the

ethernet adapter. (Doug's
machine was plugged direct
ly into his router.) Follow
these steps to see if it fixes
the same issue on your PC:
1. Open Windows' Device
Manager (right-click My
Co111p111er, click Manage, and
then click Dcl!ice Mmu1ger).
2. Click the plus sign next
to Network adaprerr, and then
find the ethernet adapter for
your system . (On mi ne, the
adapter is called Broadcom
NetLink Gigabit Ethernet.)
3. Right-click the adapter
name and choose Propcnics.
4. Click the Power Manage-

ANSWER LINE

General

Advanced

Driver

Details

Resources

Broadcom NetUnk Gigabit Ethernet
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~. AJlow this Q.evice to wake the computer.

' IOnly allow [!lanagement stations to wake the computer
Warning : AJlo't.1ng this device to bring the computer out of standby may
cause this computer to periodically wakeup to refresh its netwoik state .
you travel with this computer or run it on a battery. you should not tum o
this feature as the machine may awaken at inopportune times or consum
the batter/.
UNCHECKING A SETTING for your ethernet adapter that lets Internet
access wake your computer can keep Steep mode uninter rupted.

mem tab, and then clear the
check box next to Allow this
device to wake the comp111c1:
5. Click OK, and the n
restart the computer.
TI1is may or may not solve
your PC's insomnia, but it
did the trick for Doug. Inter-

net access- either inbound
or outbound- was causing
the PC to wake from Stand
by mode. Disabling the eth
ernet adapter's support for
that capability should allow
the system to stay asleep .
-Rick Broida

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS.PCWORLD . COM

Why does my PC sometimes slow to
a crawl? What should I do about it?
- Shermlindcostle, Answer Line forum
FIRST, CHECK FOR an infection-the most dangerous (but not the
most likely) possible cause . It's relatively easy to identify and fix.

If your PC is infected, your regu lar, always-on antivirus program
has fa iled and may be compromised. Try the free version of either
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Malwarebytes' Ant i-Malware (find.pcworld.com/69870) or Super
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If the scans don't find anything, chances are your PC isn't infect
ed. But your Registry could be corrupted. and a scan of t hat should
be your next step. In fact . such a scan solved the reader's problem:
CCleaner (another excellent, free program; find .pcworld.com/63017)

CCLEANER IS A free utility that can scan and clean up your Windows

found 200 Java errors. The fix was to uninstall and reinstall Java.

Registry (If it 's corrupted) , allowing your system to run faster.

No luck so far? Start searching your memory (your brain's, not
your computer's). When did the problem start? What did you do to
the PC just before that? Did you install anything new? Did you
allow Windows or an applicat ion to conduct a major upgrade?
Also, note what programs are running, and what peripherals
you're using, when it happens. Keep a journal- on paper.
Another idea, suggested by forum moderator Scott Maxwell, is

When you 've identified the culprit, find out if the program has an
update or a bug fix; if it has none, complain to the manufacturer.
Or uninstall it. Don't use the program 's own uninstaller (or Con
t rol Panel's removal too l- it just launches the program's uninstall
er). That may disable the program but leave behind the problems.

to keep an eye on your system 's processes: When thing s are fine,

Instead, use the free, portable version of Reva Uninstaller (find .

right-click the taskbar and select Start Task Manager. Click the

pcworld.com/64314 ) or the S30 Total Uninstall (find.pcworld.com/

Processes tab. and then click the CPU column heading once or

69872 ). The free version of Reva can't handle 64-bit apps, and Total

twice to put the most demanding processes on the top. Keep Task

Uninstall is better when an uninstall r equires a reboot.

Manager running at all times. Then. when your PC slows down.
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check the Task Manager window to see what is at the top of the list.
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Found! Handy New Shortcuts for Microsoft Word Documents
THIS MONTH I have th ree ti ps for working better in Word. One is
a convenient way to move paragraphs; another lets you quickly add
tempora ry, dummy text; and the third removes unwanted hyper
links (but, of course, leaves the text of the links in place).

l

let your keyboard move paragraphs, use a
shortcut to add dummy copy, and remove
unwanted hyperlinks from pasted text.

Move Paragraphs Via Your Keyboard

-iijr
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Relrrentts

PagtU,Out

...., ___ · ' 10.>~"Afr@J :: . i=- ''f--tt~-~
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Every time I thi nk I've mastered all the coolest keyboard
shortcuts, along comes another that I somehow missed.

" . A - Aa-IL~I *

For example, like many folks, I spend a lot of time work
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ing in Microsoft Word. And I thou ght I knew all the best

g

~

To my know1edge. lhis wor1<s In all versions of Word.

short cuts,. such as using t he <Home> and <End> keys to
jump my cursor around a document-to say nothing of the
venerable cut/copy/paste/ undo commands.

To my knOwleoge, lllts WOO<s In al versloos of word

tnem. yesterday's Word tip was on pmhnc rnul!IO!e copies o ! !ndMqual oagn
and Friday's was a !ceyboarg ~nortg!l for qu!d<Jy mQy!ng paragraohs.

But here's a great pair of shortcuts for people who prefer

In case you mtSSOO

to keep their fingers on their keys and off their mouse:

..
0

<Alt>-<Shlft>-<Up Arrow > and <Alt>-<Shift>-< Down Arrow>.
When you place your cursor anywhere inside a paragraph
and then press either of these key combinations, that para

A KEYBOARD TRICK strips multiple unwanted hyperlinks out of Word text:

graph j umps up or down, effectively switching places with

Select the paragraphs containing the links, and press <Ct rl>-<Shift>-<F9>.

t he paragraph that previou sly was above or below it.

This maneuver doesn't otherwise change the formatting of the selected text.

Neat, huh? Well, I can't take credit for this one. My buddy
Dave clued me in to the joys of instant paragraph tran sposition.

paragraphs' worth of random t ext, and the second w ill produce
three paragraphs of Lorem ipsum gibberish. You can repeat the

Quickly Add Filler Text to Your Document

shortcut as neces sary to ad d more filler text to your document.

Ever need to add some filler text to a Word document- you know,

In Word 2003, the =rand() shortcut will yield three paragraphs of

the "lorem ipsum dolor" stuff that you routinely see in docur:ient

"The quick brow n fox ..." filler text, but =lorum() won't do anything.
No filler text ? You may need to venture into Word's settings and

mock-ups, presentation materials, and the like?
A secret Word 2007 shortcut makes adding such filler content

enable a particular option. Here's how to proceed in Word 2007:

1. Click the Office button, and then click Word Options•

surprisingly easy. Just type either of the two following lines:

Proofing •AutoCorrect Options.

=rand()

2. Enable t he checkbox next to Replace text os you type.

=lorem()
and then press <Enter>. The first of these lines wi ll generate th ree

Strip Hyperlinks From Pasted Text
I often copy text from e-mail messages, Web pages, and
lnmt

P.Jgt Lqou1

Rd:trtnw

other online sources into Word documents; but besides
AaBbCcO<

AaBbC•

1 no Spad...

Hudlno l

obtaining the text, I always get a bunch of unwanted
hyperlinks for Web pages and e-mail addresses.
I could select Edit •Poste Speciol •Unformotted Text
instead of <Ctrl >-V to paste unlinked content into Word

Lorem lpsum doklr sn. met.consectetueradlplsdng ellt. Maecenos porttltorconsue massa. Fusee
pos uere, magnase d lvlna ruttrtcies, purus lectus malesu ada libero, sit ame t commodomagna eras
'- N-un-cv-;v-.,-,.-1
1

l orem ipsu m dolor sit

Pe Hen ttsqut

posuere, magna sed p

phare tra nont

•klremOI

at the outset, but what if linked text is already there?
One approach is to right-click the linked items one by

quls uma.

one. and choose Remove Hyper/ink from t he resu lting
suada fames ac turpts egestas. Proln

quis urn a.

menu; but that's a slow way to get rid of multiple links.
Thankfully, there is a fast, easy, and automated alter
native: Select t he entire block of text. and then press
<Ctrl>-< Shift>·<F9> . Presto: The hyperlinks are gone,
with only the unlinked text you want (on some PCs, the

WITH 'REPLACE text as you type' enabled in Word 2007, typing '=lorem()' will
Insert dummy text Into a document-useful in mock-ups and presentations.

former link text may be underlined and in color) .
To my knowledge, this works in all versions of Word. •
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The Back Page
Plugged In

Preorder...and Wait
APPLE MAY HAVE generated online hysteria back in March when it started accepting

preorders for the iPad, which was slated to start shipping on April 3. But it seems
Apple's got nothing on Buy.com, wh ich will allow you to preorder the DVD of The
T.A.M.l. Show- as long as you ' re willing to wait, oh, roughly 27 years to take deliv
ery. Thanks to sharp-eyed reader Dick Frank for spotting this Web·gem.

Geek Appeal Accord
ing to an online survey,
women prefer pudgy geeks
over hard-bodied mu sclemen. Accord
ing to every singles bar in Am~rica,

ami Show
Olr-cctor: Steye B jnd er

th is survey is horribly wrong.

Sta rring : The Mjracle:.; Smokev Robjnson Marvin Gaye
~

Li stPrice:

~

Yo u Save:

Google Grid Google

(25%) $ 3 .8 6
$11 . 12
$ 1.90

Our Price :

gets the go-ahead to buy
and sell energy in the U.S.

Pre-Order Now: Rel ease Date: 1/1/ 2 0 37
Place y ou r order toda y and be one of the first to
receive this pro duct when it arriv es!

uy.com Total Price:
Qty 1

$13.02

IQiMMffl

Format: DVD
Al s o Available: DVD Collector';; Edition $ 1-1 .6 3
Writ e n

R evif~w

How long before we see targeted ads
every time we turn on a light?

-©

What a Doll Mattel
introduces Computer Engi
neer Barbie. Reportedly,

they'd have come out with IT Pro
Ken, too, if only management had
been okay with adding a dongle.

What's That Again?
YouTube adds an auto
caption feature for most
videos. Or "U2 beds an older ketchup
feet your foremost biddy owes," as
the new feature might put it.

-©

Net Intelligence
Three-quarters of Web
users believe that the

I nternet makes us smarter, accord
ing to a recent online poll. Who
would have guessed

that many peo

ple had never visited YouTu be? •

-JR Rap/rad and Steve Fox

Have an idea for a Back Page
item , from an offbeat screen
shot to a w ild Windows hack?
Send your suggestion to
TheBackPage@pcworld.com.
You 'll earn a small slice of
fame, our undying gratitude,
and a nifty PCWorld mug.
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via Mail-in Rebate*

Eliminate online evils at Norton.com/ironman2
and become a Norton fan on Facebook.

